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15.

On October 15, 1971 Caulfield wrote a memorandum to Dean recom-

mending that background information obtained from .the FBI about the
producer of a motion picture derogatory to the President be released to
the media and that discreet IRS audits be instituted on the producer,
the distributor of the film and a related corporation. Caulfield testified that Dean requested he run an FBI name-check and that, at Caulfield's
direction, Anthony Ulasewicz conducted a "pretext inquiry" at the offices
of the film's distributor.

On October 20, 1971 Caulfield sent a memo-

randum to Dean reporting on a pretext interview of the film's distributor
and recommending that because the financial handling and distribution of
the film was in the hands of amateurs, any actions against the producer,
including background infonnation and IRS capability, be carefully weighed
and ,,,ell hidden.

15.1

Memoranda from John Caulfield to John Dean, June
25, 1971, October 13, 1971; October 15, 1971;
October 20, 1971, with attached undated memorandum
from Fred Fielding to John Dean; Exhibit 3, Hearing
held before Sub commf t t ee on Admini.strative Practice
and Procedure and Sub commft t ee on Constitutional
Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, and Subcorrnnitteeon Surveillance of the Connnittee on
Foreign Relations, April 8; 1974.

15.2

John Caulfield testimony, SSC Executive Session,
Harch 23, 1974, 88, 102-03.

[10249]

16.

Prior to November 7, 1971 a talking paper and memorandum were

prepared with respect to making the IRS politically r~sponsive.

Dean

has testified that he and Caulfield prepared the documents for Haldeman's
use during a meeting with either the Secretary of the Treasury or the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Haldeman has testified that he could

not recall either seeing the briefing memorandum or having any specific
conversation with the Secretary of the Treasury.

16.1

Briefing }femorandum (undated and unsigned),
SSC Exhibit No. 44,4 SSC 1682-85.

16.2

John Dean testimony, 4 SSC 1349, 1410-11.

16.3

H. R. Haldeman testimony, 8 SSC 3136-37.

[10250]

17.

In a Political Matters Memorandum dated December 2, 1971 Strachan

reported to Haldeman that Mitchell and Dean had discussed the need to
develop a political intelligence capability.

Strachan stated that

Sandwedge had been scrapped and that instead Gordon Liddy woul.d become
general counsel to CRP effective December 6, 1971.

Strachan stated that

Liddy would handle political intelligence as well as legal matters and
would also work with Dean on the political enemies project.

17.1

Hemorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
December 2, 1971 (received from White House).

[10251]

18.

On February 1, 1972 John Dean sent a memorandum to Haldeman,

Ehrlichman, Klein, Colson and Ziegler, with a carbon copy to Mitchell,
stating that an article by journalist James Polk about Herbert Kalmbach
was scheduled for publication by the Washington Star the following day.
Qn or about February 1, 1972 an unsigned memorandum was prepared describing Polk's financial affairs.

It stated that in 1968, 1969 and

1970 neither Polk nor his wife had reported any personal income derived
from the operation of a corporation in wh Lch Polk and his w'ife had an
interest.

It also stated that certain facts suggested to IRS pro-

fessionals that an audit might resultingly be in order.

The nlemo-

randum also stated that because of the sensitivities of the ongoing
inquiry, no audit should be initiated unless directed.

18.1

Hemorandum from John Dean to H. R •.Haldeman, et a1.,
February 1, 1972, with attachments (received from
SSC).

18.2

~lemorandum, unsigned and unaddressed, re background
information on James Ray Polk, February 1, 1972
(received from SSe).

[10252]

19.

On June 12, 1972 Colson sent a memorandum to Dean stating

that Colson had received a well informed tip that there were
discrepancies in the tax returns of Harold Gibbons, a vice
president of the Teamsters Union.

Colson stated that Gibbons

was an all out enemy and asked that Dean please see if this one
could be started on at once.

Dean has testified that he put

the memorandum in his file and that it remained there.

19.1

John Dean testimony, 4 SSC 1349, 1480.

19.2

Memorandum from Charles Colson to John Dean,
June 12, 1972, SSC Exhibit No. 45, 4 SSC 1686.

[10253]

20.

Former Commissioner of Internal Revenue ,.,ralters
has

stated that during the summer of 1972 he was asked by Treasury
Secretary Shultz to check on a report by John Ehrlichman that
Democratic National Committee Chairman Lawrence O'Brien had received
large amounts of income which might not have been reported properly.
,.,ra1ters
has stated that he reported to Shultz on the IRS's examination
of O'Brien's returns for 1970 and 1971.

Walters has stated that Ehr1ich-

man'was not satisfied with the report on the status of O'Brien's returns
and that because of Ehr1ichman's inquiries O'Brien was interviewed during
the summer of 1972.

Walters has stated that Ehr1ichman was not satisfied

with the interview and that he told Shultz he needed further information
about the matter.

Ehrlichman has testified that he had learned from

a sensitive case report that the IRS was investigating O'Brien and that
he called Shultz to complain that the IRS was delaying the audit until
'after-the election.

20.1

Johnnie Halters affidavit, House Judiciary Committee.
June 10, 1974.

20.2

John Ehr1ichman testimony, SSC Executive Session.
February 8, 1974, 110-12 •.

[10254]

21.

On or about August 29, 1972 Shultz, '';altersand Assistant to the

IRS Commissioner Roger Barth telephoned Ehrlichman-.to report on the IRS
investigation of Lawrence O'Brien.
IRS had closed the investigation.

Shultz informed Ehrlichman that the
Ehrlichman complained to Walters that

the IRS had been stalling the audit and he told Walters what a bad job
he had done.

21.1

John Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 111-13.

21.2

Johnnie Halters affidavit, House Judiciary Committee,
June 10, 1974.

[10255]

22.
offiee.

Walters stated that on September

11, 1972 he went to Dean's

Dean gave Walters a list of McGovern

contributors

and requested

staff members and campaign

that the IRS begin investigations

or examin-

ations of the people named on the iist. The names on the list of McGovern
staff members were the same as the names on the list of McGovern
members identified

in paragraph

9.

state that J. E. [John Ehr1ichmanl

staff

Walters' notes of the meeting
asked to make up the list to see

what information

could be developed and that Dean had not been asked

by the President

to have this done.

Walters has stated that he advised

Dean that compliance with the request would be disastrous
and for the Administration

for the IRS

and that he would discuss the matter with

Secretary Shultz and would recommend

to Shultz that the IRS do nothing

with respect to the request.

22.1

Johnnie Walters affidavit,
May 6, 1974.

House Judiciary

Committee,

22.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 11, 1972,
September 25, 1972 (received from Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation).

22.3

List of McGovern staff members and campaign contributors
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation).

[10256]

23

Walters has stated that on September

13, 1972 he discussed with

Secretary Shultz the list given him by Dean, showed Shultz the list and
advised Shultz that he believed

they should not comply with Dean's

request to commence examination

or investigation

on the list.

Shultz told Walters

of the people named

to do nothing with respect to the

list and Walters put it in his office safe.

On July 11, 1973 Walters

turned the list over to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
On December 20, 1973 the staff of the Joint Committee

issued a report

stating that it found no evidence that the returns of any persons on the
list were

screened as a result of White House pressure.

23.1

Johnnie Walters
May 6, 1974.

affidavit, House Judiciary

Committee,

23.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 11, 1972
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation).

23.3

Report of the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, "Investigation into Certain
Charges of the Use of the Internal Revenue Service
for Political purposes," December 20, 1973, 7-12.

IJ)
[10257]

24.

On September 15, 1972 from about 5:23 until about 5:27 p.m.

the President met with Haldeman and discussed, among other things,
Dean's wo rk.Lng through IRS.

At about 5:27 p.m. Dean joined the meeting

and from about 5:27 to about 6:00 p.m. the President, Haldeman and Dean
had a discussion.

The Committee has received tape recordings of these

conversations.

24.1

Tape recording of a meeting between the President
and H. R. Haldeman, September 15, 1972, 5 :23 5:27 p.m., and House Judiciary Committee transcript
thereof.

[10258]

--_
25.

From approximately

6:00 p.m. to approximately

6:17 p.m. on

September 15, 1972 the President, Haldeman and Dean continued their
meeting.

The Committee has not received a tape recording of this portion

of the conversation.

Haldeman and Dean have testified that at the

September 15, 1972 meeting there was a discussion of taking steps to
overcome the unwillingness

of the IRS to follow up on complaints.

According to a memorandum by SSC Minority Counsel Fred Thompson, Special
counsel to the President J. Fred Buzhardt has stated that during the
September 15, 1972 meeting Dean reported on the IRS investigation
Lawrence O'Brien.

On

of

May. 28, 1974 the Watergate Special Prosecutor moved

that Judge Sirica turn over the recording of this portion of the conversation for presentation

to the appropriate

grand juries on the basis that

the recording was relevant to alleged White House attempts to abuse and
politicize the IRS, including unlawfully attempting

in August and

September 1972 to have the IRS investigate Lawrence O'Brien.

On June 12,

1974 Judge Sirica granted the motion and ordered that the recording of
the conversation

from 6:00 to approximately

6:13 p.m. be made available

to the Special Prosecutor.

25.1

H. R. Haldeman

testimony, 7 SSC 2889.

25.2

John Dean testimony, 3 SSC 957-58.

25.3

John Dean

25.4

Fred Thompson notes of telephone conversation with J. Fred
Buzhardt, sse Exhibit No. 70A, 4 sse 1794-96.

25.5

In re Grand Jury, motion for reconsideration
of Leon .Jawarsk i , Hay 28, 1974.

25.6

In re Grand Jury, transcript of proceed-ings, June 7, 1974, 12.

25.7

In re -Grand Jur~, order, June 12, 1974.

t es t.Lmony ,

4 SSC 1535.

and affidavit

[10259]

26.

Walters has stated that on or about September 25, 1972 Dean

telephoned him and inquired as to what progress had been made with respect
to the list of HcGovern campaign workers and contributors which he had
given to Halters on September 11, 1972.

Walters has stated that

he informed Dean that no progress had been made; that Dean asked
if it might be possible to develop information on fifty, sixty
or seventy of the names; and that Walters responded that, although he
'vould reconsider the matter with Secretary Shultz, any activity of this
type would be inviting disaster.

Halters has stated that on or about

September 29, 1972 he discussed Dean's request \-lithShultz and that he
and Shultz agreed that nothing be done 'vith respect to the list.

Ivalters

has stated that he did not furnish any name ornarnes from the list nor
request any IRS employee or official to take any action \-lithrespect to
the list.

26.1

Johnnie Halters affidavit, House Judiciary Conmri.ttee,
Nay 6, 1974.

26.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 25, 1973
(received from Joint Con~ittee on Internal Revenue
Taxation) .

[10260]

27.

On

March 13, 1973 the President met with Haldeman and Dean.

During the conversation the President and Dean di&cussed, among other
things, obtaining information from the IRS.

27.1

Tape recording of a conversation among the President, H. R. Haldeman and John Dean, ~1arch 13, 1973,
and House Judiciary Committee transcript thereof
(received from White House).

[10261]

28.

On May 2, 1973 the Center on Corporate Responsibility, Inc. filed

suit claiming that it had been unlawfully denied tax-exempt status
,/

.because of selective treatment for political, ideological and other
improper reasons having no basis in the statute and regulations.

On

December 11, 1973 the United States District Court held that the tax
exemption had been unlawfully denied.

The Court stated that its ruling

was based in part on the failure of the White House to comply fully with
discovery orders.

The Court found that the inference of political

intervention had been unmistakenly raised.

28.1

Center on Corporate Responsibility v. Shultz, Opinion,
368 F. Supp. ~65, 871-72.

[10262]

[10263]

15.

On October 15, 1971 Caulfield wr o t e a memorandum to Dean recom-

mending that background information obtained from ~he FBI about the
producer of a motion pictur.e derogator~ to the President be released to
the media and that discreet IRS audits be instituted on the producer,
the distributor of the film and a related corporation. Caulfield testified that Dean requested he run an FBI name-check and that, at Caulfield's
direction, Anthony Ulasewicz conducted a "pretext inquiry" at the offices
of the film's distributor.

On October 20, 1971 Caulfield sent a memo-

randum to Dean reporting on a pretext interview of the film's distributor
and recommending that because the financial handling and distribution of
the film was in the hands of amateurs, any actions against the producer,
including background information and IRS capability, be carefully weighed
and well hidden.

15.1

Memoranda from John Caulfield to John Dean, June
25, 1971, October 13, 1971; October 15, 1971;
October 20, 1971, with attached undated memorandum
from Fred Fielding to John Dean; Exhibit 3, Hearing
held before Subcommittee on Administrative Practice
and Procedure and Subcomm:i.tteeon Constitutional
Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, and Subcommittee on Surveillance of the Conunittee on
Foreign Relations, April 8, 1974.

15.2

John Caulfield testimony, SSC Executive Session,
Harch 23, 1974, 88, 102-03.

[10264]

[10265]

15.1

John Caulfield memorandum
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Retyped from indistinct original

TIlEWHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
October 20, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN W. DEAN, III
FROM:

JACK CAULFIELD

SUBJECT:

DANIEL TALBOT, "MILLHOUSE" FILM DISTRIBUTOR

Talbot has been identified as follows:
Male, white, 42 years of age
Resides at 180 Riverside Drive, Manhattan #362-1243
Occupation - Film Distributor
No criminal record - F.B.I •.
Member of Stop the Draft
Movement-N.Y.C. in 1967 - N.Y.C.P.D.
Talbot was pretext interviewed during a visit to his office
located at 250 West 89th St., Manhattan on 10/18/71. Such
office is adjacent to the New Yorker Theatre located at
Broadway and 88th Street, Manhattan. Such theatre is currently
showing MILLHOUSE.
Talbot's office was observed as being a sloppy one room operation
with one secretary. Rent was determined to be $85 per month.
It was ascertained that the film is also being shown in
Philadelphia and San Francisco.
Talbot advised that his future plans for the film
distribution to college groups on a lease basis.
plans to distribute the film to other cities, but
questioning determined a market only in third and
theatres.

include
He also described
careful
fourth rate

Talbot referred questions about possible Democratic pressures to
acquire the film to the producer, Emile D'Antonio.
C0l1HENTS
Even though the financial handling and distribution of this film
appears to be in the hands of amateurs, it must be remembered that
it is getting considerable play in the liberal press. Additionally,
D'Antonio was interviewed by Agronsky on TV this past week. Further,
Variety reported the DNC has approached D'Antonio with a view towards
acquiring the film.
I feel that there is potential here for this film to take fire and
become a cause celebre. At the moment only the radical left is
patronizing it. We must be quite careful not to be identified with any
[10269]

Retyped from indistinct original

-

Retyped from indistinct original

Memorandum for John W. Dean, III
From:
Jack Caulfield
subject:
"Millhouse" Film
Page two

10/20/71

act or actions which would incite the interest of the general
public. Resultingly, any action taken vis a vis D'Antonio
or Talbot should be weighed carefully and well hidden.
This includes my previous comments re D'Antonio's background
and our capability at I.R.S.

[10270]
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That's
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Hr.

capital

D-e ca?ital

A-n-t-o-n-i-o.

Can we go off the record

Sears.

5

(Di~cussion

6

Hr. Caulfield.

?

AI~ right?

for just

a mc~e~t?

off the"record)
I would

like~ to go on t.'-le _record ..
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__
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Q.
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A n ame-vche ck w i.t.h the

FBI
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arid also
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~fuat was
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Hr.
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,
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24
~

25

right.

the information

Caulfield.

This

contained

w ou Ld

be

the

the FBI rarl, I :;neanthe \'i:'"'i+_0
.J.

.:
e

"

All

H:::. La ck r i,t.z ,

run a na..lle-chec~cHith
Was

it to clear

And,

ger.erally

_

I

in

the

FBI

no rraa L

type

Ecu s e r an ,

._~

~

_.

0"")
J._

na~e-check?
n
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I

OC C2.S1.0::;'S

whv vrouLd the ~·r.'lite·
Eouse

the FBI?
political

a??ointees

of sone

I

kind?
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IRS audit
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TalDot."

of 1'Ie'll Yo::-ker Films,
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Incorporat.ed,

D~Antonio
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.J

;)

Did~~.

Dean agree

4

Hr. ' Caulfield

5

Hr.

•.

La.ckz i, tz.

with

your

No, he did

suggestions?

not.

Do you recall

h.ira specifically

t.ho s d

turning

.:

6

down?

7

Hr" Caulfield.

'. I recall

~
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.
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.Nr., Caulfield,
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conclusion

..and.the.Octo~er.15th,

that

it

is

the time

you have
to

release

the

coma" to

the
•

derogatory
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mation

that

you have

gathered

from the

FBI.
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Hr. Lackri tz.
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discrete'
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Yorker

IRS audits
Films,

You also
be done
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made the
of those

recornnenda tion
three

taxpayers,

that
New

and Talbot.

C.
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'.;:g'·.c'·
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""

21

Is that

22

}rr. Caulfield.

23

Hr.

Lackri tz.

BOH

Nr.

Caulfield.

~'lell,

25

I wou Ld have

correct?
Yes.
we r e you gOlng

if

the

to

do t.ho sc audits?

z e cornmenda t i.on Here

2.p~J:Loachedr-tr. Acree

agre2c.

to,

abo u t; t.hera,
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Hr. La ck r i.t.z
. . Off the record.
off

(Discussion
,"

Mr_ Lackri tz .

'c» ~
o

the record.)
on ·the record.

Back

Do you have anything to add to that last response?
fir.

Caulfield.

}tr.

Sears.

No.

I wan~ to cO~Dent on the

Off the record

(Discussion

a minute.

off the record.)

Hr •. Caulfield.. Yes7

back on the

add the.coLJ.ment

w i t.h respect

that about

tiDe

this

20L~.

I did

to

record, I Hould like to

t..'1e October

receive

15th

infornation

memorandu..i'71

from Hr. Ulase~',i

who wa s conduc t i.nc a d.i scret;e Lnqu.i z'y.1 , and it wa s .at' t.h
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'c.._.;,e
J

_

.J
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L~at I began

<

Co

to move off the position

as reconnended

in

the

05

o

Octo~er 15th m~orandlli~, and thememorand~~

c

of October the 20th

0(

;;

further

Lnd i ca t e s .that

~lr. Lack r i, tz.

I vzas moving

aT,·Jay

~'7hendid _..vou.ask i1r .. U1a3ewic~

it

about

the time

Mr. Caulfield.

of your

Just prior to

to ,conduct
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- :.~--.:-:-rr-:

H3S_..

f r ora that pc si t i.on.i..;

October

15th merno randu ...
n?

it, apparently.
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o
o
o

Hr. Lackritz.

Prior

to?,

ti

o

20

Caulfield.

II

21 I,

Mr. Lackritz.

22

r Talbot.?

23

I,

I·!r.

Caulfield.

Yes.
Did you ask him to interview

No.

I asked

liin~Uiry at the oEfic23 of t~2 distr~jutor

o

25

III,

in

"---;<-

~le'." Ycr k ,

of the
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16.

Prior to November 7, 1971 a talking paper and memorandum were

prepared with respect to making the IRS politically

responsive.

Dean

has testified that he and Caulfield prepared the documents for Haldeman's
use during a meeting with either the Secretary of the Treasury or the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Haldeman has testified that he could

not recall either seeing the briefing memorandum or having any specific
conversation with the Secretary of the Treasury.

16.1

Briefing Memorandum (undated and unsigned),
SSC Exhibit No. 44, 4 SSC 1682-85.

16.2

John Dean testimony, 4 SSC 1349, 1410-11.

16.3

H. R. Haldeman testimony, 8 SSC 3136-37.
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16.1

Briefing memorandum
sse Exhibit No. 44
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1682
EXHIBITS SUBMITTED

FOR THE RECORD

EXHIBIT No. 44
(Ai

To accom.E.!ish: Make IRS politically
responsive.
Democr'at
Administrations
have discreetly
used IRS most effectively.
, We have been unable..
-",

(B)

"

The Problem:
Lack of guts and effort.
The Republican
".
appointees appear afraid anti unwilling to do anything with,."
IRS that could be politically
helpful.
For example:
.. .....
We have been unable to crack down on the
rrruIt i ttrde of tax exempt foundations that
feed left wing political causes.

.•..

J

.'~
",

.

:~

We have been uriab Le to obtain information
in the possession
of IRS regarding our
political enemies.

..

We have been unable to st irnu lat e audits
'. persons who should be a.udit cd ,
'-_

in

..'

1 _.

oC
,

.~ .
...._..;?
_';-;"

RN

We have been un s ucc e s s Iul
placing
. supporters
in the IRS bureaucracy.

-

_0".'

....

..

..

:.:\

:'.,'
/~!~
....
HRH shonld tell the Sec.

_

.:

'.~'},~i~~

~;:,
!~:~
:::~ti~=
~/:~ ;i:::: ponsive, in two .are~":.-;i':.lj\i.
t~

key

First,
Walters should make p e r s onnel changes tp makeiRS .. ··\_·
responsive
to the President.
Walters should' ~voT'kwi t h 'hed"M";le~
.itn,mediately to accomplish
this goal.
(NOTE:
There will be an '.,','.'

~~::
:~t
0

:

~i~~ ';:::

1o~~~::,:', ~~:::;;,: ;:o~;." uture ", ;hi ,,}\ij;
f

Second:' Walters should be told that discreet politi~al ;_cti'~n:::,~
and il1vestigations
are a firm requirement
and responsibility
on '-':':'
his part.
John Dean should have direct access to Walters,
'. :.:.;'"
witho~;t T,easury
c l ea r a nc c , for purposes of the Whit.e House.
'Valters should understand
t ha t 'when a request
comes to him,
.~_~.":~
His his responsibility
to accomplish
it -- without the White House:
having to tell him how to do it ;

<':" :-{
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1683
I.R.S. TAL.l(ING PAPER

BACKGROUND

A) ,THE BUREAUCTIACY

I.R.S.

is a monstrous

controlled

bureaucracy,

is dominated

The 1.R. S. bureaucracy

by Democrats.

,unresponsive

which

and

has been

and insens iti ve to both the White House and

, Treasury, fn many areas.

'In brief,
precludes

the lack of key Republican

bureaucrats

the initiation

which would be proper

'and politically

advantageous.

proceed.in

sensitive

,the threat

of derOGatory

B)

of policies

AIM1NISTRATIO~

areas

at high levels ,.:,

Practically,every

effort to

is met \lith resistance,

delay and
.

exposure.

.:

APPOINTEES

.v,
0" , ~

Randolph
assistant
"

Thrower

co~~issioncrs.

both Treasury

Johnnie

became

of the democratic

In the end, he was actively

fighting'

and the ~lhite House.

Walters

re~rts'assert

a total captive

has not yet exercised
he has been either

leadership.

reluctant

Unevalua.ted

or unwilling

. ~"';
....
;

to do

- ::;.
- .

"; -:»:
. ...

so.
Walters

_'\.

-

''''

. <.- ; ..'~
has appointed 'as his deputy,

from Georgia.,

Loeb has asserted

staff meetin[;s according

William

Loeb, career

his democratic

to reliable

credentials

democrat

\

in

sources.
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1684

I.R.S. Talking

Paper

Page .two

Walters

appears

might be labelled
(e.g. audits,

During

"political"

if he moves

in sensitive

area.s

tax exenptions).

the Democrat

~or political

in his concern that I.R.S.

oversensitive

Administrations,

purposes,

I.R.S. was used discreetly

but this has been unavailable

during

this Admin~stration

.SUGGESTIONS
Walters

should, be told to make the changes

policy which will give the A~~inistration
control

over the hostile bureaucracy

should supply

Walters

in personnel
semblance

of I.n.S.

of

Halek

reco~endations.

-

must be made to know tha t discreet

and investigations
requirement

and

on behalf

and responsibility

He should have direct access

political

of the Administration

actions

are a firm'

on his part.

to Halters

for action

in the sensitive'

areas' ;nd sheu Id not have to clear them with Treasury.

Dean should
the Job done

have access and assurance

that Halters

\/111 get

properly!
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1685
A knowledgeable

source at IRS was contacted and given a hypothetical situation in which the I1hite House made a request
for an IRS audit of a group of specific injividuals havin6
the 5=e occupation.
This source advised that IRS procedures
l.7Ouldrequire that such request be handled by Assistant
.Commissioner Dona Ld Bacon.

It 1s known that Bacon is a liberal Denocrat holdover who
has been continually identified 1-1i
th anE-Nixon
intrigues
at IRS within the pasttwo years.
The source suggested that a priority target be established
within the group with preference given to one residing in
the New York area.
He further stated such target could discreetly be made subject to IRS audit 1-lithoutthe clear hazard
for _a leak traceable to the ~nlite House as pos tur ed above.
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John Dean testimony
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1349
tion, but I did take at that time, in represent~g
the Department of
Justice a far different position that the Attorney General should have
theabiiity to nullify any request of any committee to grant immunity
to any witness, which is far different from the one Congress accepted
ultimately.
Mr. DASH. Now, Mr. Dean, did you bring with you this morning the
exhibits that you indicated you had and the committee requested you
to bring i
Mr. DEAN. Yes, I did, Mr. Dash.
Mr. DASH. Could you just submit them and perhaps identify them as
you submit them to the committee?
Mr. DEAN. These are from a file that is entitled "Opponents List and
Political Enemies Project." The first document in the file, and these
are not in any chronological order, is a briefing paper that was prepared for Mr. Haldeman for a meeting with the head of Internal
. Revenue Service. The goal OT the briefing paper which was based on
material that was provided' to me by Mr. Canlfield who, in turn, got
information from friends OT his within the Internal Revenue Service,
was to make the IRS politically responsive to the 'White Honse, and
I think that the document is self-explanatory.
It is not. marked other
han the heading which says ':To Accomplish Make IRS Politically
Responsive."
.
I will mark these as 1-.
Mr. D.\SH. 'Well, you can mark them following your last exhibit
number.
Mr. DEAX. For the sake of the record, right now I will call it exhibit

r

l_!

A.

o

.I

[The document referred to was marked exhibit No. 44.1]
.:Mr. DEAN. The next exhibit, which I will call B, is a memorandum
from Charles Colson to me, dated .Iune 12, 1972, H'g-arding tax discrepancies in the income tax return of Mr. HaroldJ.
Gibbons, vice president of the Teamsters Union, in which Colson indicates that he is an
all-out enemy, a McGovernite and an anti-Nixon person, and he
believes that there should be an audit started at once, and if there is an
informer's fee, he would like to know because he believes there is a
good cause in which that informer's fee can be donated to. [Laughter.]
[The document referred to was marked exhibit No. c15.~]
Mr. DEAX. The next document is a memorandum from Charles Colson, dated November 17, 1972, regarding the fact that he has received
information from an informal, some information regarding 1\'1r.Jack
Anderson referring to the fact that Mr. Anderson was found in a room
with certain wiretap in pri vate=-wiretap equipment in connection with
the Dodd in vestigation.
[The document referred to was rna rkeclexhibit No. 46.3]
Mr. DE.AX.The next memorandum is a document from Mr. Caulfield
to me, dated August 12, 1971, in which 1\'[r.Ca111fielclbriefly indicates
that he has talked with Mr. Nofziger to come up with a candidate. to
assist in the enemy's project.
[The document referred to was marked exhibit No. 47.~]
Mr. DF..\x. The next is a copy of a memorandum of August 16,1971,
that was prepared for Mt', Haldeman. }[r. Ehrlichman. and others at
the 'White House by myself, which addresses itself to the general prob1

Sre.

p. Ifl~2 .

• See p. 16Sfl .
• See p, IG·~7.

• See p. 11)88.
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The list I have preparell Is merr-lv SU~~f'sti\'e;
It is ba sed on conversa tlons T
hall with others reg-anlillg" persons who Jmvu liut h the desire n nrl capahility
of
harminx
us, The list is limiter] to less than :20 persons. as it would I", IW) ..;t ditJicult to proceed with more at t his tl mr-, I would lwpc we would r-on t intu- til [('('(I
additional
names into the process every few months, but \\"l' must kel'JI tlli~ l'roj·
ect within rea~oll:\lJle hounds. I will a wa i t the rt-view of t Iu-sr- 1l:tIlIPS :1." I [c·t'!
ccrtnin there will probably bl' additiull;'; n ud (leJetiolls f rum the list. Ikr"re I take
any action, please keep the l ist at a t least:.!O or less.

Attnchcd
Colson had
The next
date of the

..

is It list that was prepared based 011 a document that .\[1'.
gone through and picked out some 20 key names.
document is a page of u news sumrnn ry.' I don't know the
news summary. It has a notation on the top, "Dean/L."
Mr. DASH. ,Vhen you say news summary-Mr. DEAN. This is the daily news summary that is prepared for the
President and distributed to various members of the White House
staff.
The "Dean/L" indicates that ~t was to me from Mr. Higby and he
has encircled DXC Treasurer Robert Strauss, with a note, "Is he on our
list? Or should he be?"
Mr. DASH. Did you respond to that?
Mr. DEAN. No, sir; I did not. As I say, most of these merely went
into a file in my office, where I just gathered them.
The next document I have is a document entitled "Corporate Executives Committee for Peace, Trip to -Washington, June 2;:), 1070,': with
a list of names. This was another document that. was sent as a part of
one of the continuing updates.
[The document referred to was marked exhibit K 0.63.2]
Mr. DASH. What as the source of that document?
Mr. DEAN. That would have been from Mr. Colson's office. The next
document is entitled "Democratic Contributors of $25,000 or ~Iore in
the 1968 Campaigns" -from .Tune 20,197'1, Xew York Times storywith certain names checked on the list. This is a document that came,
again, from Mr. Colson's staff.
[The docllment. referred to was marked exhibit No. G·1.3]
Next is a series of documents that relate to Muskie contributors.
Part of it is cut off on the top here in the xerography process and this
document was forwarded to me from Mr. Colson's office also.
[The document referred to was marked exhibit. XO. G3. J
The n('xt dOCllllient 5 uegins-it
is a blank shcct of papl'r. \"hi.eh is a
iefing paper that I was requested to prepare fol' Mr. Haldeman so
at he could cleal with the Secretary of the Treasury with regard to
making the Internal Revenue Service politically responsive to the
'Yhite House.
Thls document ,,-as prepared-the
top document was prepared by
myself; the attached document. was prepared by ~Ir. Caulfield based
on conversati.ons he had had with incliyiduals in the Treasmy Department, as well as the last. document 'was prepared by ~rr. Caulfield as a
result of conversations he had ,,-ith people in the Treasury Department and in the Internal Revenue Service.
·Mr. D,\sH. That was prepared by you with :Mr. Ca.ul field's assistance
to be delivered to :Mr. Haldeman?
Mr. DEAN. Tha.t is correct.

•

1

1 Prc"lollsh'

entered Into the record

:IS

('"hlblt 51.

• Spe p. 17;10.
• Hrc I'. 1733.
• See p. 1.34.

• Prc"lously

entered Into the record as exhibit 44.
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Mr. DASH.Was it delivered to Mr. Haldeman ~
Mr. DEAN. Yes, it was.
The last document for identification is a memorandum dated August 1G,Hl7U It was a draft in my files in which I was asked to prcpare
a strategy for dealing with political enemies that involved the entire
'Vhitc House staff, and it was sent forward, to the best of my rccollection, to :\11'. Haldeman and :\11'. Ehrlichman for approval, disapproval,
or comment.
"
Now, without going to my files in the 'White House, I can't tell you
the disposition of this document.
Mr. DASH. But can you tell us whether or not that document was in
fact sent forward?
Mr. DEAx. Either in this form or in some form where the names
were typed on it.
Mr. DASH.Thank you, Mr. Dean.
Mr. DEAx. I just noticed there were two other documents attached
to that.
.
On July 16, 1971, there is another update on the opponents list, addina' a name. This again is fromMr, Colson's office.
Senator Envrx. 'Vith Senator Inouye's indulgence, I am going to
ask you one question about a paper that you identified in this connection called ;'Subject: Opponent Priority Activity," 2 a three-page document, and see if you can give me the date of the origin of that.
Mr. DEAN. Senator, I am not sure which document you are referring
to.
Senator ERVIX. It is one called, "Subject: Opponent Priority Activity," on the heading. It is three pages. You had it this morning.
Mr. DASH. I have that, Mr. Dean. I didn't forward that to you here.
I can forward that to you now. The one I think you identified at the
end of the morning session-one that had a memorandum of June 2-1
from Mr. Bell.
Mr. DEAN. Yes. I was forwarding that-Senator Envrx. I want to find out, on page 2, the name of Sterling
Munro, Jr., Senator Jackson's AA. Do you have anything that indicates whether Mr. Munro was added on the list of opponents?
Mr. DEAN. No. I don't. This is one of the-I can 0111\' assume that
this was around .Iune 24 when the document was prepared by a member of Mr. Colson's staff and forwarded to my office as a part of this
general list.
Senator EnVIN. That 'Would be June 24, what year?
Mr. DEAN.That is 1971.
Senator Envrx. Thank you.
·Mr. D.\sH. Could I have the documents back, Mr. Dean?
Senator Envrx. I can't forbear obsen-jng when I consider the list of
opponents why the Democratic vote was so light in the genera] election.
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIX. Yes, sir.
Senator R\I\.l':n. I really even in my wildest dreams would not think
of trying to improve or embellish on yom story but you told it better
tho first time when you leaned over to me and yon said "I think Tam

•

Pre"!oll')Y entered Into the record ns exhibit 48 .
• Attachment to exhibit 49.
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II

TESTI.MONY

.. --

OF HARRY

ROBIUS HALDE?tfAN-Resumed

iHr'. H,\LDI:::HAX. I can only comment to the extent. Senator,
that
there have been, over the time that I was in the \\1lite House, a nu mbur
of inquiries made or pieces of information
brouzht to tltf: attention
of
various people 'within the 'White Honse, from time to time, that there
were potcntiul questions that should be invest iguted regarding- busi ness
or financial act ivities of individuals,
and there was a concern or a feeling that the IRS had been-during
the time of our administration
being out of office and subsequently
even during the time that this
administration
came into office-there
had been considerablv
more
zeal shown by the IRS in looking into potential questions of those who
were supporters
of this administration
than zeal shown in looking into
inquiries that were directed or raised regarding
those who were known
and vocal opponents
of the administration,
and these factors would be
brought
to the attention
of various people at the "\\11ite House from
time to time with a query as to why there wasn't some kind of invest igation into the dealings of some particular
person with regard to some
matter and those would be referred
to the IRS. That would be the
context in which I recall the question being raised .
Senator TAL)IADGE. Here, I believe, is a talking paper prepared
for
you to use with Secretary
Walters, who was then Secretary of the--or
Director of the IRS, and here is paragraph
(c). "H. R. Haldeman"
or
"H.R.H.,"
I assume that means you, "should
tell the Secretary.
Walt.ers, that he must be more responsive
in two key areas, personnel
and political actions. First, -Walters should make personnel cha nrres to
make IRS responsive to the President,
Walters should work with Fred
Malek immediately
to accomplish
this goal. (Note: there will be an
opening for General Counsel IRS in the near future. This should be
the first test of WaIte rs' cooperation.)"
Did you use this talking paper?
Mr. HALDnrAX. Could I see it, please, Senator?
" Senator TADL\DGE. Certainly.
Do we have another copy of this? I
will show it to you and then ask you to return it to me.
1\1r. H,\LDDUX. This doesn't indicate to whom. by whom it was
prepared.
or to whom it was directed.
I agree with you it does refer
to "H.RH. should tell the Secretnrv." I don't recall seeing it.
-Some of the items ,in discussion "or referred
to in her~it
doesn't
seem to be dated either. Is there anv further
identification
of this
paper?
•
.senator
TAL)f..\DGE. That was one of the exhibits
that Mr. Dean
placed in the record when he testified here, and I think that was
reported
to be a talking paper for you to use in discussions with the
Secretary
of the Treasury
to try to make the Bureau of Internal
RevenUB Service more responsive
politically
and more responsive
to the
requests
from the "\Vhite House about audits of foes of the \\11ite
Honse tax returns.
)11'. Wru:ox.
Senator Tulrnudr-e.
I nrn sure vou would not ask any
question
which isn't relevant.
Would you mind indicatingthe tim"e
factor lu-re, the rclcvuncv of this within your resolution.
if the Ch.iirman wilt perrn it it?'
"
Scnntor Tx r.xrxncr; It all has relevance. I think. to the 1\1,2 election .
Appurcnt ly that is what it was grared up for and it is within the pur-
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if it relates to that. I would certainly think that
relating to trying to make the Internal
Revenue
Service more politically
responsive
that it certainly
would. be within
the purview of this resolution t hutcrcntcd t.liis comm ittce.
IMr. 1VILSOX. I was concerned about the date of it. If it had been back
in HH39 or 1!)70 I would doubt it.
Senator T.\L:lL\I>(;E. 1Vhen was \\'alters
revenue commissioner,
do we
have the dates here before the committee somewhere, some member of
the staIr? Perhaps ~Il". Haldeman
would know.
Mr. }-LU,DE"UX. I haven't any idea.
Mr. DASH. It was after 1970 because :\[1'. Thrower
was before him
and there were some documents
relating to Mr. Thrower
in 1970 and.
Mr. 1Valters came in after :JIr. Thrower.
Senator TAL:'tL\DGE.One of the portions of that document does relate
to Mr. Thrower, I believe.
Did vou ever have any conversations
at allY time with the Secretary
of the 'Treasury
01' anyone
else about making the Internal
Revenue
Senrico more politically
responsive?
Mr. HALDE::IfAX.Only in this-I
don't recall any specific conversations with the Secretary
of the Treasury.
If I had any or I was a
participant
in any such conversations,
they would havs been in the
context that I referred to earlier, Senator, which was the question ofwell, as Mr. Dean indicated that the IRS bureaucracy
at the lower
levels was very strongly staffed with people or at least It was the feeling that it was-I
don't know anything- about it because firsthand
I
have made no investigation
into this, this was the allegation=-w
it.h
people whose positions
were due to previous administrations
and
whose interests were in the policies and philosophy
of previous administrations,
and that the diligence with which they pursued cases that
had been referred tothem relating to potential misdoings by opponents
of this administration
were not pursued with the diligence' that they
were pursuing
matters relating
to supporters
of this administ rat ion.
This had been the case when we were out of office' and continued
to be
the case even after we had been in office for several wars. and there
was discussion of that question, and that, in that context. I may ha ve
hud-s-I know I have been in discussions where that kind of feeling was
under-was
a topic under discussion.
~
I have not, I don't believe, ever met any Commissioner
of the. IES
other than ~[r. Cohen ",-110 was Commissioner
before wr: came in and
who is !lOW the attornev for the Democratic
Xut ional Committee
for
their lawsuit and took a 'deposition from me some weeks ago.
Senator T\J,)UJ.)GE. Did you 01' anyone, to your knowledge, within
the. 1Vhite House ever request the ,\Vhite House to make a politic-alan audit. of allY taxpayer?
:Mr.lLLDF.)IAX. In the sense of referring
information
that had come
to our attention or information
that appeared to indicate- a reason for
an audit, it is quite possible that. that was done. I recall 110 specific such
request.
Senator 1'.\L]I[.\DCE. Xow, would they be foes of the administration
or friends ofthe administration?
)fr.l-lALDE)UX.
These would be inquiries or information
that would
come ill from friends of the admiuist rution rrgarding
foes of the
ndminist rut ion, Or t hose who were considered to be.
view of our committee

if you have a paper

"

•

L

,
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17.

In a Political Matters Memorandum dated Dece::nber2, 1971 Strachan

reported to Haldeman that Mitchell and Dean had discussed the need to
develop a political intelligence capability.

Strachan stated that

Sandwe dge had been scrapped and that instead Gordon Liddy woul.d become
general counsel to CP~ effective December 6, 1971.

Strachan stated that

Liddy \·louldhandle political intelligence as well as legal matters and
would also wo rk with Dean on the political enemies project.

17.1

Hemorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldenan,
December 2, 1971 (received f roralfuite House).

_.
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17.1

Gordon Strachan memorandum

___
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is t rat. i '!21y Con f .i.d e n tia 1
Dcc embe r

?

-J,

1971

NENOR.:t'u'JDUN
FOR:

H. R.

FROi-I:

GORDO~r

SUBJECT:

PolLtical Matters

HALDE1,L?0J

~

STR.L\.CH...Sl'J.
(;1

The Nixon Finance COIillTI.i
ttee of Lee Nunn and Hugh Sloan
ha s received 1 r 700 and di.s
bu rsed 630 I leaving a b eLan ce
of 1,070. The receipts are low because fundraising was
curtailed before the Novern...ber
9 H,j.'IC
dinner and Secretary
Stans does not return from Russia. until De cembez 6. On
his return the Attorney General is prepared to discuss
\,;i
th h i.m the position of Financial Chairman for 1972_

.

i
I

1

Herb KaLrnbach now has pledges of 11,600 but "in the b azn "
receipts are only 1,000. Howe ver , he believes t_here w i.Ll,
'be a 95%'delivery on the pledges.

I

I

!

i

The P-.J.'JC
financial situation ~lill be revi.ewedby the Attorney
General on December 4. Hagruder ..
viII meet 1;yi
th Tom Evans
on Decewber 2 and 3 to get detailed bUdget and receipt
fiaures from the RNC w.i, th particular focus on the November
9 dinners.
j

-

l
f
•I
i
I

Concerning arnbassadorships, Kalmbach \vill get."a case by
case determination from the Attorney General as he did in
the case of John Safer. Kalmbach has tried to approach
Flanigan but continues to have the sa~e probl~~s of having
telephone calls returned and reaching an lli!dersta~ding.

__
, -I

The Committee for the Re-Election of the President has a
December budget of 100,000, of whi.ch50,000 is salary,
19,000 travel and entertainment, and 30,000 operating
expenses.
The budget submitted to the Attorney General
does not list the 40 eillployeesand their individual salaries.
Cliff f'1iller-- He met "Ti,ththe Attorney General on Decef':1lJer
2 for age hour to r-ev i.ew the Cemp ai.qn. The Attorne:y'Ger.eral
asked Miller to know the details and to supply independent
advice on polling and research, advertising, the PR - press
area, and telephone - direct mail. Miller ex?ressed his view,
that the we akes t part of the Carapai.qnHas Harry F1t::0-r:1ing' s

I

!

;'

i
I

i

ft

!

•
I

i

!'
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The Attorney General agreed that it might be a good idea to
have Hiller or someone else go to He',.;
Harnp sh i r e to ta::e an
. d epenc.eD
'l.t100:;:'
' a t;
,. r.ne
,
~T
. H
h .
.
.
a.n
1,e"'1
iamp sn
i.re campa i.q
n opera t i.on
.
L.

The Attorney General is concerned thattheShU!TI.~·iav mo ve did
ich
~ .. cne
, cx
l'
bV
not proceed _qua.,
cxe r and- r..rJ..
L
more c are ru.r
i.nc
Hiller.
Hiller assured him that all parties ,,'iere
....
no~l in
agreement and t~at he will work directly with Fred Ma1ek.
Without
General

any hird evidence, Miller believes that the Attorney
is pleased w i,th .i\Iagruder
IS pe r f orraance .

Harrv Dent
The Attorney General is being urged to talk
to Governor Hol~on about a Byrd Coalition candidate
for
Senator Spong's seat so that Virginia will be an easy victory
for the President.
Ehrliclli~an received a political briefing from Dent on Nor~~
Carolina in connection with his trip to Duke University.
The
memorandU!."'tl
emphasizes
the Lmpe nd i.nq party p r i.raa ry fight
between JilTI Holshouser
and Jim Gardner for the governorship
and the problems -getting Jim Broyhill ·to run for Senator
Jordan's Senate seat.
Howe v er , "the President
seems to be in
good shape in North Carolina".
After vou auestioned Hhether Hallace wo uLd foriei t delegates
or ele~tor~ if he runs in. the Democ r at.i.c primary in Florida
.and -then as an indep'endEmt in an o t.he r' state, Dent double
checked.
The Florida Democratic
Executive Co~uittee
passed
and then rescinded a provision
that wou Ld have denied Hallace
his delegates.
The Secretary of State did not £0110':'1 the
Democratic
part.y's ~x2Ii1ple'and rule that he \'iould also lose
his electors.

Ii
I

I·

iI
i
i

i'
i

i

~

.

I

I

1

L'
!
i
I

,..

Dent talks with Kevin Phillips periodically.
Last week the
,
1 "h·1 t u'
.
h.ard" on sOme OL~ h·1S recen~_'l
.1
Attorney Gene~a~nl. 11
_lpS
ublished remarks.
Dent has the highest regard for Phillip~t
P
."
'I
. ,
'uh~ J..
.11
.
,
"political b raln
anc.
says t'.t-'
na
a1.-CDougn
_J..psl~ates
Colsor..
Ehrliclullan, Fle::-:ningand Kleindienst,
he is only beginning to
..::J'
;"tra-L.;on
turn sour en \...[1.2 h'-lR1n.!....;J
.
!.. De"';"
- ,.
2L
Lr..e1-\L ,-orney
General's direction,
will CO:1tlDue to stay in touch with
Phillips, but Dent believes y?u shoul~ see Phillips briefly
to convince him that the Presldent
stlll looks to Kevin Phillips
L.

L'

....

.
c:~~
-,l icc,
for po I l.(.J..ca.l..
J'

,

L..L
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G -> Dent
12/13

Ha.ldeman meeting with P~i11ips

./,/i/R,?c·~ive
Phillip,:::; pc Li.t i.ca L a.(Jvice
G
.
d
A~~orney -eneral
an Dent

_..J~;__-':"7\

L-

thrQtj_.']~,_

'

-----Ocher
Dent attended
the Republican
Governors Conference
on
~rovmeber 20-21 in Indiana
and reports
that
t!:2i~ public
statements
and actions
were very good ".
'I'he GO'jerrrors
want to be more political
and help the President.
They
also feel that more information
should be made available
to the Vice President.
II

Nartha Mitchell
was a "smash hit"
at a GOP fund
2.DDeararlCe
in
South
Carolina,
November
19 .
'-

raising

..

Dent is urging the Attorney. General to contact
the ilice
President
to have h i.rn reconsider
his change of pLan s
cancelling
his appearance
before
the Southern
GOP Conference
on December the 4th.
~Irallace Henley is tracking
George Hallace
and reports
that
he has resigned
himself
to running as an independent
in
Alab:Lrna because of his proble:ns w i,til the Legislature.
The
new AIP platform
is like a reprint
of the Burchers
Blue Book.
The AlP National
Convention will be held in Toledo.
The
date has not been set.
Hurray Chotiner
-Because of Governor Petersonfs
unpopularity
in New Hampshire, Chotiner
advised you and the Attorney
General Lha t; he- believes
Peterson
wouLd "make an excellent
appointee
s omewher'e in th~ Ac1.Ll~nistration '",
Cliff
Hl1ite is still
meeting with
the President
for the U.N. result.

Conservatives

and b l.arui.nq

n

OhnDean -The Attorney' General discussed
w i t.h Joh:.'l.Dean
the need to develop a political
intelligence
cap2~ility.
Sand~vedge has been scrapped.
Instead,
Gordon Liddy, who has
been wor k.Lnq with Bud I<rogh, w i.Ll, become general
counsel
to the COHl ..rnittee
for the Re-Election
of the President,
effective
December 6, 1971.
He \vill handle political
intelligence
as
~ell
as legal matters.
Liddy will also work with Dean on the
"political
enemies" project.

r-
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Cd111.:isld rtiillg,~ o.ver to the COI7'~-nitt.ee ;!1~n to_2
Caulfield
'dill
harid Le th2 s arr;e
projects he currently d025.
In addition he ~~ll ussu~~
"
. 1 . .
~
~sponslDl_lcy
Ior Lhe person2L protectlon
of t~e Attornev
2neral.
.
7..

L'

,

•

•

Ca.rnpaigr1Related Action j'·1'2.!"'T\0 -A Sig:t!aDelta Chi CODve~ tioD
identified
l..h.e
Campa i.qri S principle issues as the ~contj3y
(107 of 122 votes), international
affairs
(9), and law ar.d
order (3).
Nhile reading the new s s ummaz y report of this
the President
"strongly stated that the Democ r a cs must
.
not be allowed to get away with this.
. international
affairs is our issue_~Tld the economy is theirs -- regardless
of wha t; h:::l.Dpens
to it because the liberals can a Lwav s
promise mor e "; You 1 Ehz Li.ohrnan I and Colson received the
.m8.l.-:.orandum
•
I

.

!..:

_

_.

,.J.

_

YOtI/ Ehrliclli-nan,and Colson were also advised th.at uour
political' types wor k i.nq the precinct in the ghetos arid
N'avaho Reservations
for Republican
converts vrou Ld do we Ll,
to focus their attention upon the Holy Name Soc i.ecy r the.
~'loElen
IS
Sodality 1 and the Polish ....
-Amer i.can Union".
!-'lagruder'sProj ects -The we ek Ly report subm.i.
tted to the
Attornev
Gene::ral on December 1 is briefer-and
better than
orevious reports.
It is attached at Tab A for your review
instead of being suwmarized
because you had asked
about
the youth registration
drives, which are covered in some
detail.

..

Magruder
repor£s that the Attorney General met with Lyn
Nofziger on Dece...rnber
1.
On November 4 you and ,the Attorney
General talked about the importance
of getting a Nofziger
interpretation
of the Dole-Evans
split.
UnfortunatelYI
Magruder believes this subject was not covered because the
meeting focused on the California
situation.
Hagruder
will meet vIi th Tom Evans of the R.c\JC
on December
2 and 3 to get his v i.ews o-f the role of the RNC in the
Campaign.
Nagruder and Flemming meet ",ith the Attorney
General
on December
4 to decide on the role· and budget of the RNC vis
a vis the COJ.L1.:mittee.On
December
6 th"e Attorney
Geriera.l;
Hagruder
and Flercuning w i.Ll, tell Torn Evans of their decisions •
.Tom Evans w i.Ll, explain the decisions
to the RNC at ·the
meeting in Hashington
on Dece.mher 9-12.
Besides the Budget
Hagruder
considers the voter registration
and get out the/
vote functions as the only important areas that have not
been resolved.

OOOJG:~
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18.

On February 1, 1972 John Dean sent a memorandum to Haldeman,

Ehrlichman, Klein, Colson and Ziegler, with a carbon. copy to Mitchell,
stating that an artic.le by journalist James Polk about Herbert Kalmbach
was scheduled for publication by the '\iashing!_on
S_~~1Z. the fo Ll.ow i.ngday.
On or about February 1, 1972 an unsigned memorandum was prepared describing Polk's financial affairs.

It stated that in 1968, 1969 and

1970 neither Polk nor his wife ha.d reported any personal income derived
from the

operation of a corporation in wh Lch Polk and his ~Yife had an

interest.

It also stated that certain facts suggested to IRS pro-

fessionals that an audit might resultingly be in order.

The memo-

randum also stated that because of the sensitivities of the ongoing
inquiry, no audit should be initiated unless directed.

-----_._--18.1

Hemorandum from John Dean to H. R. Haldeman, et al.,
February 1, 1972, with attachments (received from
SSC).

18.2

Hemorandum, unsigned and unaddressed, re background
information on James Ray Polk, February 1, 1972
(received from SSe).
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18.1

John Dean memorandum

Feb r-u 2.Y" y I)

lvfE?viORA=':2) U ':\;1FOR:

H. R. l-IALDElvI:\.:\
JOI-E-J EHnLICH).rAI'~
HER.3 ELEI0;""
CHUCr\: COLSON
RON ZIEGLER

FRO?v!:

JOH~< DEAN

19 f 2

L;(

The attached
wire w a s received
today by He r b Ka lrrib a c h,
Chuck Colson inf o r m s me that there is nothing w e can. do
to turn the story off or determine
the contents
of the
article
wi t ho ut escalating
the matter
because
of V.fhite
House

- .-

.:'

interest.
~

I

..

.l~C.!..l.l.tUC.\";'!l

~.l.a.J.l'::>

•

l.U

lllQ.L"-C

I am a l s o attaching
earlier
Kalmbach
and Polk.

•

.1J..u

J..I.J.J..

,

I.-LJ.CJ.

L

t..::.:l

... ,I\..Jl.

....

:H::::: I..V

t..J.J."":'

.L.1..·(;.

\oV

c o r r e s p o n.d c n c e o et we e n

.~':r

cc:

T11e Att o r n c y Gener-ell

SSC 3/4/74
_.--

- ._.,------------_._---

..

_

-

-
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P.tta.chl;c~nt

to

.Ichn DcaL1

r:ler;wrandu:c~.

Day Wire
- 1:30 peT
Sen t d ate d Feb r u a r y 1 (lO : 2 1 A

~v

l. EST)

He r b 1<a l rnb a c h
Ne wpo r t Beach Office
Our article
on you as Nixon a tt o r n e y for San Clernente
pu r c ha s e and as rria j or Nixon c a rnpa i gn f urid r a i s er
including
details
of 1970 money for Se na t e c an d i da t e s
is scheduled
to appear
t orn o r r o w in the 'Washington
Star.
'Ne again invite
phone call.
Best

comment

if desired

and would

welcome

w'i s h e s ,

.Iarn e s Polk

[10308]
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December 30, 1971
_rl,

~f1._...,.,...,. ~

-

18.1

\..IOWt1'1A,-::C,

C.}4I~ .. Lj,\.(Gt'iC,~TH

UN CfFlCSS

Attach~ent to John Dean
memo r andun

Herbert

H. Kalmbach
Knapp & Cb i.Ll Lngwor t h

Ka Irnbe ch , Del1arco,

.suite

900

550 Newco r t Center

Drive
California

Newport"Beach,

92660

-De ar ~h". Kalmbach,

lam currently
completing an article
focusing closely
on the law
of Kalmbach, DeMarco, Knapp & Chilling-worth as counsel to the
.President
and on yourself
in your political
capacities.in
th.e field
of campaign finance..
The article
is tentatively
scheduled for the
:}iarch or April issue of Harper I s Magazine.
IJ..rITl

-..: ....
-

~ .' .:...

-:

.-_.;

I regret

tha-t it was not possible
to obtain an appointment to
with you during my past 10 days in California.
As you 2.re
did call both your Ne~~ort Beach &1d Los Pillgeles ofiices
of t Lmes ,
If it
.requested,
.You should
to discuss
Please
With

should become convenien·t for you to permit me the intervie-;'\7
I I In prepare d....LO 1:~l Y b' a c k to C a Lia r~.orn i,a on ....
1<h ateverdate
designate.
I would appreciate
very much the oppo::-tuni.ty"
the topic of the forthcoming article
wi.t h you ,
call

best

me at

703, 356-6108, if this

wLshe s for

a very happy

is

..

possible.-

new year.
.Sincerely

yours,

C:±~

./'"
."

,r':n"."" ~._::

e,........--r~

'"

.J 2.:.--::es R. Po1k

5621 Tuckey Avenue
>~cI...2an,Vi::-ginia

~_,..

~.

22101
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18.1

At t;~chrJF:'nt

to

John

J)r.?an

"'-

neDoranduITl

Ja:nua~y

r

21, 1972

! -

i

I·

_

i

I

I

f·t' .

i .

Mr. James

R. Polk

I

I
I

6621 T'uc k e r Avenue
'McLean,
Vi:tginia
22101

I .

1---

.... .
I

.

. !~..:~

D.'3_l" lvlT. Polk:

i

t;'

While not in any way wishing to appear
diacot2l'b:lot.HJ,

request

we must r e epe c tfu l ly decline
io» an interview;

-<>1:

rude or

your

recent

i

The Canons of Professional
Ethics of the Arn.e:rican
Bar Association
and the Rules of Professional
Co n.du c t of
the State Bar of California
make it clear that it !s not. only
Irrrcz-o o e r but urro r of e s s io n a l fo r an att o r ne y to discus s
eli-ent matters
or ot he r wi s e publicize
his p r a c t i c e ,

.

Given th e s e c ir curn at azic e s , 11m certain
z e apon s ib l e wz i t e r' you und e r s ta ad our inability

you the requested

,

.
'.

~.

that 2.3 a
to grant

'.

: I·
'.

.,'--!"

,_,o.:

!

I
":-"

I

I~:':

I
I~
! '.'
j

\

interview.

.

:
..

I·

..'~~:,I,~;,
I

Sine e r.e Iy,

I -;
,~

,..[10310]
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2/1/72
Unsi~ned, una0dressed
b::l(_'k~;round
LnEor ma t i on
on .Jar.e s Poll:
SUBJECT:

BACKGROUND IUFOK-f.ATIOi:
ON O~;E J!\HES
HAY POLK
OF 662..:.~_I~~;)(ER AVr:NLJf~,
HC_~I::\~i, VJlZQ.~:;IJi_ _

JANES RAY POLK
----------

Date of Birth:

September

Present

6621 Tucker Avenue,

address:

Previous
Social

address:

Security

Nwnber:

12, 1937.

Hc Lean, Virginia

6406 Nort.h 26th Street,

Arlington,

Virginia

304-38-1964

Description:

hrhite, Male,
Blue Eyes

Criminal

1958 Disorderly

Hecord:

Oak t own , Ll.La.no Ls

Occupation:

News Reporter

Wife:

Bonnie

Children:

Jeffrey,

5'9",

195 lbs., B'rown Hair,

Conduct

at Washington,

D.C.

B. Polk
Ann

It has been determined that Polk is currently a full time reporter
for the Associated Press wo rki.ng out of 1300 Connecticut Avenue, N.H.
His sala!y in 1970 was $17,000 per annum.
His wife is a part-time
History and Geography teacher at Falls Church Bigh School in Fairfax,
Virginia.
Polk is on the \~hite House access lis t as of 7/1/71.
Polk in addition to his A.P. employment is a Iv'riterof articles for
magazines.
In 1970 he wrote an article on Ford's Theatre, Washington
for United Airlines' Travel Magazine.
Also in 1970 he wrote an
article
for T.W.A. on the National Art Gallery.
In June 1970 it is known that he W2S collaborating with two
individuals, Richard Barnes and John Lang (both not further identified),
concerning an arrangement w it h the ;~e\V York publishing firD of
Harcourt and Brace regarding the preparation of a journalism textbook
on politics.
In 1970 Polk, his wLf e and one Lee \\lotherspoon of Cincinnat t i, Ohio
formed a De Lawar e Corporation known as Ln t ern at fon aI News , Inc. wh i ch
has been determined to be a subscription service to foreign magazines
and ne\vspapers used mainly by schools and colleges.
Polk operates the above business from his residence
periods retains as many as seven eDployees.

and at peak

[10312]
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Page two
JA,HES R.

POLK

t:n the formation
of the corlJor,,,,tion',
s u ch ent:'tv
fUJ:cl,::in,pr1
as a partnership ,,,ithPolk having a /~50 interest and Hotherspoon
the other %50. h'otherspoon is currently Chairman of the Board
of ~he corporation.
Pric'j'

Gross receipts in 1970 amounted to $80,000 dollars, but it is noted
that neither Polk or his \\'ifedrew Ln corne from the firm. A
professional opinion has been rendered indicating that there was an
inordinate amount of advertising expenditures reported (346,000)
in connection with the above $80,000 gross income.
It was further
determined the corporation and partnership in the years 1968, 1969
and 1970 report,eel~us,}nes~~~~,
in connection w i t h the activities
of the firm.
Further, t ha t neither Polk or his l.oJj f e in those vears
rep 0 r t ed any p e rsc:;n~T~;;e~~dh;;;-2he
{j~~~-;-',
S op e r~t ig_n~~--These facts suggest to I.R.S. professionals
that an audit might
resultingly be in order.
The writer has directed that because of
the sensitivities of the ongoing inquiry no audit be initiated
unless direction comes from the inquiring source.
The reader should
so advise - suggestively follO'\-7ingthe publicati.on of the proposed
article.
The filed returns do not indicate that Polk has a financial
arrang8'1l_entvith the Stern Family Fund, Philadelphia Inquirer or
Ivalter Annenberg.
It is possible that if such a relationship n ow
exists it wou Ld ShOH on his 1971 return.
The earliest ti:;:!e
that
such return would be available would be June of 1972.
A discreet check of Polk's t 11 calls from residenc~ ~
~.
I t ne results are informative) such information w.i L'lbe passed along.
Any additional infonnation or leads requiring investigation
be' fon,.rarded so that we can remain on top of this matter.'

should

[10313]
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Ur.s igncd,
unadd r c s s c d
b a ck g r cund Ln f orr.at i.on
on J ar;r.:.~_) Polk

I~.'.\~~~~Ci
?/Jij~:D ~f~_;'?::)='~~_'._r='J·;~:~ c J c.: =:; :.T_.~_.:.;~':; ::__;y FO~'~
O~~l 6'~2l ~.:J~~:_~~~:-:':
.':_~"'-:.~:~'_:,.
l:'~; =,._~.~~;~ './~C~:~~'T":_~L1_

----~----.
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--
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~
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--,J

..J.. __

._.
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Illinoi.s

PreS:2!'lt ac..clre3s:
PreviCU3 2.ddr~3.J:

Descriptio:!:

H:''1it.e , ;:2.12)

Blue E)-es
Criujn2.1

?2co:>:'d:

Occupatio!:}:
'l<life:

Bonnie

_''''-

B. Folk

-,

Child:-en:

It ha..S bee n de te2'f,1in ':?cl t.ha t Po 1 ::
f'oz' t.he l\.3S0C~2~~Q
?Y2~3
~.-·~.-:·.:.:=-i_"_:;

j_.~
0~t

cl_l::~:C':::!1-:~l~r
a !'l111 tilr12
.._-!-

1:-:>:-0

C'):1~:S2:'~L2U-C

~elJ~:'ter
; ...V·2.r!;_::_2~

I'Yei).

Iris tor:l 2nc. Ge o;:~~2=l~~/'
Vi:;::;irfia.
PoLl: is 00

-ne
In
Lnd.i

,.... -_

JU~'2

'r i cl·_:3.~3)

~i,~ !:3.,l·:2 J~:,:.'~-:.
-::.3

.

~·:-:""O 1:,2

. .::.~

~-:~'lQ

_. , -

-_- .. - ~

~:' 2'

7,:: ~_'"-,._. =':_'~i'~~ey

2_C:s:~tifi2c:.)

J

c cnc e.rni ng 2.:1 D.:-'2~~:.l1;·::':l::':?~'1TI •.::i tIl .:~~:-: =~2-.:.r ~(or~: I>l."J.~li~ni:'_;
fi.r~~ of
!-!~:rcou.rt. ~:-:8. Ej_...2<.::: :::2;-;:'::·~2.r-~; t~== ':~:::C::2.:::'~-::'~_:~~ ':.r
. : '':)
.j:J~::'::l2.l:s::! tex,t'bo()~.~

on pJli.'tics.

:.._-·2

-- ...

J',l,,-

-.,

.-

.;

--.

.".

_;~~~2 ::_"_:;::~)n of' C i:~.::!.
~~2. -:,'t .i, O:1i.O
~ :::.:_)
I:: :"-.~"~:':':'
ti..:-~:..::~2. =~:::~:.3; It'l2. ·.<~li:~~
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'-,
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_

"'_-..-, '-.J-""'~'
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P2.,S~2 t-:..ro
J'J~~,23 i~..

POrL:":

as e p2rt~2r3hip
~·l,;:-~
I_' ........

,..t.1.-.r.lY"
Old.~,-...

d...
;··O
/J)

'.

~ith P~l~ h~rin; ~~50
"~.J._)

"

','/C)vL12l'3_9IJJL1:'5

i~t2re5t

~nd

r~-·

,-

,._,[~::'_Lrr:~~n

C:'.l~"1:·'~~':.-Cl.y

0:

....

the B~2.rd

of the corpo£etion.

;:',3o,oeo

Gr03S receipts
in 1<;"'70e:-::')1)~:t2d. to
t.ha t ne i t.he r ~'21l·: or l'!is ~.rj~e c~e\1

::"n.':0:;~2

d:J112.rs,
2--':;_'~_;~Jt.he

is noted

belt it
fi=::"3 ..

A

professional

opinion h2S o2cn rende~ed iniicatin;
that there
inordinate
ar:::ount
0:
in c onne c tien ,\:j_ t.h the above :;;50, COO sress
Lnc ccie . It \;-'2.3 further
de t.e rru.ned the c:JrpsT2.tion
and P22'tr-:e::::·shi,;.
Ln the yee:rs 1963) 1969
and 1970 repcrt2__Q Qu.si:1ess 10:=;-2s in c onne c t icn ,\Ii th the activities
of tl!e fil'l.l.
F\~rt~::::~c) -::i!::t n2iL,h2~ P'JD: ::r' his "..rife i!1 tC:)32 year s
reported 2ny pers~n2.1 inC2~2 ~2rive~ !'rc~~~e fi~~'3 0p2~ati~rrs.

._

. T'nese facts
suggest
to 1.::1, S. pYCfeSSiOC2..1s
thaJc, an aud i t rd;:;ht "
,"resulti.ngly
be in oreier.
The ~"ITite:.:-- has c.:'rect-=d th3..t b ec au s e '()I~
the sensi tivj~ t.Les of the ongo i ng inq_·~ir~.' 1::) aud i t be i!1i ti2. ted.
unless directien
c cme s f'r-om the inq_uiring source.
TI!e reader
should
so advise
suggestively
following
the publication
0::: the pr;)posed
article.

T..r:te
filed
arr2.ngemep_t
'W~lt.pY'

returns

\,r~-::.h

t1.l1npr"l1:lp-r"1.~-

do not i,-,d:ic2.te
ti-;2.t Po Lk GO!.sa f'Lnanc.i a L
t.he Sterr}
Ii':;'!Jil~r Fur.ti , 1:-[::"l2..d.21~~li2" I~10..1.ti::,el'" or
T+:

5<:!

+h~+-.

n0c:.C::,~!."'lI~

.:: ......

---

-IT"')

~

.: ... _-.

----

:::-llr,J,

<.:)

-r-r:.. I-:l-!~2·:'V'I~h";'n

~.

:-, .

l"'\1""\",,"

-~_- - ---_ ..--:::..
..,.-..,_.-~

......

-

_"

inv2sti~a~ionsh~~ld

~'.

-.
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19.

On June 12, 1972 Colson sent a memorandum to Dean stating

that Colson had received a we l.Linformed tip that there we re
discrepancies in the tax returns of Harold Gibbons, a vice
president of the Teamsters Union.

Colson stated that Gibbons

was an all out enemy and asked that Dean please see if this one
could be started on at once.

Dean has testified that he put

the memorandum in his file and that it rew~ined there.

19.1

John Dean testimony, 4 SS~ 1349, 1480.

19.2

Hemorandum from Charles Colson to John Dean,
June 12, 1972, SSC Exhibit No. 45, 4 SSC 1686.
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19.1

John Dean

testimony

PRESIDENTIAL CAfilPAIGN ACTIVITIES OF 1972
SENATE HESOLUTlON

60
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HErorn;
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S:ELECT COj}l~IITTEE ON

PRESIDENTIAL CA1II)AIGNACTIVrrIES
.

,
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i \

UNITED STATES SI~~NATE
NIYETY-THIRD
! FIRST

SESSIO;';'

AND

HELATED

WATERGATE
Phase
,"V..1SHI~'GTO-".

COXGHESS

I: Watergate
D.C"

..

ACTIVITIES

Investigation

.J1J-".t~ ::!7, ::!S, 20, ..I...\"D

.n.r, Y

10. ID73

Book 4-

l

Printed for the use of the
Select Comm it tce on Prcsidentin l Cn mpn ig u Actlvl ties
U.S.

GOVF.R~~!E;;T
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PRINTIKG
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1349 .
bon, but I did take at that time, in representing
the Dr:p[lrtrr.;:nt of
.Iustice, a far diftercnt position that the .A.l.tol'11ey GClierD.l should h:1Ve
the ability to nullify any request of uny committee to grant inlnlllllity
to any witness, which is far different from the one Congress aC'~E:pted
ultimately.
Mr. D,\SH. XO'.'i, ::"Ir. Dean, d id you bring with you this mornir!:_; the
exhibits that you indicated
you had and [he committee reque:3ted you
to bring?
Mr. D·EAS. Yes, I elid, Mr. Dash.
Mr. D:\sH. Could you.just submit them and perhaps identify t1~eD1as
you submit them to the committee i
Mr. DB?". These a re from a file that is entitled "Opponents
List and
Political
Enemies Project."
The first document
in the 51e, and these
are not in any chronological order, is a briefing paper that was prepared for ~lr. Haldeman
for a meeti.ng with the head of Lnternal
Revenue Service. The goal of the briefing paper which was based on
material
that was provided
to me by )Ir. Caulfield who, ill tHrC1, got
information
from friends of his within the Internal
Revenue Service.
was to make the IRS poliricul ly responsive to the In1ire Hous«, and
I think that thedoeurnent
is self-explann torv. It is not marked other
than the heading
which says "To Accomplish
:'IIake IRS Polirically
Responsive."
I 'will mark these as 1-Mr. D.\sH. IVell, you can mark them following
your last exhibit
number.
1fr. Dnxx. For the sake of the record, right now I will call it exhibit

A.
_

[The document referred to was marked exhibit X o. 44.1J
:'\h. Dux. The next exhibit. which I will call B, is n rueruorn ndum

from Charles

Colson to me, dntr-d June 12.1972, rL'garc1in; tax cl.screpof -:'IIr. Ha rold .I. Gibbons, vice nresident of the Teamsters
Union. in which Colson indicates
r1lflt h,,· is an
nl l-out enemy, a -:'IfcGon~l'nite and an anti-Xi-con
person,
.md he
believes that there should be an audit started at once. and if tlie re is an
informer's
fee, he would like to know became hE' believes there> is it
good cause in which that informer's
fee can be dunnted to. [Lal1g;:ler.]
[The document referred to was marked t'xhibit ::\0. ·15.2J
\'4.:a--·}Ir. Do?". The next doc\lment
is 11 memorandum
from Chade3 Colson, elated NOHrnber 17, 187:2, regarding
rhe fact that he has re.:eiwd
information
from nn informrd, sOllle information
regarding
:0Jr. chck
..:\.nc1t't"son referring to the bet th,)( :.\fr. Anderson \Y;1S fOi.1I1c1 in :l room
with certain wiretap in pri,"ate-wiretap
equipment
ill co::nectio!: with
the Dodd im'cstigation.
rThe (10Cllllwn"t re fel'rec! to \yas ma rkec1 exh ibi t ~ o. ·W.31,
Mr. DE.\?". The next memorandnm
is a cfocnlncnt from )fr. (';1u1:lt,ld
to me, (bted Allg'\l3t 1:2,1£1'11. ill whic.h ~rr. Cault1,·:d hri<>fh ind:cares
that he has Ll1kecl with ~1r. l\ofzi£:er to come \lP \yith ;1 c,::indi.!;1[(' to
assi3f in the ('He my's projPct.
.
rThp dOCtlllll'l1f
rl'ft'ITcd
to was m:nkpd f'xhihit Xo. n.']

alleles in the income tax return

:\[1'.

that

Dr ..\x. Thi'

\\";1:;

prq>:llT'cl

nl'xt is n COPy of:l. !11l'l1lclr:ll1Cltlm or ,·\.U;Cllst. In. hljl,
for :\f!'. Ihldl'llUl1.
~r!'. Ehl'lic1;;ll:ll1. ;10:(1 ntL'!"S :It

thl' "'llitt· IIoll..:t> l)\·
\"hidl
.. 111\":3plL
.

:ld(1r('3~,'S it.~,'lt

tl)

tltl' ~
~"l1(,I':d

:','01.>·
~
\
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Bxxzn. \1.'11al; else was said by him or by Mr. Haldeman
or
in that context?
.
~[r. DEA"x. "lYell, this evolved into a, irnmediatclv
into a corivcrsat.iori about. the IntE:rnal Hnenup
Ser, .:ice and >Isillg tlw. Internal
H(;I-enue Service to audit. returns of people.
I had=-again, we were on, you know, I knew the wavelength we had
had lx.en talking about, because I had had similar requests ill t lie past
Senator

by

YOU

to audit returns of people, and I told the President
that the Internal
Revenue Sen'ice had been-Senator BAI;::n:. "lVait., wait, wait. You knew the wavelength because
you knew from your previous use of the Internal
ncn:nue SerY1Cc?
. Mr. DL\x. That is correct. I had requests from :JIr. Ha lclerua n in the
past that certain individuals
han audits commenced on them.
Senator BAETP.. 'What did you elo with that?
Mr. DEx:,. "'fell, I can-the one time I recall gE:tting one I did not
know exactly what I was going to do with it because I was always
reluctant to call :'\1r. "Yalters at that time, who was the head of the
Internal
Revenue Service, so I went to :'\1r. Caulfield, who had friends
in the Interne 1 Revenue Service and he said, ';1 think I know a way
this can be done."
Apparently
there is some system where the appropriate
anonymous
letter comes into a rezional office and if it is-those ,1'110 know how to
do this can write the l:ight letter and sufficient information
will prompt
an audit on that individual.
Senator BAKER. Is that known as the informer statute?
::.II'. DE,-\:-<. Xo; I do not believe it is an informer
statute, It is just
somethiria that will be of sufficient attention
to that. ]'rglonal
office,
that branch of the, audit branch of that regional office, that w il] institute a n audit.
I went on to tell the President that "lye did not seem to have the clout
at the ,Vh1te House to 2et this clone. I had talked to ,Valtcl's about it in
-the past) and told him that T had had inst ruct ions fromXlr.
Hn ldcrnan
on one occasion. and he said tlint. he brouzht to rnv attention
the making of the IRS political, and said that,'
.
'
You will recall what happened back in l!HS with Truman and t hn t administra.
tion and the cleaning house n nrl the ch:\n;ing
ot the II1[(','na1 Rl'Yt'J111t' Seryin'_

Arid these were a11 new facts to me, nnd what he was telling me was
"Don't call me with this sort of tlrinz."
~
Senator BAKER. Tell me. if YOU do not mind. what vou did. Did YOU
in fact set up a n a ltd it? Your counse 1 is tl'yi ng to rC:1Cil you and I t:link
he may 11:I\'e somethin!! to say.
']'.[1'.' DE,\X r cOllfl'l'rii1!! \\-iilt cOll1l3el]. He jll::;t said, \\'hi,h \\":l.Sq\litt'
aCCUl'atr, I do not mind tcllill!! YOCl nny fart that- is truc. rLal:!:C1ltrr.l
Senator B.\KER. I \yoldd srry' tllat '\'as ayel'y lawycr-likr
piece of
Ilctyice. rLa up-h tel'. J
~1r. Dux.
So in this instancr
there \\':1S, the ollr T \\':15 referring- to
in the pa:::t. there \yas <111 a\ldit COlllllll'llCNL
::\o\\' I. for e:ompl".
l'l':ld
a memol':1nc1nll1 inio the record this mOt'ninco: pcr J'C'q\l(,3t of snnw m:ltcrial request,>,] jw tll<' committee
that hftc] t-o do \yith all :l11clit of -:\[1'.
0ihbnllS .of the Teftl!lstf'l'S rn.ion, I mr1'cly pnt tlla( in myfih', :llid that
1S ,dle1'e It hfts rClll;1111edto tJus cby.

r

L
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1686
EXHIBIT No, 45
THE

WHITE

HOUSE

\A/ASHINGTON

EYES

ONLY

. 1v1.EMORANDUM
FROM:

FOR:

June

12, 1972

JOHN

DEAN

CHARLES

_

COLSON~:r
•

./

~V,
.0"

I have received
a well informed
tip that there are income.
.
tax discrepancies
involving the r e t u r n s of Harold J. G'ibb o n sr
a Vice President
of the Teamsters
Union in St.: Louis.'. T'b.is .
.has·come
to me on very,
very good aut ho r it y ,
..r.

Gibbons,
you should know, is an all out e ne my , a-Mc Gov e r nit e ,
ardently
anti-Nixon.
He is one of the 3 labor leaders'who'
were recently
invited to Hanoi.
..~' .-.
Please
see ift h is one can be started
is an informer's
fee, let me know.
at which it can be d onat e d.>

on at once and if t h e r e>
There is a good,;cau.se ..·

[10325]
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20.

Former Commissioner of Internal Revenue Halters has

stated that during the summer of 1972 he was asked by -Treasury
Secretary Shultz to check on a :report by John Ehrlichman that
Democratic National Committee Cha:i.rmanLawr-ence 0' Brien had received
large amounts of income which might not have been reported properly.
Walters has stated that he reported to Shultz on the IRS's examination
of O'Brien's returns for 1970 and 1971.

Halters has stated that Ehr1ich-

man was not satisfied with the report on the status of O'Brien's returns
and that because of Ehrlichman' s i.nquiries 0'Brien was interviewed during
the summer of 1972.
,.,iththe

trit

Halters has stated that Ehrlichman Has not satisfied

ervf ev and that he told Shultz he needed further information

about the matter.

Ehrlichman has testified that he had learned from

a sensitive case report that the IRS was investigating O'Brien and that
he called Shultz to complain that the IRS was delaying the audit until
after ~he election.

-------------20.1

Johnnie Halters affidavit, House Judiciary GOllL'llittee,
June 10, 1974.

20.2

John Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session.
February 8, 197Lf, 110--12.
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20.1

Johnnie Walters affidavit

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
CO~1L'1ITTEE
ON THE JUDICIARY
I

I

i

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA) ss:

A F F I D A V I T

JOHNNIE H. HALTERS, being duly sworn, deposes
and says:
1.

This statement is made upon my best recol-

1ection of the facts as they occurred, without my having
had the benefit of reference to files and other materials
in the possession of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
wh i.chmight permit
2.
from-August 6,
3.

a more

precise statement.

I served as Comm i ssLone r of Internal Revenue
1971 through April 30, 1973.
Beginning late in 1971 or early in 1972 the

IRS began an intensive investigation of the Howard Hughes
organizations and operations.

During the course of that

investigation, IRS learned that s6me fairly substantial
amounts of money had been paid by the Hughes organization
to Lawrence OIBrien and his associates.

Sensitive case

reports \vith respect to the Hughes investigation reflected
the O'Brien pa~TIents.

(Sensitive case reports are sent to

[10329]

2

the COlThllissioner
from the field each month to keep him
and the Secretary of the Treasury advised of IRS investigations or proceedings relating to prominent persons or
sensitive matters.)

A Special Assistant to the Commissioner

(during my tenure as Commissioner, Roger Barth) regularly
delivered to the Secretary of the Treasury the monthly

r--- ~ -

sensitiv~ case reports.

4.

During the sUo.'Th::1er
of 1972, Secretary Shultz

informed me that someone in the White House (subsequently
identified as John Ehrlichman) had information that Nr. O'Brien
had received large amounts of income wh i ch might not have
been reported properly.
~OUld

The Secretary asked whether IRS

check on the matter, and I advised that IRS could.
5.

I thereupon requested Assistant Commissioner

Hanlon (Compliance) to determine Hhether Hr. O'Brien had
filed returns Hhich reflected substantial amounts of income.
After a f ew days, he reported orally that Nr. 0.' Brien had
filed returns wh i.chreported large amounts of income during
the preceding years, that IRS had examined the returns for
1970 and 1971, that Mr. O'Brien had paid a small deficiency
for one year, and that the examinations were closed.

I

reporte~ this to Secretary Shultz.

[10330]

3

6.

Thereafter,

from

Mr. Eh rLi.chman was not

["at

the status
Shultz
with

of Mr. O'Brien's

that Mr. O'Brien

the Hughes

Hhether

inquiries

scheduled
postpone
extent
after

returns.

I inforilled Secretary

be interviewed

involving

without

the election.

originated

sensitive

Shultz's

inquiries,

and would

it was

loss of position

In line with

0' Brien

Shultz's

,

specifically

of Secretary

the interview

1972, however,

investigations

possible

of Secretary

on

in connection

I do not recall

independently

IRS needed

During

it.

the report

of the Ln t erv i.ew of Mr.

or as a result

I learned

with

would

investigation

but, in any case,

Shultz

satisfied

investigation.

scheduling

in the Field

Secretary

have

IRS policy
cases,

to the

or revenue,

that policy,

to

until

IRS probably

,

would

not have

however,

l_;,w

because

Hr. O'Brien
7.

personnel
with

interviewed

had info~ation

that

during

the

prior

to the election;

inquiries,

IRS did inter-

summer of 1972.

of my recollection,

had some difficulty

Mr. O'Brien

fore

of the indicated

To the best

his son instead

r-::

Mr. O'Brien

in scheduling

and at one point

the IRS field
an interview

they agreed

to interview

(who had Lnf orrned the IRS agents
about

interview

his father's

took place,

financial

that he

matters).

howeve r , I "as

Lnf ormed

[10331]

I

by Secretary Shultz that Hr. Ehrlichrnan thought IRS should

interview Mr. O'Brien, not his son.

I agreed with that

and directed that IRS interview Mr. O'Brien rather than
his son.
l_:f

the

I do not know how Mr. EhrLi.chman learned of S02e

details

of whi.ch he had knowLedge .

8.

IRS interviewed Mr. O'Brien on or about

August 17, 1972. Mr. O'Brien was cooperative although the
Ln t erv i.ewwa s

limited t.Lmew i se , and Hr. O'Brien suggested

that any further interview be postponed until after the
j="lection.

Hy recollection

is

that

IRS furnished

the Conference Report to Secretary Shultz.

a copy of

A short time

thereafter, Secretary Shultz inforwed me that Mr. EhrlicrWlan
was not satisfied and that he needed further information about
~e

matter.

I advised

the

Secretary

that

IRS had checked

the filipg of returns and the examination status of those
returns (closed) and that there was nothing else IRS could
do.
9.

On or about August 29, 1972, at the request

of Secretary Shultz, I went to his office with Roger Barth
so that we could conclude review of the O'Brien matter and
dispose of it.

Secretary Shultz, ~~. Barth and I discussed

the matter and agreed that IRS could do no more.
jointly telephoned Nr. Ehrlichoan.

We then

Secretary Shultz

[10332]
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informed Hr. Ehrlichman of that; I stated that IRS had
verified that Mr. O'Brien had filed returns, that those
returns reflected large amounts of income, that IRS already
had examined and closed the returns, and that we (Shultz,
Walters and Barth) all agreed that there was nothing further
for IRS to do.

Mr. Ehrlich~an indicated disappointment,

and said to me "I'm godd3J.untired of your foot drag.8~ng
tactics.

II

I was offended and very upset but decided to

make no response to that statement.

Following the telephone

conversation, I told Secretary Shultz that he could have
my job any time he ¥lanted it.
'.

10.

The meeting with the Secretary and telephone

conversation w i.t h Nr. Ehrlichman stand out in my recollections
~s t6e final incidents in the O'Brien matter, however, in
concluding the matter, I may have furnished some data with
respect to Mr. O'Brien's returns to Secretary Shultz shortly
after (5 or 6 days) that encounter (some questions posed
seem to indicate this).

~
(,

j

0~
.'J

"4.

/...
~ a/. .
R_yc/Lf-u..;;z_

Johnnie N. \·valters

Sworn to before me this 10th day of June, 1974.

Vickie F. Hendersen
[10333]

May 14, 1979
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20.2

John Ehrlichman testimony -

CONFIDENTIAL

SENATE RESOLUTION 60
GENERAL INVESTIGATION

Friday, February 8, 1974

United States Senate,
Select Committee on
Presidential Campaign Activities,
Washington, D.C.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:45
a~m., in Room 1418, Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Present:

Samuel Dash, Chief Counsel; David Dorsen, Assis-

t~nt Chief Counsel; James Hamilton, Assistant Chief Counsel;
Marc E. Lackritz, Assistant Counsel; Allan Weitz, Assistant
Counsel; Donald Sanders, Deputy Minority Counsel; Robert Silverstein, Assistant Minority Counsel; Scott Armstrong, Investigator;
Benjamin Plotkin, Hinority

Investigator; Gordon Freedman, Re-

search Assistant; Emily Sheketoff, Research Assistant

Retyped from indistinct original
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I

Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, llO- n

I

Retyped from indistinct original
Mr. Lackritz.

But he never pinned it down?

Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Lackritz.

110

I have no knowledge.
Do you have any knowledge if any of these

instances were connected with any of the organized crime
families?

What do you use for colloquial terms?

Mr. Ehrlichman.

I don't think so, not that I was

aware of ..
Mr. Lackritz.

Did the name Sam Giacomo come into it at

I

all" do you recall?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

No.

It was a name that I never heard

before.
Mr. Lackritz.

And any other context of O'Brien with

organized crime contacts come up on any other occasions with
Colson?
Mr. Ehrlichman .. No, not that I recall.
Mr. Lackritz.

How about by any other?

Mr. Ehrlichman.

No.

As I say, that would have been the

only reference of O'Brien contacts like that.
Mr. Armstrong.

Two short.

,_.... At about the time that Secretary Shultz became the

ISecretary of the Treasury,

do you recall a conversation with

the Secretary regarding ongoing tax investigation against
Hughes Tool Company which involved Mr. O'Brien?
Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Armstro~g.

Yes.
Can you recall what information you had

Retyped from indistinct original
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,--f

I

I

John ~hrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
Retyped from indistinct original

t

'---

III

available to you and from what source about the nature of that
investigation?

I
~bout

Mr. Ehrlichman.
that.
Mr. Armstrong.

I

!

1

Ii
!l
j

• •1
1

Now at the conclusion of that investigation

did you have a conversation of that investigation did you
have a conversation with Secretary Shultz, Commissioner Walters

/

and Mr. Barth; a conference call from the Secretary's office
Mr. Ehrlichman.

I I

,

I had a sensor case report from the

Not a conference called.

I talked to

them all on the phone and the Commissioner was there in his
office at the time.
Mr. Armstrong.

Can you recall for us the nature of that

conversation?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

Yes.

He was reporting to me that the

audit had been completed and that it had disclosed no improprieties
or delinquencies and as far as they were concerned the matter
was closed.

r

Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Ehrlichman.

And what was your response to that?
Okay.

You know, there it is.

My concern

was throughout that the IRS down in the woodwork was delaying
the audit until after the election and that seemed to be the
case, that there was a stall on because when the sensitive
case report came in, I said, aha, when are you going to audit
him? ,Well, they had 75 well selected reasons why they should
not audit him and they weren't having any-of the same reasons

Retrped from indistinct original
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i

I
I

John Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
Retyped from indistinct original
112
with regar~ to Republicans at that time and I thought there
was a.little unevenhandedness and I am talking to the Secretary
now, "George, your guys are being lopsided.

Here is a probable

cause for auditing O'Brien and it's apparently not going
forward and we can read in the paper everyday about audits of
Republicans.

Now how come?"

And he said, "Well, I will check

in to 1;i£7 it and he checked into it and he came back and he said,
he had a whole list

10f

why he shouldn't be audited right now.

His son is sick, he's out of town.

They can't find the books.

And I said,,""Are'you satisfied with that?"
And I said, "Well, neither am 1."

I up

And he said, "No."

And I wanted them to turn

something and send him to jail before the election and

~tunatelY

it didn't materialize.

Mr. Armstrong.

On the occasion when Commissioner Walters

was done with the audit and there were no improprieties, do
you recall discussing with Commissioner Walters that either
they had been stalling the audit
Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Amstrong.
Mr. Ehrlichman.
crack at him.

Sure.
You had a discussion with him too?
You are darn right.

It was my first

George wouldn't let me at him.

to stand between him and his Comnussi oner and

George wanted
this was the

first time it -- I had a chance to tell the Commissioner what
a crappy job he had done.
Mr. Armstrong.

And did you suggest that they reopen the

Retyped from indistinct original
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20.2

John Ehrlichman

testimony
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21.

On or about August 29, 1972 Shultz, Walters and Assistant to the

IRS Commissioner Roger Barth telephoned Ehr1ichman to report on the IRS
investigation of Lawrence O'Brien.
IRS had closed the investigation.

Shultz informed Ehr1ichman that the
Ehrlichman complained to Walters that

the IRS had been stalling the audit and he told Walters what a bad job
he had done.

21.1

John Ehrlichman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 111-13"

21.2

Johnnie Halters affidavit, House Judiciary Commi.tt.e e ,
June 10, 1974.

[10344]

[10345]

- 21.1 John Ehrlichman

John Ehr1ichman testimony,
SSC Executive Session
February 8, 1974, 1, 111-113.

testimony

iIIetyped from indistinct original.

CONFIDENTIAL

SENATE RESOLUTION

60

GENERAL INVESTIGATION

Friday, February 8, 1974

United States Senate,
Select Committee
Presidential

on

Campaign Activities,
Washington,D.C.

The Select Committee met, pursuant

to notice, at 11:45

a.m., in Room 1418, Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Present:

Samuel Dash, Counsel; David Dorsen, Assis-

tant Chief Counsel; James Hamilton, Assistant
Marc E. Lackritz, Assistant

Chief Counsel;

Counsel; Allan Weitz, Assistant

Counsel; Donald Sanders, Deputy Minority Counsel; Robert Si1verstein, Assistant Minority
Benjamin Plotkin, Minority

Counsel; Scott Armstrong,
Investigator;

search Assistant; Emily Shaketoff,

Investigator;

Gordon Freedman, Re-

Research Assistant

Retyped from indistinct original.
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111

Retyped from indistinct original.

available to you and from what source about the nature of that
investigation?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

I had a sensor case report from the

IRS about that.
Mr. Armstrong.

Now at the conclusion of that investigation

did you have a conversation of that investigation did you
have a conversation with Secretary Shultz, Commissioner Walters
and Mr. Barth; a conference call from the Secretary's office
Mr. Ehrlichman.

Not a conference called.

I talked to

them all on the phone and the Commissioner was there in his
office at the time.
Mr. Armstrong.

Can you recall for us the nature of that

conversation?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

Yes.

He was reporting to me that the

audit had been completed and that it had disclosed no improprieties
or delinquencies and as far as they were concerned the matter
closed.
Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Ehrlichman.

And what was your response to that?
Okay.

You know, there it is.

My concern

was throughout that the IRS down in the woodwork was delaying
the audit until after the election and that seemed to be the
case, that there was a stall on because when the sensitive
case report came in, I said, aha, when are you going to audit
him?

Well, they had 75 well selected reasons why they should

not audit him and they weren't having any of the same reasons

Retyped from indistinct original.
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Retyped from indistinct original

112

with regard to Republicans at that time and I thought there
was a little unevenhandedneps and I am talking to the Secretary
now, "Geroge, your guys are being lopsided.

Here is a probable

cause for auditing O'Brien and it's apparently not going
forward and we can read in the paper everyday about audits of
Republicans.

Now how come?"

And he said, "Well, I will check

in to it" and he checked into it and he came back and he said,-he had a whole list of why he shouldn't be audited right now.
His son is sick, he's out of town.

They can't find the books.

And I said, "Are you satisfied with that?"

And he said, "No."

And I said, "Well, neither am 1." And I wanted them to turn
up something and send him to jail before the election and
unfortunately it didn't materialize.

r

Mr. A~mstrong.

On the occasion· when Commissioner Walters

was done with the audit and there were no improprieties, do
you recall discussing with Commissioner Walters that either
they had been stalling the audit
Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Ehrlichman.
crack at him.

Sure.
You had a discussion with him too?
You are darn right.

It was my first

George wouldn't let me at him.

George wanted

to stand between him and his Commissioner· and this was the
first time it -- I had a chance to tell the Commissioner what
a crappy job he had done.
Mr. Armstrong.

And did you suggest that they reopen the
[10348]

Retyped from indistinct original
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113

audit at that time?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

No.

They told me it was closed, so there

wasn't any.
Mr. Armstrong.

L-

Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Armstrong.

So you accept it as a fate of happening?
Sure.
Other than the O'Brien was there any other

information you had about the Hughes IRS investigation going on in
Nevada at that time?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

Well, it was a very long report and in-

volved a lot of other people.
Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. Ehrlichman.
Mr. Armstrong.

Did it make any mention of Mr. Rebozo?
Yes.
And do you recall if you discussed that

information with Mr. Rebozo at anytime prior to the time when
Barth indicated they wanted to?
Mr. Ehrlichman.

No.

You see, when it came over, it came

over with a note from Barth saying that I need to talk to you
about this and so I immediately called him and he said at that
time I need to have a green light on interviews of Rebozo and
Don Nixon.

And so I said, you know, okay, I think it is from

my standpoint it is indicated I will give you the green light

if you are notified with that.
Mr. Armstrong.

And that was -- go ahead, I'm sorry.

Mr. Ehrlichman.

And he said, well, this is a little

touchy.

I am a little concerned about how we make these

Retyped from indistinct original
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21.2

.Jo hrm i a \._lalters

affidavit

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
CO~~IT1EE ON THE JUDICIARY
DISTRICT OF COLUL·1BIA)ss:

A F F I D A V I T

JOHNNIE M. 'HALTERS, being duly sworn, deposes
and says:
1.

This statement is made upon my best recol-

lection of the facts as they occurred, without my having
had the benefit of reference to files and other materials
in the possession of the Internal Revenue Service

(IRS)

which might peIT'.ita more precise statement.
2.

I served as Comrrri
ssLon er of Internal Revenue

from-August 6, 1971 through April 30; 1973.
3.

Beginning late in 1971 or early in 1972 the

IRS began an intensive investigation of the Howard Hughes
organizations and operations.

During the course of that

investigation, IRS learned that some fairly substantial
amounts of LIloneyhad been paid by the Hughes organization
to Lawrence O'Brien and his associates.

Sensitive case

reports with respect to the Hughes investigation
the 0 Brien paymen t s .
I

reflected

(Sensitive case reports are sent to

[10355]

2

the Commissioner from the field each month to keep him
and the Secretary of the Treasury advised of IRS investigations or proceedings relating to prominent persons or
sensitive matters.)

A Special Assistant to the Co~missioner

(during my tenure as Coro~issioner, Roger Barth) regularly
delivered to the Secretary of the Treasury the monthly
sensitive case reports.
4.

During the SQ~mer of 1972, Secretary Shultz

Lnforme d me that someone in the 'Imite House

(subsequently

identified as John Ehrlichillan)had information that Hr.

O'Brien

had received large amounts of income which might not have
been reported p~operly.

The Secretary asked whether IRS

could check on the matter, and I advised that IRS could.
5.
Han Lori

I thereupon requested Assistant CO~llissioner

(Compliance) to determine whe t her Nr. 0'Brien had

filed returns wh i.c
h reflected substantial amounts of income.
After a few days, he reported orally that Mr. O'Brien had
filed returns whi.ch reported large amounts of income during
the preceding years, that IRS had examined the returns for
1970 and 1971, that Mr. O'Brien had paid a small deficiency
for one year, and that the exa:ninations we re closed.

I

reported this to Secretary Shultz.

[10356]

3

6.

Thereafter, from Secretary Shultz I learned

that Mr. Ehrlichnan was not satisfied with the report on
the status of Mr. O'Brien's ret0rns.

I informed Secretary

Shul tz that Hr . 0'Brien wou l.dbe Ln t ervi.ewed in connection
with the Hughes investigation.

I do not recall specifically

whether scheduling of the interview of Mr._O'Brien

originated

in the Field investigation independently of Secretary Shultz's
inquiries or as a result of Secretary Shultz's inquiries,
but, in any case, IRS needed the interview and would have
scheduled it.

During 1972, however, it was IRS policy to

postpone investigations
extent possible

involving sensitive cases, to the

without loss of position or revenue, until

after the election.

In line with that policy, IRS probably

would not have interviewed Mr. O'Brien prior to the election;
hbwever,' because of the indicated inquiries, IRS did interv i.ewMr. 0'Brien during the summer of 1972.
7.

To the best of my recollection, the IRS field

Dersonnel
had some difficulty in scheduling an interview
..
with Mr. O'Brien and at one point they agre~d to in~erview
his son instead (Hho had informed the IRS agents that he
had information about his father's financial matters).
Before that Ln r ervi.cwtook place, howe ver

1

I was in::::ormed

[10357]

by Secretary
interview

Shultz

Mr. O'Brien,

and directed
his

son.

that

not his

8.

of which

election.

thereafter,
was not

satisfied

(closed)

rather

than
of some

on or about

is that

until

after

IRS furnished

me

that

further
that

the

a copy

of

A short time

Shultz.

informed

the

sugges ted

I

the Secretary

Mr. Ehrlichman
infor~ation

IRS

and the examination

and that

although

and Hr. 0 Brien

and that he needed

of returns

that

cooperative

be postponed

Shultz

I advised

the filing

was

to Secretary

Secretary

the matter.

returns

interview

Report

with

learned

~~. O'Brien

timewise,

My recollection

the Conference

Mr. O'Brien

IRS should

he had knowledge.

17, 1972. Mr. O'Brien

Ln t erv i ew wa s limited

I agre~d

how Mr. Ehrlichman

IRS interviewed

that any further

son.

IRS interview

I do not know

of the details

August

that Hr. Ehr::Licb.manthought

had checked

status

there was nothing

about

else

of those
IRS could

do.
~-

I

9.
of Secretary

On or about
Shultz,

so that we could
dispose

of it.

the matter
jointly

I went

conclude
Secretary

and agreed

telephoned

August

to his office

review
Shultz,

with

the request
Roger

of the O'Brien
Hr. Barth

that IRS could

Mr. Ehrlich~an.

2t

29, 1972,

matter

and

and I discussed

do no more.
Secretary

Barth

We then

Shultz

[10358]

5

informed Hr. Ehrlichman of that; I stated that IRS had
verified that Mr. O'Brien had filed returns, that those
returns reflected large amounts of income, that IRS already
had examined and closed the returns, and that we (Shultz,
Walters and Barth) all agreed that there was nothing further
for IRS to do.

Mr. Ehrlic~an

indicated disappointwent,

and said to Ele "Ilm goddamn tired of your foot dragging
tactics.1I

I was offended and very upset but decided to

make no response to that statement.
~
~Ob

Following the telephone

conversation, I told Secretary Shultz that he could have
any time he wanted it.
10.

The meeting with the Secretary and telephone

conversation w i.t h Nr. Ehrlichman

stand out in my recollections

as the final incidents in the O'Brien matter, however, in
concluding the matter, I may have furnished some data with
respect to Mr. O'Brien's returns to Secretary Shultz shortly
a~ter (5 or 6 days) that encounter

(some questions posed

seem to indicate this).

c-~d,.tJ~~
"0

Johnnie H. I'jalters

Sworn to before me this 10th day of June, 1974.

Vicki F. Hendersen
Cornmi.s
sion expires /-rn
/ /:'?

to
{/

/

/ / / /(.://7
I

_ '7'.

/

May 14, 1979

.

"

c:.:
•

I
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22.
office.

Walters stated that on September

11, 1972 he went to Dean's

Dean gave Walters a list of McGovern

contributors

and requested

staff members and campaign

that the IRS begin investigations

or examin-

ations of the people named on the iist. The names on the list of McGovern
staff memb'ers were the same as the names on the list of McGovern
members

identified

in paragraph

Walters' notes of the meeting

9.

state that J. E. [John Ehr1ichmanl
what information

could be developed

by the President

to have this done.

asked to make up the list to see
and that Dean had not been asked
Walters has stated that he advised

Dean that compliance with the request would be disastrous
and for the Administration

staff

for the IRS

and that he would discuss the matter with

Secretary Shultz and would recommend

to Shultz that the IRS do nothing

with respect to the request.

22.1

Johnnie Walters affidavit,
May 6, 1974.

House Judiciary

Committee,

22.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 11, 1972,
September 25, 1972 (received from Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation).

22.3

List of McGovern staff members and campaign contributors
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation).
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Johnnie Walters affidavit

- _ ..---- - ..---'

-

-

._

HOUSE OF REP~SENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

AFFIDAVIT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

ss:

JOHNNIE M. WALTERS, being first duly sworn,
deposes and says:

10

I served as Commissioner of Internal Revenue

from August 6, 1971, through April 30, 1973.
2.

On September 11, 1972, I met with John Wo

Dean, III, pursuant to his request, in his office at the
Old Executive Office Building.

At that meeting he gave

me a list of names, and requested that IRS undertake
examinations or, investigations of the people named on the
list.

The list appeared to contain names of persons on

the 1972 Presidential campaign staff of Senator George
McGovern and of contributors to that campaign.
30

Mr. Dean stated that he had been directed

to give the list to meo

It was my impression at the

time of the September 11, 1972 meeting that John Do
Ehrlichman was the one who had given Mr. Dean his directions,
but I do not recollect on what my impression was based.

[10363]

"_

2

Mr. Dean stated that he had not been asked by the
President to have this done and that he did not know
whether the President had asked that any of this
activity be undertaken.

Mr. Dean expressed the hope

that the IRS could do this in such a manner that would
"not'cause ripples."

He indicated that he was not yet

under pressure with respect to this matter.
4.

I advised Mr. Dean that compliance with

the request would be disastrous for the IRS and for the
Administration

and would make the Watergate affair look

like a "Sunday school picnic."

I asked whether he had

discussed the matter with Secretary Shultz, and he said
no.

I advised him that I would discuss the matter with

Secretary Shultz, and that I would recommend to Secretary
Shultz that we do nothing on the request.
S.

On September 13, 1972, at the earliest

opportunity, I discussed the matter with Secretary Shultz,
showed him the list, and advised him that I believed that
we should not comply with Mr. Dean's request.

Mr. Shultz

looked briefly at the list, and said do nothing with
respect to it.

I placed the list in a sealed envelope

and placed it in my office safe.

I believe I may have

[10364]

"

._
3

~

..

informed Mr. Dean of the decision, but do not specifically
recall doing so.
6.

On or about September 25, 1972, I received

a telephone call from Mr. Dean.

He inquired as to what

progress I had made with respect to the list.
him that no progress had been made.

I told

He asked if it

might be possible to develop information on fifty-sixtyseventy of the names.

I again told him that, although

I would reconsider the matter with Secretary Shultz,
any activity of this type would be inviting disaster •
.,.;;~'

7.

Thereafter, on or about September 29, 1972

and again at the earliest opportunity, I discussed the
matter again with Secretary Shultz.

We again agreed

that nothing would be done with respect to the list.
I have no recollection of any further discussions about
the matter during my tenure as IRS Carnmissionerp except
the possibility of mentioning

(without showing) it to

the present Commissioner, Donald C. Alexander, as he
was in the process of being named Commissioner.
8.

At no time did I furnish any name or naQes from

the list to anyone, nor did I request any IRS employee or
official to take any action with respect to the list.

[10365]
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9.

._

I removed the list from the safe when I

left IRS and thereafter personally kept it in the sealed
envelope and locked in my present office.
10.

On July 11, 1973, upon written request,

I submitted the list, along with my handwritten notes
of the September 11, 1972 meeting, to the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation in connection with that
Committee's investigation of allegations that the IRS
took enforcement actions for political purposes.

1

.

i~

i-tJrvt...Q ./~
.~

Dated :

.'

.

.,-li

.(~~

,)

nie Mo Walters

sf! h

LL

e
5/6/74

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 0

day

of May, 1974.

i&~/7~':0. ~

Notary Public Evelyn
~ M. Purdy
My Commission expires
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June 10, 1974

Received from the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation:
1. Handwritten notes of Johnnie M. Wilters dated
September 25, 1972, and September 11, 1972.
2. Letter from Johnnie M. Walters to Laurence N.
Woodworth dated July 11, 1973.
3. Two lists of names initialed by Johnnie M. Walters
and dated July 11, 1973.
......_;

\._c

('"-._/_y~.-' .._/ ._:~~".':/ _/-- _·"!V;..·· ...(::-·
Gary Sutton
Committee on Judiciary
House of Representatives

"

,
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Johnnie M. Walters notes, September 11, 1972
Retyped from indistinct original·

Commissioner
of
Internal Revenue

Johnnie

M.
Walters
Date

To

(!)

"_

9-11-72

JMW

Received from John

lo

Dean at 2p

conference

Suite 106; EOB, today.
@JE

asked

to

make up list (staff

s

large contributors) & to see
what info: can be
developed.

G)

J. Dean has not been

asked by P to have IRS work

Retyped from indistinct original
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"_

Johnnie M. Walters notes, September 11, 1972
Retyped from indistinct original

and he does not know
whether P has asked directly
that any of this be done.

@J

Dean wonders if there

are items IRS may have
or can pick up easily that
will not cause ripples.
(})J Dean is not ~
under pressure.
@JMW

advised Dean JMW

would discuss with the
Secretary.

0.2..::.11:

Discussed Secy Shultz.

He directed

"Do nothing."

[10370]

Johnnie M. Walters notes, September 25, 1972
Retyped from indistinct original

Commissioner
of
Internal Revenue

Date
Johnnie
M.
Walters

9/25/72

To
John Dean telcalled to
ask what progress on list.
JMW told him JMW had
discussed with Secy Shultz

& that so far no progress
has been made in ac~ual!y
checking the list.

JMW advised Dean again
that any checking such as
suggested would be inviting
disaster

He agreed however

to consider the matter again
with Secy Shultz & recall
Dean
Retyped f~om indistinct original
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Brown. l-1illieL.
Caddell,
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patrick

.'

Caplin, Hortimer
,
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•

. :I,

..

.
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Chayes', Dr. Abram

~
-.._

l1~

»>

Clifford,

Clark

~

l
..

.'
:

Cohen, Dick

...

....::..
i ;

Cunningham,
Daniels,

George

',-

.'a.

"

l
i

_"

Harley
~.. ".

Davis,

I

....:.t..

Lon
"

DeYlind.,Adrian

-

.
Dougherty,

Richard

Duffey.

Rev. Joe

.~

Dutton,

Frederick

G. ~

Farenthold,

-

Frances

(Sissy)
-,

.-'

,

_-
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Gavin

Lt. -cen. James H. i--:"
(Retired)

Guggenheim,

Halsted,

. I

._

Charles

:
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Tom

Hart, Gary'

.•
Heller, Halter
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•
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.,
Barold

~
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•

/.,

Holum,- John D~

James, wiJliam

.
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•

Hi~~elman,

4-

,'..

. ..
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#

e·

_"

...

J

•

Jones, Kirby
Rimelman,

-

~

Henry-

Ruh, Edwin

..

LaRocque, Rear Adm. Gene
(Retired)

..

Levett, Hichael

Lobell, Martin

,

.

•

.

.~
.:»
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Heyers,

henry
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_,
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Okun, Arthur M.

1

Patterson, Basil
Pecp~an, Joseph A.

i

..

_.

·n·' ..

..

Pokorny, Gene
. Proxmire,

j

f..
J

,,

Senator··t·hlliam

I

•

-

,,;';..

•

Rubin, Miles

..

to "

Salinger,

. 1

..

"".,

Rapp, Stan

-

1

._.:...

Pierre
,_'

Schultze,

Charles L.

Scoville,

Herbert Jr.

,

....

. ,,

-_

..
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Smith,

Floyd'

'_

Stearn,es,
Surrey,

'.

Rick
Stanley

'

.,

S.
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Sylvester.

Ed\vard S.,

..

Jr.

,_'

.

.

.~ •.-...
.'
.;.,...

:

'

'

...
Tobin,

James

.'

.
'

Van Dyck, Ted
Warnke,

Weil,'

paul

..

C.

-I

westwood,

.,

- .'.

Gordon

Jean
. - ...

Wexler,

~.

-

'

....

.':. ........

-.;..:_

Anne

~-

..
White,
l'lillens,

Cissy
Haro J d
.r:

York, Herbert

F.
i

"
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M/M Richard Abrons
10 Rigene Road '
Harrison, N. Y. 10528

Joseph Antonow
III East Wacker Drive
Chicago, Ill.

~homas Boylston Adams
Concord Road
Lincoln, Mass. 01773

Paul S. Armington
3031 Hacomb St.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Isadore Adelman
1035 SWTh~it Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mrs. Elaine Attias
605 N. Bedford Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Julius Ochs Adler
50 E. 77th St.
New York, N. Y. 10021

Milton S. Axelrad
687 Driftwood Lane
Northbrook, Ill.

Dr. Sheldon Adler
474 Duquesne Dr.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243

M/M John
... Axtell
10 Lincoln Road
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Archilbald Alexander
744 Broad St.
lilewark,N. J ..
-07102

Mildred E. Barad
(No Address)

Henry Alker
512 Wyckoff Rd.
Ithaca, N.Y.

Irving Barr
II-5th Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10003

Bruce Allen
~
5411 S.Harper Ave~
Chicago, Ill. 60615

Jim Barrett
•
7621 N. W. 34th
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73008

Herb Alpert
1416 North LaBrea Ave.
HollY"IOOd, Ca lif.

Robert Batinovich
100 Flying Cloud Island
Foster City, Calif. 94406

Judith H. Alpert
Box 452
Princeton, N. J.

Doris Z. Bato
Cognewaugh Road
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807

Frank Altschul,
730 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10019

Dr./Hrs. Bernard Batt
31 Livingston Road
Sharon, Hass.

William R. Anixter
279 Moraine Road
Highlund Park, Ill .

Dr./Hrs. Theodore B. Bayles
94 Summer St.
Weston, Mass. 02193
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Mrs. J. (Helen) Beardsley
7336 Monte vista
La Jolla, Calif. 92037

Eugene C. Blak:_e
256 Country Club Road
New Canaan, Conn.

John M. Behr
10820 Vicenza Way
Los Angeles, Calif.

Louis C. Blau
9777 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212

Charles Benton
585 Ingleside Place
Evanston, Ill.

Leonard Block
257 Cornelison Ave.
Jersey City, N. J. 07302

Marjorie B~nton
585 Ingleside Place
Evanston, Ill. 60201

Elizabeth Blossom
56 Linnaean St.
Cambridge, Mass.

Polly Bergen
Los Angeles; Calif.

Mrs. E.rances Boehm
1 \'lill'o~
Lane
..
Hewlett Harbor, N. Y. 11557

Jerome Berger
35 Ridgemoor Drive
Clayton, Mo. 63105

MIM
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Louise Berman
6 West 77th St.
New York, N. Y.
Nahum A. Bernstein
295 Madison Av~e.
New York, N.Y. 10017
~eter L. Bernstein
767 Fifth Ave".
New York, N.Y. 10022
Harold Berry
19330 Stratford
Detroit, Hich.

Robert Boehm
1 Willow Lane
Hewlett Harbor, N. Y. 11557

Edward G. Boettiger
Dunham Pond Road
Storrs, Conn. 06268
Alva T. Bonda
11 Bratenahl Place
Suite l4E
Bratenahl, Ohio
and
1700 Investment Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Joel Bonda
Investment Plaza
Cleveland; Ohio 44114

Harold & Vivian Berry
16300 N. Park Dr.
Apt. 1517
Southfield, Mich. 48075

Lou Bonda
Investment Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Mrs. Carly Billings
P.O. Box 1014
Sag Harbor, N. Y. 11963

Richard Boro'.'"
1800 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067
[10381]
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M/M Constantine & Elizabeth Boukas
P.O. Box- 116
Dunnigan, Calif. 97102

M/M Thomas Buckner
445 Boynton
Berkeley, Calif. 94707

Michael Brande
~360 N. Sandburg
Chicago, Ill.

Stimson Bullitt
1125 Harvard E.
Seattle, Washington

M/M Irwin H. Braun
546 N. Cliffwood Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Carter Burden
305 E. 79th St.
New York, N.Y.

Gerald Bres lauer .
3306 Barbydell Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.

walter Burke
Winding Lane
Greenwich, Conn.

John Briscoe
Silent Meadow Farm
Lakeville, Conn. 06039

Michael Butler
Los Angeles, California

Robert L. Brock
1153 Stratford Road
Topeka, Kan.
Earl Brockelsby
Box 2063
Rapid city, S. Dakota
George Brockway
63 Brevoot Rd~
Chappaqua, N.Y.
Edward R. Broida
2222 Corinth Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
John Brown
5811 Orton '"Road
Louisville, Ky.
M/M Lester R. Brown
8716 Preston P~ace
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Robert ~'l. Brmvn
371 Noco Lane
Menlo Park, Calif.
M/M Roger Brown
3249 0 street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

7/11/73
98102
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Michael Butler
Oak Brook, Ill.
Alexander and Luisa Calder
Roxbur y , Conn. 06783
William D. Carleboch
1112 Hardscrabble Rd.
Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514
M/M Robert Carlson
495 Prospect Blvd.
Pasadena, Calif.
William H. Carter
2222 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067
Jerome Cassidy
3515 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Raymond Cerf
1000 Sunset Drive
Lawrence, Kan.
Mrs. David (Joan R.) Challinor
3117 Hawthorne St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
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Tertius Chandler
2720 Elmwood Ave.
Berkeley, Calif.

Isadore M. Cohen
1290 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y.

R.B. Chaote
3508 Macomb St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

Lionel Cohen
P.O. Box 884
Gary, Indiana 46401

Ann Chapman
1026 Maxine
Flint, Mich.

M/M Ronald B. Cohen
3509 Severn Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118

Edwin Child
73 W. Cedar St.
Boston, Mass. 02114

Saul and Amy Cohen
203 Hommocks Rd.
Larchmont, N.Y.

John C. Childs
1020 Cromwell Bridge Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21204

A. Cohn

Ellis Chingos
7707 North Federal Highway
Boca Raton, Fla. 33432

Catherine W. Coleman
101 West Monument St.
Baltimore, Md. 21201

Jane Ann Choate
Hudson House
Ardsley-on-Hudson,

Louis L. Colen
2727 Krim Drive
Los Angeles, Calif •

'.

N.Y.

7/11/73

.

1440 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill.

e

Willard Chotiner
10501 Wyton Dr.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Ms. Lucinda C. Collins
19 W. 12th St.
New York, N.Y. 10011

Blair Clark
229 E. 48th St.
N.Y., N.Y.

M/M Randolph P. Compton
53 Brookby Rd.
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Mrs. Alice Erd.'1lan
Cleve land
.Bonny top
Tamworth, N.H. 03886

.

Edward T. Cone
18 College Road West
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Michael Coburn
26 Witherspoon Lane
Princeton, N.J. 08540
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Alan S. Davis
37 ~vest 12th st.
New York, N. Y.

P. F. Conrad
29328 North Bay Road
palos Verdes, calif.

Ed G. Davis
319 Harden Burg
Demarest, N. U. 07627

M/M Andrew D. Cook
48 Academy Rd., Apt~ 6
Westmount, P.Q., Canada

Irving Davis
1300 Midvale
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

Tim Cooney
201 East 21 st.
New York, N. Y.

stewartW. Davis
Innstrasse 16
8 Munich 80, Germany

Edward T. Corre
18 college Road west
princeton, N. J.
~}

Phyllis Cox
88 Garden st.
Cambridge, Hass.
William H. Crocker
3333 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
P. McEvoy Cromwell
710 Circle Road
Ruxton, Md. e
Ruth Cromwell
710 Circle Road
Ruxton, Hd.
Priscilla cunningham
160 East 72nd St.
New York, -N. Y. 10021
Dorothy V. Dalton
1130 Short Rd.
Kalam=zoo, Hich.
Eugene S. Daniell, Jr.
Franklin National Bank Bldg.
Franklin, N. H.
Joan K. Davidson
(NO Address)
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Mark B. Dayton
900 Old Long Lake Rd.
Wayzata, Minn.
Lucy F. DeAngulo
2845 Buena Vista Way
Berkeley, Calif. 94708
Morris Dees
Rolling Hills Ranch
Matthews, Ala. 36052
or
P.·O. Box 2087
Montgomery, Alabama
Mrs. June oppen Degnan
Ames Ave. & Shady Lane
P. O. Box 1036
Ross, Calif. 94957
Lawrence Deutsch
1800 W. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, Calif.
Adrian W. DeWind
345 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10021
Carl Djerassi
127 Cresta Vista
Portola valley, Calif.
[10384]
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Lawrence Ellman
1 W. 72nd St.
New York, N. Y.

Inez w. Dries
61 Superior Drive
Campbell, Calif.

Helen W. Ellsworth
Salisbury, Co~n. 06068
Victor Elmaleh
860 united Nations Plaza
New York, N. Y. 10017

.

Angier Biddle Duke
47 Chester Square
London, SW 1, united Kingdom
Abe Dunn
3100 West Alabama
Suite 203
Houston, Tex ..77520
_,..:'.;..:"

.

Cornelius Dutcher
7712 Moonridge Place
La Jolla, Calif. 92037
'
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Henri G. Doll
18 East 78th St.
New York, N. Y.

Martha Ward Dudley
2942 Ma comb St., N.~v•
Washington, D. C. 20008

.

._

Cornelius & Barbara Dutcher
7617 Convoy
e
San Diego, Calif.
M/M Oscar Dystel
666 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10019
Norman Eisn~r
16 Shady Brook Rd.
Great Neck, N. Y.
Richard A. Eisner
280 Park Ave. '
New York, N. Y. 10016
Donald F. Eldridge
167 Isabella Ave.
Atherton, Calif. 94025

James S. Ely
170 Gregory Hill Rd.
Rochester, N. Y.
.}

,

.

Richard Emerson
Wells Hill
Lakeville, Conn. 06039
Geo~ge G. Emert
9512 Singleton Drive
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Beatrice Blair Epstein
292 Ambassador Dr .
Rochester, N. Y. 14610
Michael C. Erlanger
Redding, Conn. 06875
Dominck Etcheverry
41 E. 10th St.
New York, N. Y. 10011
Ralph Ettlinger, Jr.
1370 Lincoln Ave., So.
Highland Park, Ill. 60035
S. Sanford Ezralow
9556 Sherwood Forest
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210
Max Factor
336 S. Hudson
Los Angeles, Calif.
[10385]
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John French
100 ~vall Street
New York, N. Y. 10005

M/M Gary & E. Familian
1011 _Cove 'i'fay
Beverly Hills, Calif.
or
9134 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Michel Fribourg
Two Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Mary Dupont Faulkner
c/o State Street & Trust
Boston, Mass.
and
255 Goddard Ave.
Brookline, Mass.
s. Ferry
1572 Massachusetts Ave.
cambridge, Mass. 02138
stanley Feuer
23140 Mariposa De Oro
Malibu, Calif.
Martin D. Fife
180 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
John Fisher
123 Part st.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mark H. Fleischman
36 East 38th st.
New York, N.Y. 10016

..

~'-

f")-

~
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Jules L. Furth
2450 Lakeview Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

~

Mrs. Helen Fuson
325 College Ave.
Richmond, Indian~ 47374
Andrew Gagarin
Gallos Lane
~itchfield, Conn. 06758
John B. Gage
683 Santa Barbara Rd.
Berkeley, Calif.
Margaret Gage
11769 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Elizabeth Galande
Dickson Mill
Greene Village, N. J.

Moe Foner
Drug Hospital Union

John Kenneth Galbraith
Harvard University
207 Littaner
Cambridge, Mass.

M/H J. Malcomb Forbes
133 coolidge Hill
Cambridge, Mass.

Florence Gardner
Chicken Valley Rd.
Locust Valley, N. Y.

Orville Forte, Jr.
40 Nobscott Rd.
Weston, Mass.

Samuel Gary
1776 Lincoln St.
Denver, Colo.

M/H Stanley A. Frankel
161 E. 42nd st.
New York, N. Y.

Jerome Ginzberg
25 Hutchinson Pkwy
Lynbrook, N. Y.

-
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J. W. Gitt (Gritt(?))
Hanover, Pa.

Howard Gottlieb
1000 Lake Shore Blvd.
Evanston, Ill. 60202

J. W. Gitt
Pinehurst, North Carolina 28374

JM
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M/M·"

Ralph Gleason
10th and Parker
Berkeley, Calif.

Edith B. Greenberg
10591 Rocca Way
Los Angeles~ Calif.

Martin L. Gleich
2210 - 4th Ave.
San Diego, Calif. 92101

MIM

Kenneth L. Greif
4000 N. Charles St.
Balti~6re, Md.

Alan Glen
5454 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
"...

Seth M. Glickenhaus
30 Broad St.
I'i?{w
York, N. Y. 10004
Robert & Susan Glickman
29 Oxford Rd.
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10503

..

Michael J. Goldberg
15366 Longbow Drive
~herman Oak, Calif.
Margaret S. Goheen
Princeton University
Princeton, N. J.
Dr. Orville J. Golub
359 Veteran Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Elinor Goodspeed
1230 - 13th St., N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Isabella Grandin
301 Berkley St.
Boston, Mass. 02116

I. A. Grodzins
5737 S. Blackstone
Chicago, Ill.
George Gund
Gund Ranches
Lee, Nevada 89801
Richard S. Gunther
707 North Bedford Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.
John H. Gutfreund
Salomon Bros. & Hutzler
(Address unknown)
Richard Tod Gutknecht
19890 Lures Lane
Huntington Beach, Calif. 92646
Gene Hackman
9171 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Hugh Hamill
384 f.IilneSt.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
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victor G. Hanson
15929 W. Seven Mile Rd.
Detroit, Mich. 48235

Alfred E. Heller
121 Woodland
Kentfield, Calif. 94904

Irving B. Harris
First National ~laza
Chicago, Ill. 60670

Clarence S. Heller
244 California St.
San Francisco, Calif.

Anne B. Harrison
3556 Macomb st., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Ruth B. Heller
121 ~voodland
Kentfield, Calif. 94904

Carmen Harschaw
417 S. Hill St., #434
Los Angeles, Calif. 90013

M/M Paul & Ruth Henning
4250 Navajo St.
North ..
HollY'vood, Cal if.

Nan A. Harvie
3317 Paty Drive
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

....

»:

.'.
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R. Allen Hermes
R.D. #2
West Redding, Conn. 06896 ,

Henry Waldron Havemeyer
350 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10001

M/M Alexander P. Hixon, Jr.
5443 Palisade Ave.
Bronx, N. Y. 10471

Mr. Heckler
201 East 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.

Harrison Hoblitzelle
16 Gray Gardens West
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

e

Hugh M. Hefner
919 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
William Hegarty
448 North St.
Greenwich, _ Conn.
Fred Heim
2973 Passmore Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.
Frank Heineman
120 East 34th St.
New York, N. Y.

Harold Hochschild
Blue Mt. Lake, N. Y. 12812
John P. Hodgkin
515 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10021
LeRoy E. Hoffberger
900 Garrett Bldg.
Baltimore, Hd. 21209
Janet Hoffheimer
198-Green Hills Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Joseph Hofheimer
2 Great Jones St.
New York, N. Y. 10012
[10388]
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Alice A. Hoge
63 East Bellevue
.Chicago, Ill.

Edwin Janss, Jr.
104 Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360

David L. Hollander
2518 Talbot Rd.
Baltimore, Hd. 21216

Christopher Jencks
C/O Cambridge Trust Co.
Cambridge, Mass.

Louis Honig
3555 Pacific Ave.
San Francisco, Calif.

Esther Johnson
R.D. Oldrick, N.J.
M/M Walter Johnson
19641 Coral Gables
southfield, Mich •.48075

Tim Horan
Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline
575 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10022

,} Alfred. W. ;Jones·.
435 E. 52nd St.
New York, N. Y. 10022

Raymond Horne
725 Bryson St.
Youngstown, Ohio 44502

Catherine S. Jones
2728 32nd St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Alice A. Howe
63 East Bellevue
Chicago, Ill.

Larry Kagan
1900 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif.

Rudolph HUr\vich
Box 1030
~
Berkeley, calif.
Peter Hutchinson
~2i D. Halsey
Princeton, N. J. 08540

-

Raymond Iekes
III Alvarado
Berkeley, Calif. 94705
James H. Inglis
8811 Colvesville Rd., #803
Silver spring,' Md.
Jennifer L. Jacobs
577 West Ferry, Apt. 3
Buffalo, N.Y.
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Albert J. Kallis
528 N. Palm Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Sheila Kamerman
1125 Park Place
New York, N. Y.
Louis Kane
10 Chestnut St.
Boston, Hass.
Jack Kaplan
760 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Frank Karelsen
600 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y.
[10389]
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Henry L. ~melman
P. O. Box 250
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801

I

David Karr
47 Rue Faubourg St. Honore
Paris, France

Dr. & Mrs. J.~J. King
,7121 W. Manchester Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

samuel Katzin
5530 s. southshore
Chicago, Ill.

David B. Kinney
3636 N. 38th St.
Arlington, Va. 22207

Anita Katzman
100 Sands point Rd.
Longboat Key
Sarasota, Fla. 33577

TraviS Kleefeld
8929 Wilshire
Blvd.,
#212
" ~.
.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211
.

Don Kaufman
3100 Mandeville Canyon Rd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Arthur J. KQbacker
3172 Homewood Ave.
Steubenville, Ohio 43952

Gloria Kaufman
3100 Mandeville Canyon Rd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Harold Keith"
93 Malibu Colony
Malibu, Calif. 90265
-'

James R. Kerr
1275 King st.
Greenwich, Conn.'
Jim Kerr
10850 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Peter Kessner
112 W. 34th st.
New York, N.Y. 10001

.

Mrs. s. B. Knight
'Box 174
Gates Mills, Ohio 44040

M/M Elwood P. Kaufman
148 Library Place
Princeton, N. J.

Dorothy Kent
San Juan
Pueblo, New Mex. 87566

'_

narvey L. Koizim
145 Main st.
Westport, Conn. 06880

-

r'

Gilman Kraft
401 St. Cloud Rd.
Los Angeles, calif.
Herbert Kronish
1345 - 6th Ave.
New York, N.Y.
Violet Krum
43 N. Housac Rd.
Williamstown, Mass.
Norman Kunin
600 Old Country Road
Garden city, N.Y. 11530

[10390]
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Mrs. Joseph Lachowicz
~042N.
5th Ave.
Tucson, Ariz. 85705

Norman Lear
132 S. Rodeo Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif .

.Lou Lamberty
301 South 51st Ave.
Omaha, Nebr.

Mrs. Lucy B. Lemann
525 park Ave.:
New York, N. Y.

315 W. 106 St.
New York, N.Y. 10025

Timothy Leonard
1027 city park
columbus, Ohio

Mrs. Helen Lamont
315 W. 106th st.
New york, N. Y. 10025

George Leppert
20 Leroy st.
Potsman, N. Y. 13676

M/M Corliss Lamont

Roy Lamson
68 Francis Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

.!!.)

~
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-.

M/M Albert W. Lerch
.1511 Amalfi Dr.
Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Mrs. Beatrice Lerner
300 Lillore Road
South Orange, N. J.

_'-BurtLancaster
(No Address)
Peter Lake
10005 Reevesbury Dr.
Beverly Hills Calif.
,

6

Bert Lane
224 South June St.
1uos Angeles, Calif. 90004Theodore V. Lane
1330 De Soto
canoga Park, Calif.
Frank E. Laplin
Princeton, N. J.

.

H. Irgens Larsen
10 Frog Rock Rd.
Armonk, N. Y. 10504
Frank Lautenberg
405 Route 3
Clifton, N.J.
or
36Stonebridge
Rd.
Montclair, N. J.

Alvin Levin
Old Winter st.
Lincoln, Mass. 01773

r

Robert A. & Kay Levin
1411 Judson Ave.
Evanston, Ill.
Abner Levine
2 Amberly Road
Lawrence, N.Y.
Joseph E. Levine
1301 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N. Y.
M/H Bernard Levy
91 Chatham Road
Kensington, Conn. 06037
Diana B. Lewis
778 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y.

[10391]
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M/M Peter B. Lewis
18930 South Woodland Rd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122

John E. Mack
III Beverly Road
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Robert K. Lifton
201 E. 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

Elizabeth Mackie
98 Bayard Lane
Princeton, N. J.

Timothy Light
104 Eastern Heights Dr.
Itahca, N. Y.

Milton Maidenberg
1100 Euclid Ave.
Marion, Ind.

William E. Little, Jr.
220 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10001

Lewis Manilow
') 105 W.',.AdamsSt •..
Chicago, Ill. 60603

William Louis-Dreyfus
One State Street Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10004

..

,

7/11/73

Stanley Marsh
115 W. 7th Ave.
Amarillo, Texas

Dr. A. A. Lumsdaine
University of Washington
Seattle, washington 98105

Anne Martindell
1 Battle Road
Princeton, N. J. 08450

Mrs. Frances B. McAllister
P.O. Box 1874"
Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001

Priscilla Mason
2817 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007

Fred McConnaughey
2230 S. Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, Ohio 45409

Stephanie May
Duncaster Rd.
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

F. R. McConnaughey
4385 Tam-o-Shanter Way
Kettering, Ohio 45429

Kenneth Pray May tag
21 East Canon Perdido
Santa Barbara Calif.

Al an McGm'lan
16785 Bayview Drive
Sunset Beach, Calif.

C. W. V. Meares
307 East 44th St.
New York, N. Y. 10017

Priscilla McMillan
12 Hilliard St.
Cambridge, Mass.

J. J. Meeker
4511 Ridgehaven Rd.
Fort ~'lorth,Tex.

r
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Daniel Melcher
228 Grove St.
Montclair, N. J.

Gerlad J. Miller
1220 Blair Mill Rd.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

HIM Charles Merrill
23 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02116

Joseph Miller"·
1913 Delancey Place
Philadelphia, Pa.

Robert Mertens
P. O. Box·,245
Woodstock, Vermont 05091

M/M Marshall Miller
Gateway Towers, Apt. 20K
Pittsburgh,Pa.

Mrs. LuEsther T. Mertz
860 united Nations Plaza
Apt. 30E
New York, N. Y. 10017
Howard M. Metzenbaum
1700 Investment Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Ruth Meyer
252 Huntington st.
New Haven, Conn. 06511
e

Harry C. Meyerhoff
6301 Reistertown Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21215
Jack Meyerhoff
5560 Collins Avenue
Miami Beach, Fla.
Robert Meyerhoff
3209 Fallstaff Road
Baltimore, Md.
Jean Milgram
5 Longford st.
Philadelphia, Pa.

7/11/73

M/M Ri'chard G. Miller
.) Box 62;4,..
R.R. #1"
Carson City, Nev. 89701
Leon R. Miral, M.D.
4821 E. McNichols
Detroit, Mich. 48212
Ralph Mishkin
7130 LaPresa Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.
Robert L. Misrack
901 S. Hill st.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90015
Stuart Moldaw
49 Faxon Road
Atherton, Calif.
Kenneth Monfort
1902 25th Ave.
Greeley, Colo.
Jenny McKean Moore
6619 Newark St., N.W.
Washington, D. C.
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Paul & Joanne Newman
Westport, Conn. 06880

Carol S. Moss
335 S. Rimpau
-Los Angeles, Ca lif.

Frederick M. Nichols
9454 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

NIM Jerome S. Hoss
1416 N. LaBrea Ave.
Hollywood, Calif.

Georgia O'Keefe
"Albuquerque, New Mexico

Stewart Mott
515 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022

Wilfred A. Openhyrn
230 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10017

N/M

Stuart Mudd
734 Mi Ilbrook Lane
Haverford, Pa. 19041

William·W. Mullins
509 S. Linden
Pittsburgh, Pa.
_,..Eleanor

E. Murdock
301 Berkeley St.
Boston, Mass. 02116
".

David C. Nash
305 E. 40th St., Apt. 5F
New York, N. Y. 10016
Mrs. Nargaret De , Neufville
Thomas Road
M~ndham, New Jersey 07945
C. M. Newman
9820 Spring
Omaha, Nebr.
Hurray Newman
8405 Indian Hills Dr.
Omaha, Nebr. 68124
Nick Newman
9820 Spring
Omaha, Nebr.

7/11/73

?

Harold Oram ..
77 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016

MIM

Albert Ornstein
210.E. 86th Street
New York, N. Y. 10028
and
Apt. B-ll, Bldg. 2
Washington
Square Village
New York, N. Y.
Moe Ostin
Warner Brothers
Burbank, Calif.

r

".

Mrs. Louise Ottinger
150 Central Park South
New York, N. Y. 10019
Mrs. Joan B. Overton
(~o Address)
Janet F. Page
1007 Paseo de la Clli~a
Santa Fe, New Mex. 87501
Joan Palevsky
623 S. Beverly Glen Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

[10394]
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Max Palevsky
755 Stradella
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

Robert O. Peterson
530 B St.
San Diego, Calif. 92101

Victor Palmieri
107 Malibu colony
Malibu, Calif.

Donald A. Petrie
2500 Virginia Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Esther Parker
177 Lake st.
Sherborn, Ivlass.

Gifford Phillips
825 S. Barrington Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Mrs. Grace Parr
Box 463
Taos, New Mex. 87571

M. Platov
Tannersville, N.Y. 12485

J. R. Parten
1603 Bank of the Southwest
Building
Houston, Texas
Isaac Patch
185 Maple St.
Englewood, N. J.

07631

Henry Pearlman
630 Third Ave:
New York, N. Y. 10017
tdward R. Peckerman, Jr.
230 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
Martin Pere...tz
Assistant Professor
Harvard University
(No Address)
Harry J. Perry'
PNB Building
Philadelphia, Pa.

'0.-....

.....

"

7/11/73

..

Gene pokorny
Rte. #2
Howells, Nebr •
A. Polland
716 W. Arbor Drive
San Diego, Calif.
Jerry E. Poncher
7400 Caldwell Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60648
Sidney L. Port
2961 Gregory st.
Chicago, Ill.
Bibb Porter
78 E. 56th St.
New York, N.Y.
Rubin Potoff
574 E. Hain St.
Waterbury, Conn.
Diane S. Poucher
303 N. Deere Park Dr.
Highland Park, Ill. 60035

[10395]
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M/M Charles Pratt
242 E. 68th St.
New York, N.Y. 10021

Ellis Ring
11400 Rochester Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

George Pratt (George D., Jr.)
Bridgewater, Conn. 06752

M/M Joseph Robbie
1301 N.E. 100th St.
Miami, Fla. 33138

..Mrs. Jean Wood Preston
weston Road
Lincoln, Mass. 01773
Julian Price II
1776 Butler Creek Rd.
Ashland, Oregon
and
Box 5786
Greensboro, N. C.
Bernard Rabinowitz
2 Laure 1 r.ane
Clifton, N. J.
Reuben Rabinowitz
2 Laurel Lane
clifton, N. J.
e

Bernard Rapoport
Box 208
WacQ, Tex.
Joan Rea
510 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Charles R. Reed
402 A Deuereux
Princeton, N. J. 08540

,
Walter T. Ridder
13 2 5 ESt., N.T,'l •
Washington, D. C. 20004
'\

7/11/73

James Robbin
740 Cordova Ave.
San Diego, Calif.
Edward Hutchinson Robbins
5303 Boxwood Court
-} Washington, D. C- •. 20016
Bernard M. Rodin
919 Third Ave.
New York, N. Y.
M/M Richard Rogers
2 East 61 St.
New York, N. Y. 10021
M/M Frank Roosevelt
404 Riverside Drive
New York,N. Y. 10025
Carl Rosen
Essex, N. Y.
Jaclyn B. Rosenberg
1155 s.hadcw Hill v-7ay
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Richard S~ Rosenzweig
1519 Euclid Ave.
Marion, Indiana
Hike Roshkind
6464 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

-v~

. )\

\_,1
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stanley Rothenfeld
19100 South Park Blvd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio

M!M Eli Sagan
153 Dwight Place
Englewood, N. J. 07631

Arvin K. Rothschild
Universal Marion Bldg.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Eli J. Sagan
520 8th Ave.
New York, N. Y.

walter Rothschild, Jr.
521 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10017

Alan Sagner
301 So. Livingston Ave.
Livingston, N. J. 07039·

James W. Rouse
10354 Windstorm Drive
Columbia, Md.

Alan Saks
3840 West Fullerton Ave.
-} Chicago; Ill.

Miles Rubin
77 Malibu colony
Malibu, Calif. 90265

Elizabeth M. Salett
6 Kensington Ave.
Trenton, N. J. 08618

Mrs. Vera Rubin
1080 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Richard Salomon
870 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y.
and
Riverbank Road
Stamford, Conn.

*Dr. Vera Rubin
1028 Fifth Ave~
New York, N. Y.
Madeline Russell
3778 Washington St.
~an Francisco, Calif.
Edward L. Ryerson, Jr.
71 Washington Ave.
Cambridge, Hass.
John D. Ryan
Northville, N. 'Y. 11234

*

Dr. Vera Rubin may be
same as Mrs. Vera Rubin
listed at address above.

7/11/73

Maxwell H. Salter ( and Mrs. Janet)
804 N. Linden Drive
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Edward and Rose Sanders
509 Tuallitan Road
Los Angeles, Calif. 90049
Stanley Sands
2601 \'loodcrest
Lincoln, Nebr.
David Sanford
614 Pearson
Flint, Mich .

[10397]
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William H. Scheide
133 Library Road
Princeton, N. J.

Marvin Shapiro
1800 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif.

Fred Schiener
18 Beverly Drive
Great Neck, N. Y. 11021

Betty Warner Sheinbaum
819 San Ysidro Lane
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103

J. L. schiffman

Stanley K. Sheinbaum
819 San Ysidro Lane
Santa Barbara, Calif •

15 Exchange Place
Jersey City, N. J.
Robert Schlossberg
3846 Virginia St.
Lynwood, Calif.
Leland Schubert
2 Bratenahl Place
Bratenahl, Ohio
Leonard Schulman
444 Park Ave., S.
New York, N.Y.
Mrs • Milton schulman
'"
737 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Edward L. Schuman
4201 Cathedral N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20016
Kenneth L. Schwartz
4280 North Hills Drive
Hollywood, Fla. 33021
Burnell Scott
276 N. Pleasant
Oberlin, Ohio

~)

._
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., Ralph 'Shekes
16 W. 77th st.
New York, N. Y. 10024
Malcolm Sherman
10450 Waterfowl Terrace
Columbia, Md. 21044
Richard Sherwood
9606 Feather Road
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210
r·

Mrs. Richard T. Shields
812 Fifth Ave.
N~w York. N. Y. 10021
Emilie Helene Siebert
310 Riverside Dr.
New York. N.Y. 10024
Jerome A. Siegel
1175 Old White Plains Rd.
Maranoneck, N. Y. 10543
Joan Simon
7 Gracie Square
New York, N. Y. 10028

Peter J. Scott
P. O. Box 388
Lyndhurst, N. J. 07071

[10398]
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v.

Sperry
500 Crestline Drive
Los Angeles, Calif.

Alfred P. Slaner
640 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10019

7/11/73
90049

Mrs. Victoria ~. Sperry
500 Crestline Dr.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90049

Howard Sloan
75 Maiden Lane
New York, N.Y.
i

i

Vicki Sperry
c/o Carol Moss
335 S. Rimpau
Los Angeles, Calif.

George A. smith
17 Ames St.
Rutherford, N. J. 07070
Ruth P. smith
1 west 72nd st.
New York, N. Y~
*Mrs. Randolph Smitherman
617 Tinkerbell Rd.
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

*~'~ .M.
:;h

R. smitherman
617 Tinkerbell Rd.
Chapel, Hill, N. C. 27514
George Soros
25 Central Park South
New York, N. Y.

Leonard and Libbie Spacek
1550 Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60610
L. M. Sperry_
20 Crest Road
Belvedere, Calif. 94920
Mrs. Leonard M. Sperry
9198 cordell Dr.
Los Angeles, Calif.
M/M Paul J. Sperry
115 Central Park West
'\''\New York, N. Y. 10023

-0

*

Mrs. Randolph smitherman
& l1rs. M. R. smitherman may
be same person

~

Lyman Spitzer
659 Lake Dr.
Princeton, N. J. 08540
e,

.

Jon Splane
619--1/2 Third
Flint, Mich.
Fortney Stark, Jr.
Security Bank Building
1500 Newell Ave.
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
Dinah Starr
198 Beacon St.
Boston, Mass. 02116
Leften Stavrianos
53-109 Kam Hwy.
Punaluu, Hawaii
Hy steirman
1 Chesterfield Rd.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
John A. Stephens
4400 Via Abrigado
'Hope Ranch, Calif.
Carl W. Stern
55 Raycliff Terrace
San Francisco, Calif. 94115
[10399]
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M/M Philip stern
2JOI S Street, N.W.
Washington, D. Co. 20008
Alvin Sternlieb
20 Willowbrook Lane
Freep'ort, N. Y. 11520
Dr. & Mrs. R.\J. Stoller
1100 Rivas canyon
Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Martain and Elaine Stone
10889 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, C~lif.
I

Mrs. Myron K. Stone
56 East 80th st.
New York, N. Y. 10021
Robert C. stover
150 College Ave.
poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12603

W. Switz
P. O. Box 723
Red Bank, N. J.
George H. Talbot
125 East 4th St.
Charlotte, N. C.
and
417 Hermitage Rd.
Charlotte, N. C.
A. A. Taubman
Special Account
southfield, Mich.
Michael Taylor
32 Gramercy Park South
New York, N. Y.

Donald B. Straus
140 West 51st st.
New York, N.Y. 10020
Marvin A. strin
11110 Ohio Ave.
"West Los Angeles, Calif.

Frank Thielen, Jr.
P. O. Box 427
Baytown, Tex. 77520

Lee J. stull
New Delhi
Dept. of State'
Washington, D. C.
John sturges
13063 Ventura Blvd.
N. Hollywood, Calif. 91604

7/11/73

o.

Michael Tennenbaum
c/o Bear Sterns & Co.
1 Wall st.
New York, N.Y.

Bernard stryer
104 Raymond- Ave.
Millburn, N. J.

,
~)

Mark Swann
R. D. #1
New Park, Pa. 17352

,.

"

Lee B. Thomas, Sr.
Box 1523
Louisville, Ky.
Matthew D". Thomases
1450 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
J. B. Tietz
410 Douglas Bldg.
257 s. Spring St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

[10400]
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Bardyl Tirana 3-509 Lowell St.,' N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Norman Wain
15809 Onaway Rd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44115

JohnL. Tishman
885 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Dr. George wal:d
21 Lakeview Ave.
Cambridge, Hass.

Belmont Towbin
C. E. Unterberg
(NO Address)

Linda Wallace
435 S. Lafayette
Los Angeles, Calif.
Ira Wallach
~ Centra;J,.
_National .Corp.
100 Park Ave.
New York,. N.Y.

Robert C. Townsend
45 Sutton Place South
,New York, N. Y.
R.C. Townsend
Duck Pond Road
Locust Valley, N. Y. 11560
Mrs. Katharine W. Tra~aine
1512 Miramar Beach
santa Barbara, Calif. 93108
David H. Tucker
10383 Barcan Clrcle
Columbia, Md. 20144
Joyce B. Turner
4948 S. Kimbark Ave.
'Chicago, Ill. 60615
Eugene K. Twining
Commonwealth Building
Allentown, Pa.
Frances Vicario
North Bennington, Vt. 05257
Fred Viehe
9320 S. H. Eighth Ave.
Portland, Ore. 97219

7/11/73

»:

Joan Warburg
60 East 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.
Maxine F. Warner
100 Malibu Colony
Malibu, Calif.
Carmen Warschaw
417 S. Hi 11 st., #4 34
Los Angeles, Calif.
Samuel Warshauer
187 Leroy st.
Tenafly, N. J. 67670
Jean S. Weaver
445 El Arroyo
Hillsborough, Calif. 94010
Robert Wei1
1880 Centuray Park East
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067
Samuel \veiner, Jr.
451 West Broadway
New York, N. Y. 10012
[10401]
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H_9ward Weingrow
201 E. 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.

Henry Willcox
38 Dock Road
South Norwalk, Conn. 06854

Howard A. Weiss
209 South LaSalle St.
Chicago, Ill.

Harold Willens:
1122 Maple Ave.
Los Angeles , Calif. 90015
and
321 South Bristol
Los Angeles, Calif.

Molly Weiss
1040 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill.
Robert G. Weiss
209 South LaSalle St.
Chicago, Ill.
Bernard W'eissbourd
III East Wacker Dr.
Chicago, Ill. 60601
Stanley S. weithorn
405 Lexington Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10017
Mr. Wellington e
Princeton, N. J.
Albert B. Wells
~50 Golden Hills Dr.
Portola Valley, Calif.
Joseph P. Wells
673 Second Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016
Barbara Wheatland
P. O. Box 271
Topsfield, Hass. 01983
Keith Wheelock
Todd Pond Rd.
Lincoln, Mass.

7/11/73

Estelle Williams
723 N. Elm Dr.
~ Beverly,Hills, C~lif. 90210
Charles E. Wilson
4513 Coachmen
Baytown, Tex.
Mrs. Catherine Winkler
4660 Kenmore Ave.
Alexandria, Va. 22304
Werner F. Wolfen
Suite 900, Gateway East
Los Angeles, Calif.
or
1800 Ave. of the Stars
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louis Wolfson
Financier
(No Address)
Mrs. Dudley Wood
320 E. 72nd St.
New York, N. Y. 10021
Miss Lucia Woods
214 E. 70th
New York,-N. Y. 10002
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Woodward
800 Seminole Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
[10402]
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Frederick Worden
45 Hilltop Road
Boston, Mass.
Lyn Wyman
650 Nash
Menlo Park, Calif.
George Yntema
RFD 2, Box 80A
Manchester, Conn.

..

Quentin D. Young, M.D.
1418 E. 55th St.
Chicago~ Ill. 60615
Floyd Yudelson
9021 Melrose
Los Angeles, Calif.

./

Alejandro Zaffaroni
214 Polhemus Ave.
Atherton, Calif.
Meyer Zeiler, ~.D.
710 North Walden Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
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Walters has stated that on September

13, 1972 he discussed with

Secretary Shultz the list given him by Dean, showed Shultz the list and
advised Shultz that he believed

they should not comply with Dean's

request to commence examination

or investigation

on the list.

Shultz told Walters to do nothing with respect to the

list and Walters put it in his office safe.
turned the list over to the Joint Committee
On December

of the people named

On

July 11, 1973 Walters

on Internal Revenue Taxation.

20, 1973 the staff of the Joint Committee

issued a report

stating that it found no evidence that the returns of any persons on the
list were

screened as a result of White House pressure.

23.1

Johnnie Walters
May 6, 1974.

affidavit,

House Judiciary

Committee,

23.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 11, 1972
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation).

23.3

Report of the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, "Investigation into Certain
Charges of the Use of the Internal Revenue Service
for Political Purposes," December 20, 1973, 7-12.
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Walters has stated that on September

13, 1972 he discussed with

Secretary Shultz the list given him by Dean, showed Shultz the list and
advised Shultz that he believed

they should not comply with Dean's

request to commence examination

or investigation

on the list.

Shultz told Walters

to do nothing with respect to the

list and Walters put it in his office safe.
turned the list over to the Joint Committee
On December

of the people named

On July 11, 1973 Walters
on Internal Revenue Taxation.

20, 1973 the staff of the Joint Committee

issued a report

stating that it found no evidence that the returns of any persons on the
list were

screened as a result of White House pressure.

23.1

Johnnie Walters

affidavit,

House Judiciary

Committee,

May 6, 1974.
23.2

Johnnie Walters handwritten notes, September 11, 1972
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation) •

23.3

Report of the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, "Investigation into Certain
Charges of the Use of the Internal Revenue Service
for Political Purposes," December 20, 1973, 7-12.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
CO~fr.lITTEEON THE JUDICI&'~Y

23.1

Johnnie Walters affidavit

_.

; . ~<',;"

AFFIDAVIT

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA)

ss:

JO~lliIE M. WALTERS~ being first duly sworn,
deposes and says:

1.

I served as Cormnissioner of Internal Revenue

from August 6~ 1971, through April 30, 1973
2.

0

On .September 11, 1972, I met with John W.

Dean, III, pursuant to his request, in his office at the
Old Executive Office Building

0

At that meeting he gave

me a list of names, and requested that IRS undertake
examinations or' investigations of the people named on the
list.

The list appeared to contain names of persons on

the 1972 Presidential c~paign

staff of Senator George

NcGovern and of contributors to that campaign.
30. Nr

0

Dean stated that he had been directed

to aive the list to me.
o

It was my impression at the

time of the September 11, 1972 meeting that John D •
Ehr1ichman• wa s the one who had given Hr. Dean his directions,
but I do not recollect on what my impression was based.

[10407]
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Mra Dean stated that he had not been asked by the
President to have this done and that he did not know
whe t h er the President had asked that any of -t.h
i.s
activity be undertaken.

Mra Dean expressed the hope

that the IRS could do this in such a manner that would
"not cause ripples."

He indicated that he was not. yet.

under pressure "'vi
th respect to this matter.
4.

I advised Mr. Dean that compliance with

the request would be disastrous for the IRS and for the
Administration

and would .make the Hatergate affair. look

like a "Sunday school picnic."

I'asked whether he had

<'f'

,.1""-.1.'

discussed the matter with Secretary Shultz, and he said
no.

I advised him that I wou l.ddiscuss the matter w i.t h

Secretary Shultz, and that I would recommend to Secretary
Shultz fhat we do nothing on the request.
5.

On September 13, 1972, at the earliest

opportunity, I discussed the matter ~"ith Secretary Shultz,
showed him the list, and advised him that I believed that
we should not comply "';-lith
Hr. Dean's request.

Hr. Shultz

looked briefly at the list, and said do nothing with.
respect to

......

~L..

•

I placed the list in a sealed envelope

and placed it in my office safe.

I believe I may have
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informed Hr. Dean of the decision, but do not specifically
recall doing so.
6.

On or about September 25, 1972, I received

He inquired as to what;
a telephone call from Hr. De3.J.'1o
th respect to the list.
progress I had made ,\-7i
him that no progress had been made.

I told

He asked if it

might be possible to develop information on fifty-sixtyseventy of the names.

I again told him that, although

I would reconsider the matter with Secretary Shultz,

,

any activity of this type would be inviting disaster.
7.

Thereafter, on or about September 29, 1972

and again at the earliest opportunity,I
matter again with Secretary Shultz.

discussed the

We again agreed

that nothing would be done with respect to the list.
I have no recollection of any further discussions about
the matter during my t~nure as IRS Commissioner,
the possibility of mentioning

except

(without showing) it to

the present Commissioner, Donald C. Alexander, as he
was in the process of being named Commissioner.
8.

At no tiwe did I furnish any name or nanes from

the lis~ to anyone, nor did I request any IRS employee or
official to ta~e any action with respect to the list.
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9.

,

:

....

I removed the list from the safe Hhen I

left IRS and thereafter personally kept it in the sealed
envelope and locked in my present office~

10.

On July II,

.

1973, upon written request,

I submitted the list, along with my handwr i.t t en notes
of the September 11, 1972 meeting, to the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation in connection with that
Committee's

investigation of allegations that the IRS

took enforcement actions for political purposes.

;",

.~

•.1""'+

Da ted: _S...L..0:_b_-

h_:.7_LL
__

e

Subscribed and swo rn to before me this

0

day

of May, 19740

~~~77~

~

Ci?~_,y
&

Notari Public
My Commission expires

•
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1.
September

1974

from the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation:
Handwritten notes of Johnnie M. WaIters dated
25, 1972, and September 11, 1972.

2. L~tter from Johnnie M. Walters to Laurence N.
·Woodworth dated July 11, 1973.
3. Two lists of names initialed by Johnnie M. Walters
and dated July 11, 1973.
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Gary Sutton
Co~~ittee on Judiciary
~"House of Representatives
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Johnnie M. Walters notes, September 11, 1972
Retyped from indistinct original
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Johnnie'
M.
Walters

Commissioner
of
Internal Revenue

Date

To

0)

JH'iol

Received from John

l.o

Dean at 2p
••••

9-11-72

conference

Suite 106; EOB, today .

!I'

_./"'.-

@JE

asked

to

make up list (staff &
large contributors) & to see
what info, can be
developed.

G)

J. Dean has not been

asked by P to have IRS work

Retyped from indistinct original
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Johnnie M. Halters notes, September 11, 1972
Retyped from indistinct original

and he does not know
whether P has asked directly
that any of this be done.
!
i

l

@JDean

wonders if there

are items IRS may have

I

or can pick up easily that

1

will not cause ripples •

--~

.

(})J Dean is not yet
under pressure.
@JMW

advised Dean JMW

would discuss with the
Secretary.
(2)9-13:

Discussed Secy Shultz.

He directed:

"Do nothing."
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and he does not know whether P
has asked directly that any of
: -""
this be done.
.....
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4 J Dean wonders if : there
are
.. _ ....-.items IRS may have or can
pick
- .... -up easily that will
. ~ _ not cause
ruffles.
-e,

.-

5 J Dean is not yet under
pressure.

...

_

'l;"

..

=,_..

3'.':-

. ~.-;;.- .;~

6 JMW advised Dean JMW would
-__-. ....'discuss with the secretary.
"!._- ,:;-'-

7 9-13: Discussed ..Secy
Shultz He directed : "Do
:.'':'':-'-.
-.
nothing.)
-_ .- .....-- ..-.... _ -.
- ;. :»,

-

"

-',

.--:-_~-

.

...

.'

..

.

,.~

._.
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.

-
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Finally, some returns are manually selected for screening. )IanuaT
selection can occur for a variety of ditfcrent
reasons. Mnny returns
are manuallv
selected because thev are related to other ret urns which.
were selE'cte(~l for audit. For example, partners in a business lllay have
their returns screened as a result of an audit of nny one partner, nncl
a taxpayer's
return in one year may be screened ill connection with
an audit of a prior or subsequent year's return. ,Vhen audits of trusts
or businesses
lend to adjustments
that should be carried through
to
individuals'
tux returns. these returns arc audited so that the chnrures
can be made. Other returns are manually selected as a result of in1:\)I'mati on from inte llizence activit ics, news' reports or informants'
letters,
or in connection wit h an IRS invest igution of specific. economic activit-ies in a local area. The IRS routinelv screens for audit the tax 1'etllrllS
of people involved in criminal investigations, It also routinely screens
tax returns of people who request a refund or who want to carry back
an investment
credit or a DPt operating
105..".
Once a return is manually
selected for screening,
it will in most
cases be ginn
a full audit only after the person selecting the return
examines it and determines
that the return has significant audit potential. If he finds little audit potential,
the IRS does not contact the
taxpayer.
Returns that are selected for audit. consideration
through
the comouterizec1
DIF and Automatic
systems are sent to the IRS
District'Omce
in which the taxpayer
resides. At that point; the return
is examined bv a clussifvinrr officer of the District Office. who similarlv
determir1E's whether the return has significant
audit potentinl., If lie
finds little audit potential,
the District. Office sends the return hark.
and no tnxpaver
contact is made. The returns believed hy the classifying officer to have high audit potential
are assigned to revenue
asrents. The agents then screen the returns a second time .uid audit
a~ many as th'r\' can, startinz
with those they think have tho hizhest
a udit potentia I.-Returns se lected through the teMP do not go through
a screening process, but are automatically
audited .

...--

IV. INVESTIGATIOJ.'J OF INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
FILES ON WHITE HOUSE POLITICAL OPPONENTS

The .Ioint Committee stn ll 11<1sexamined the Internal Rovcnue SPlTicc's files on over 70:) individuals
who appeared
011 \-at'iOlls li:ots of
politiC-fll OppOllPllts m~lde l:p ill the 'Yhite Uou~e, List 1 con~i5t;; of
the ~l(; illclil'iLlllals mentioned
as politic,)1 oppollPnts 0f th\~ '\Yhitr
Honse in John Dr:11l's tC'stimollY befol'l' the Sellate \ratel':c:att'
ComJ!littrl'.l
Till' Joint ('o;:IJllitr:·(' st:ltl' 11:1;:110 ('I,idcw'l' t11:tt th~~' list (,"PI'
wcnt to tIll'
X('\'Prthl,le,:;S. thr statt' px:ul1ilH'cl the l'rtnri1S :n these
cast'S in the samp lllanller as ill the c,~se of the T'etll]'ns 0[' lWoP]c \\'!t03e
Ham":,
\\'c]'p gin':l iO ,he 1 n:.;. Li:'t :? ('ol):-;i"ts of -l-!)I) ill";1i\'idll:t1" \\'ho:,L'
ll<llllPS
, ...err gin'n
by Dp:11l to InS Cotnmissioner
JohnniC' ""alte!',,; ill

n~~.

!. P ...·1n p;--p",:p:ltecl thrf'f'
ron .. i"'rlIlj..!' of 21), ll~. and
~1:~ 'Ji~f>rpnt
\ndi\·~'ll1:\!"'.

th:lt

)

J

or

li~ts
lH):itirril
nP00nf'nt
... to tl~f' ~f'n;lt('
";lrp~'~:ltf\
f"ommirt,.:..".
~!F; n;lr:lt
T11/'rr' :~:-(. s,l!h:-:tantlill
o\·,'rhi):::,
;1!:,] !h~ Ji ...r:..; in,·lIJd,."
Tn :tdditinn,
Df':ln 1':-"~~ntf'Ll :1 tll)tp
from L:lwrl'lH't' lIi~h,\- :;;r:Htn~
l",.

rh'Tllf){T~Hk

:\;lti()llal
C(HllluHtf'!'
Tr,';\:-;lIrl"r
Rohl'rt
~tr;ul~'"
",}:nllltl
h,-' :llhll'd
il)
t1:t'
Ji .....
( (tf \\'!!It,· lTnll"':l'
po:iti(':!1
oppO!t(·!H~.
III
tli(\
hod,"
0f
hi...: tt':->tin\l\IIY.
T',':lll i:t,;io-:ltf'li
tli;lt
.Tohn (':1111'\":11
nrr<l!l~"ll
tl)
ll:IYt'
:1 1't'11l1rtl'r
fl"li!l
.\"1'/I' ...dOIl
Il,·\\,,,,;':~p"r
;lut!it.·II.
:lTltl
till'" ",t'lff nl"':l) :11!!l,·.1 to tllp
n:li'nTl •.
'~~t;-: li ....;,t (\,'1) lWt'pt"
;\lflli:ltl'd
\\'ir~l
",!If)
p:lrttdP:lt .." in th" ;\rrk!.·
:lhOIH C. C. l{t·}107.tl
th:lt pl"l':I~lont'cI
D":lI1':"';' t!ltPfC..;t.
Th,',,;,· :lr~

-,,"11"""",11

till.'

::!I;

IIJdi\'idlLlb

ollli.-.:t

1.

\
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1972.: For list 1, the .Toint Committee staff invest igat ion applied to
individual income tax returns filed for the vears l!)1;" to InTI. Fer the
second list, however. the invcst irration wa:3 confined to returns filud
for the years 1070 arid ID71 unless a return for' one of those years was
audited, in which case the iuvest ijrat ion was extended to one or t wo
prior or subsequent years. In most. cases, returns tend to be audited
one .01' two years after the year for which they arc filed, if they are
audited at all.
The staff' has not looked into the cases of people 011 the various
supplementury lists presented by Dean to the Senate "'-atergate Committee unless they were also on lists 1 or il.
SIDDU.TIr

~~·
C)

STATISTICS

OX ..:\.C"DITs-LrsT

1

Table 1 summarizes the audit experience of the 216 individua ls on
list 1. OYer the four-year period 1%8-1071 these people could have
filed a maximum of SG4:returns. In five cases. however, the individual
was not required to file a return in the l.~nitec1 States either because
the individua l had died or did not reside ill the Tr.ited States. In
addition. in 17 o~hf'r CDS(,S no return was filed. Thus. s±~ returns were
filed bv the individuals on list 1.
'
Of these 842 returns. -101.or 5f:.3 PCl'I'C'I1t. v'C'!'C' srrpf'llP(1 for possible
audit: and1S7. 01' 22.2 percent, 'YCI'C actuallv audited. Twelve ror urns
were 'nl"ceptecl' as filed but referred to a ~hl:C under the FederalState Exchange Program."
.
.
TABLE 1.-AUO!T

EXPERIENCE OF 216 WHiTE HOuSE POLlT!CAl

O??O;"ENTS

195.3-1971

farcent of
retu,"s
tiled

Number
Not requii:!d

to file a return

ill United S~at~5

No) r€'::)lu of filing a return an.l nn Jsst.:;anc~

R~tLlrn filed and not selected for screeung , ••• -_.

~'1a.j

req:Ji:-~d______________

•.. _._._______________________

Return ri;~.j 3110 se~actaj tor screen.ng..;
._.
Aujit~d
Relerred to a State
_......................................
Not (1:..;ditaj aftars:reeniilg

Tetal possible rerurns
Total returns fil.d

5.
17 __ •

:.._____________________

that no return

•

·

.

.
_............

._._
13,

35i

4S1.

12..............
292 .••

..

_

854

812

.
_

.

41. 7

22.2

53.3
_

1.4
:~,7

,

..
_
.
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,A question "'hich ll~ttural1y arises is, how cloPS the audit e:qwri(,Ilce
of the :21G el~cmie,; CO!!lP~tCC'\\·ith that of t.h,~ p0pl!L1tio!l at l:lr.~e.
The PC'l'C(,lltagc of:tll incb'ic1ll:t1 incollle "lX l"l'tHl"~l5 audited dllring
fi,;c:l1 yenrs 1flGD to 107:2 is H\,1ilnb1c by ~\.'n'l'al :1tlj!~,;t,:d gro:;s income
classes.
Of the S:!2 returns fill'd by the :?Hi CllL'mlC'3. ·~:~7.O!" :iI.!.'I percent, had
adjusted gross i:ccon1(, (-\OIl' 01'('1" ~':;I)_'I)!IIJ: :ll~,t :;:-;7. or .jJi.O i'(,I'l'C'It.
ha~l_\GI vetn·cen $10,000 amI $jll,IJOO. Only 1:3'(durn,:;, 01' :!.I percent,

o

l 1'111"' ~r't'oi111 li~t eon:-.:!~t-{
of
;)7:i H;1tll!~5. In -t~ (-:)...:,~:-o. th., :-:t:irr '·OI!!I~ f'!(1r (!t'rpr"!pin,' th~
tdt'Tltin· of rh~ individllal.
aIld rhlTI' WI'I'(I -11 dl!p~k;Lr~,)!l."': ,drh"r
with
!i~t 1 0: jil( .. r.
I!:tll\"
(n lbt ::!), in on,> ~;l;":;'. [l:t' :-:taIT t~..Jid HPt l;t'l'l,!;' \\ ill"h (.: tW, .. 1)\'r~Otb
\\·;1;:-.t):1 rh~
li...:r." :-:tt it inf'lllll;\;l
l)otll
of ttll_'n!. TlIlI:-O. ·~~hl C:l!"-t:S w,':';' t's:;}[~dHPd.
z Tlh' II~~ 11:1~ a.~rpt·m,·nr:-;
(pr t~I:' (·\cli;tu.:,:,' IIf ,irtfllr!llali"~1
\"\·ith. an !"~:lr:::-: t'~\,(·!·!.lt
TI~x:\:-: and
"\'"..-\-;:d:1. .\(o:-;t o~ t~11' rt'lI'rl':ll:-;
n~~ hnlh
It.;t:o:. \':·~r!' ru r!!t'
:-;;t;ltt'
I"
~I'\\"
: "ix.
rud,'r
til,· [···>t!.'r:II·X,'\\· \'"ork :'t;\tl' Tax ,\:.::rt'(·IHt·nr. t~ll' I i:~ r"[I·r .... tl'. rhl' ~r:ltt'
~t·· .. ,·;:-~d
tlltJU~;\~I,j
'tax rt~f!lrl!:-o t!ut it h::s !"-l'rt't'I!t"'_d alld nt)r.:tI',~ir,·d
h"t::',n ...r· tti w,\,kl ••;!tt Iirtli~ati(l:l~.
~"w York tllt'n fllrlli:-ht':;
rh(' re~lIrt:-:; or any audit
it IIndl'n;lh:t'j
on (hfL"':t" ft'fllrtb
(\,\ thtt
11:.;;,
... \,ljll:-;tt·(I
.c'ross IU(:OIIH' b tll('Olllt~
tll'furt' th~ dt..'ducrion
I)f
l).·rsonal
eXt.'mption::.
!lad
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sto.ooo. Thus. the "!lite House political opponents
were a relatively allluent gl'OllP~ and it is probably appropriutc
to
compare them with the national statistics for hllYh income people.
Internal l~enmlle Service data S!If)I'.- that people with adjustccl gmss
income over $;)0,000 tend to be audited about 14 porccnt of the time.
Since ~~ percent of the returns on the White House enemies list 1
were audited. they appear to have been audited significantly more
frequently than random indi vidu.ils with roughly the same incomes.
A finer breakdown of the national statistics, however, might not show
that this was true.
There are several reasons why people on the "11ite Honse political
opponents list might be audited more frequently than average. First,
they tend to be involved ill a wider range of business activities than
the a rerage person with the sam", income. Second, a. large fraction of
the political opponents in the middle income range are journalists and
writers. These people tend to have large deductions for business
expenses, and under the DIF formulas in usc between HiGS and 10T1
this tends to gi ve them hinher-rhan-average
DIF scores for people
in their income range.
Table :2 shows the reasons why the -Hll returns of people on list 1
that were screened as possible candidates for audit were selected. Of
these, 425, or 86.6 percent. were selected for screening under one of the
three cornputetized systems. '1',,0 hundred and eighty-senn
returns
were selected under the Standard or DIF systems, 10-1under the Automatic or Special systems, and -.!: under the Taxpayer Compliance
:J[easurement Prozrum. Twcntv-one returns were screened in connection with prior 2;r subsequent year audits. Eighteen returns were
picked up in relation to audits of trusts, partnerships. or corporations.
Three more were screened in connection with claims or requests for
refunds. Seven were screened ;1;: P:1.I't of special projects (generally,
Strike Forces or .Ioint Compliance Projects).'
'[\"\"0 were referrals
from the Tntelligence
Di v ision. In 1;) cases there was some other
reason for the screenina.
In the cases in \';hicita return ,,~1Scomputer-selected for screening',
the .J oint Committee-staff
has verified this by examining various COCllments that the IH~ computer rour iucly g/~nerate5 when such a sclechad AGT below

<0

Percent

Number

Total screened .•..........•
Eorr-puter

selecte

i

_._
_ ....•..•................
__ _

_ .• __ ._._._ ..
..•
__
_
.._._......

491
425

~~~t~~~~;:c~rO;;~~1:!~~~-te~~5~
~.: ~~~::::~:::~::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~::::
::::::::::
_
4

Ta;epd·,er COt:JDliailc~ M~a~Urt:l71~nt Prcgr3!":1. _ _ _ _ _
Multi·yw
audit. .. _. _
::::
P.r::.1tatJ pi.;:",·u;> l
.
.
. _.
CI1ims a:lJ
Intel:ih';!1~~

r61u~sts ")r i~fU!1ds
..
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Ot~12(
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Ot~,",_ _.. _...............................
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:::.:::::::
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•
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•

---.-

..•.
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...••....•...•..
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13
3

.•

2'
1
15

.....•..•••.••.••••••••••••
.
_
_.............

100.0
S5. <;
53.5 •. _ ._.
27.3 •. _•..•
0.8 .,_ ...
~. 3
3.7
0.6

o. ~

I.~
3. ()

1 R~.twJ1S pi.:kerf up i;1 ~cn:.~:t;·Yl ·...ith .:L :i~$ o~ '~~~2'i ~;:':L..(:iS,
:! M~i1!'Y Strike
Fafc~;; JIlJ JOI!~t ClmD:~)nC~ Pia!~C~s.
:; ~rrjkl'
f··ur{'('5:; r0ft'r
rn thl~
n.::t' of
~.~>' inn:-:'tl."::lttn"
rpS()lIrt'p~
of
SP\-t"~;Jl
F~'tkr:tI
ilWlildi!I':
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tion is made. In the cases where a return was audited in connection
with a prior or subsequent year audit, the staff has verified thut the
prior or subsequent year audit did indeed occur and determined why
the return was selected for screening that year. In cases of reb ted pickups, the stall' has verified that the related trust, partnership or corporation was indeed audited, In the cases of returns in which there were
claims or requests for refunds, the staff has verified that such claims
were made. In the case of special projects, the staff has either traced
a project to an investigut ion i)?,!!ltn bv some other gOWl'lllllcnt, ageacy
or, if it was initiated by the IRS itself, examined the project to see that
it was conducted without regard to the political views or nctivities of
the individuals under investigation. In the other cases, the staff hn"
satisfied itself that screening was not the result of "11ite Hous=
pressure on the IRS,
Informants' letters present special problems, Any person who wishes
to have sornebodv audited bv the IRS can trv to do so bv sendina a
conv incing iuformnut's letter, Presumably, there is no reason why
somebody in the "11ite House could not send an anon vmous letter
(or even n sip-ned letter) as well. Dean testified before the Senate
Vrutergate Committee that this is how Caulfield arranged to have the
,:Yc!csdu_I/ reporter audited,
(The staff', however. did Hot find any informant's letters in this file.) The files Oil the individuals on list 1 contained :30informants' letters on 19 people, of which S were anonymous.
In many cases, these were the sort of crank letters that a.re routinely
written to"wd about, public fi~'1.ll'es, In no ease W.lS a return screened
or audited because of spell a letter. In ntH' case, howeve r, :l letter "as
referred to an agent who W:~S 'llrc:ld~.',ll1llirin;! the subject of the letter,
and the letter led to the assessment of <1, $:~(;;)deficiency.
Of the 187 audits, 1:?1had L:-on completed Ly the t1l1\2 of the .Ioint
Committee staff investigat iou. Thirtv-onc led to no change in tax
liability; 82 to a tax increase; and S to a tax reduction.
SU)DL\ID:

STATlSTrC:'\

ox

.-\."[1HTS-LI5T

2

The staff has also examined files on 1.-1:1, returns of the -100 individunls on list :2, Trrble :j sumnuu-izes r:l<:,'allClit CXPC'l'il'IlCC of the, individua Is on list :2 on!v for t hc von rs l!),O uud 10,1. In those t wo vears the
490 individuals cOl{lc1have filed a maximum of DSOreturns. Actuullv.
they filed 9G2 returns. Of these, 5GV, or :>fU pcrccnt. \\'('n~ selected fOl'
screening
and 253, or :2r;,::~percent, were audited. Se\'ell returns \\Oe1'e
referrcd to St:ltCS IlIlc1er the exch:1t1ge PI'O!,!t':1111. A" was true in rhe
caSL' of li:;t 1, this l'CP!To;l'l\t::; a 11igher [1ercellt;l!!l~ of (':Ises amlitcd
rh:m
for people with lti,:rh income'S !Ie'nerally. Howen'r,
as preyiol15ly
pointed ont, thc're an' '.litIei'cilcc'S lh't\\'l'l'n this ;.!TOltp alld hi~~h income
PN'SOIlS
geller'ally
w11iC';1Illay ',n'li :1l','[Hlllt for the lligitl'[' Pl'l'l'l'nt:lge
uuclitl'C1.
Of the 1..11, n'tllrllS l'x:'I:)il1l'c1 for :lli \,(,:11'~. thp Il~S SL,ll'dNl a t,)t:d
of 0!)~) l'l'tlll'l~;; for "('l'i'l'll;:l<!, T:dJlt',~ "1I1l1'!l:ll'iZl''' tl!\' 1'l':l::'OllS \\-11\- th:osl?'
returns WCl'C sr1cctrcl. Iil 'Sll~ C:l:3l'S. or 8:),:\ pCl'cC'nt of the tnt-a1. thl?'
return \\':1S sl~kctc(l b\- OilL' f t\;C' ('Ompllh-l' s\',;tcm~, Of thl'Sl'. :~l;"\Wl'C
seh'ded 1111(1['1'the St;uHl:tnl 01' DIF s",;,em,,'. -~1\; IIlleiL'r tltl' _\lItlllll:tti<.:
or Spl'ci:tl system_,;, and If) uncIPI' the '1'axp:tyt'r Clltl\pli:lll('l'~ll':lSIIl'(,l\l("lt,
Pl'Ognl_lll, III IT c:\"p;;. the ::'l']Tl'llill;_!' W:I:': :1::,sCl(,~:Itell\\-ith :1.
i)
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claim or request for a. refund; and in 35 cases it was a result of a prior
or subsequent year audit. There were G5 pick-ups related to audits of
businesses or trusts. Five returns were screened because of Intelligence
referrals or requests. Eleven returns were screened as the result of
special projects. Sixty-four returns were screened for some other
reason.
TABLE 3.-AUDIT

EXPERIENCE OF 490 WHITE HOUSE POLITICAL

OPPONENTS 1970 AND 1971

'ereent or
returns
filed

Number

Not required to file a return in 1970 or 197L ..
..
......
,
.______
No re:orc of I;lio, a return and no assurance that no return was reQuired______________
Retu(n flIed and not selected for scre~~ing.-- .•• _.
----_------------------------R.:ur"
filed and setectsc for screening_____________________________________________

A"dited __ . _.. _.

•• _

_

Ref~rred
to a S13le____________________________________________________
Not audited after screening_______
_______
Total
Total

possicle
returns
retu rns filed
•

253
7
309 __

----------

2 ------.------.
16 .------------393
40.!
569
59_I
_
_ 26.3 .--- --•
.1 ------___ ___
3Z.1 ---- - --

••

._ - - - - -- ---.

980

._

96Z

IOO.()

TABLE 4_·-REASONS FOR SCREENING RETURNS FROM LIST 2

Percent

Number

Total Scre ened

.

.________

Computer selected.
. ____ ______
___ ____
______ _______
___
Standard or OIF s1~lem
357
.!.utJm l~ic or Special systems
._.__
_ 416 __ .---Ta.(pa!~r
Compliance
r,1eJsur~m~n{ Program_________________________
19 •
Mul~i-y~ar ~utjiL
• ________________________
_____
_
RElated
p;c:'<up' ..
.
,___________
Clai!T.s ano otner requests
fer retunds_________________________________________
A~p?!~:'!:~ IJr Int~!iigance
Dillisic;'l r~ferr3ls or reqJests___________________________

c

Spacial

ather.,

I

prcjects

' _. _.

. ___

_______ ____

. ____

_

____

__

999

saz

_
--- - - -_
35
65

17
5

11

64

36.7

4L1 •

100.0
80,3
_

_

L9

_

3.5
6_ 5
.U
0.5
1.1

6.4

See notes to Tohie Z_

_As with the returns from list 1, the staff has verified the reasons why
each of these 999 returns on list :2 were selected for screening. It has
found no evidence t.hG.t any returns were screened as a result of White
Honse pressure on the IRS.
Cm'D'GCT

OF AUDITS

AXD

COLT.ECTIOX

.AXD ISTELLIGEXCE

":\'CTl\TITES

In addition to xletermininrr whether an individual on one of the
political opponents lists was audited in a particular yeftL the staff has
examined the revenue agents' reports and the workpupets of each audit
to judge whether the audits were conducted without hn rnssrucnt or
undue strirtness. Income tax audits nccessnrilv involve some inconveniencc for the taxpayer being audited. However, the stair has found
no evidence that. revenue :1!,!"Clih nttempted
to increase unnccessa.rily
this incon voniouce for people OJ[ the pol it.icn 1 opponents lists, In some
cases, the agcnts were relat ivelv strict. However, this was usual ly
mot ivutvd hy a pn'l-ious lack of ('oopo[':\tion on the pnrt of tlw tax·
payer_ 111 an (,qual lll1ll11wl' of C':1;::t':3 the agents ,,'('re S01\le\\·j,at lax.
1'11(' statY has fOllnd ahso]utC'ly no e\-id(,IlCl' that :llIclits of IH'ople on
the politic:l1 opponcnts lists were on the uWl'age condll('tNl morc
harshly than nOl'm~l1.
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The staff has also reviewed th<' collection act ivit ios of the IRS
concerning people Oil the lists, It has found no evidence that the IRS
has been more viaorous in its attempts to collect unpaid taxes from
political opponents of the 'White House titan normal. Indeed, if anythillg, the opposite is true. Sen'rfll individuuls on the lists appear to
pose collection problems for the IRS. The Sen-ice has hem quite
lenient in grantillg extensions to file in many cases, and has not yet
attempted to collect taxes hom several political opponents who have
failed to file returns or even to ascertain the reasons for the failure
to file.
The staff has also found no indication that the IRS was more
vigorous than normal in recommending prosecution for tax violations
in the cases of political opponents of the White House.
C.\SES OF ALLEGED

IRS Bus

The stairs investijrnt ion paid particular attention to the cases of
those individuals mentioned in the press as victims of politically
motivated audits. The Joint Committee staff has difficulty in discussing these cases specifically because of the problem this "would present
in violating the individuals' rights of confidentiality. However, in
none of these cases has the staff found any evidence that the taxpayer
was unfairly treated by tho Internal Revenue Sen-icc because of
political views or act ivit ics. If the staff were freed from restraint as to
disclosure of information. it believes the information it has would
indicate that these taxpayers were treated in the same manner as
taxpayers generally.
In one case, it is possible to make some comments since the information involved docs not come from Internal Revenue Sen-ice files,
This was the case involvirnr Robert 'Y. Greene. a reporter for ,"ell'sf/a!!
who had authored an article on C. G. Rebozo. In this case. Dean stated
that .Iohu Caulfield had initiated an audit with an informant's letter.
Acconling· to statornonrs mudo [rv Greene. 110W('Y('1 .. his return "·,15
not, nuditod bv the Inrr-rnn l Ren,;ine Sen-ice but rather by Xew York
State under tile Fcdera l/Stat« exchange program. The st,,'ti:'has talked
with ~Ir. Green". the Xc\\" York revenue n~ellt who audited Greene's
Stato return, and other people ill the Xe,:' York Statl) Dcpartmeut
of Tnxation and. as nresult, believes that his audit bv Xcw York State
was unrelated to his beinr-n classified as a ,\Yhite HOll:3e .enemy.
•

v.

,

INVESTIGATION
OF INTERXAL HEVENUE SERYICE
FILES ON "FRIENDS" OF THE WHITE HOUSE

Sl'H'll indi\·idll:tls h:1H' Iwrn l'Ppoliec! in the n1l'clia or in te:3tilllOllY
brEol'l' t!1p. ~ellnte ::;l'leet COllllllitk(' on I'l'e:;iciL'llri:t1 CllIllP:ti.!...'11A(,ti,·itil'S to be fl·il'll~b of propl\' in t!ll' "'hire HOlI";l' who alll'g"l'llly l'l,,·,';n:d
SOllW f;t,-ornhle
tax tl'p:ltmrllt J,PCllllSP of acl;(~ll':; tah'n hy prl':'olb
1Il
the. ,\\,hih~ 1 fOll:'P. Til :,]1 of tlll' -;- C:I:"PS l':llird to the st:1.t;'s :ltrl'llt.:t>ll.
audits 'H'I'l' lllld';'l't:lkl'll
1)\, till' 11ltf'l'll:d nl'\-Plllll'
~(·(Ti"l·.lt
is
j)('iieH'tl that, all -;-of t"hpSt~ \'-t're. at. OIW tinll' or· anothT. li~tpll as
"sen,:;it in' C:l:'(~ rep(llt,:;." ~lll_.h 1\' pons
aTl' 111:1
int a inet! Oil :1 Cii ITI'lit
basi,; ,,"ithill tk~ Tntrmal
Hp\"l'll\lt'
Sen"ict' for (':I::'('S ill\"oh"ill~
prolllinent
pcrSOlb.
A listing of this type :lpp:m~ntly h:~s hl'I'1l u"l'~l
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24.

On September 15, 1972 from about 5:23 until about 5:27 p.m.

the President met wi.th Haldeman and discussed, among other things,
Dean's Harking through IRS.

At about 5:27 p.m. Dean joined the meeting

and from about 5:27 to about 6:00 p.m. the President, Haldeman and Dean
had a disctlssion. The Committee has received tape recordings of these
conversations.

24.1

Tape recording of a meeting between the President
and H. R. Haldeman, Sep t emb er 15, 1972, 5 :23 5:27 p.m., and House Judiciary Committee transcript
thereof.
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24.1

Transcript of recorded
9/15/72 meeting

24.1 NOTE
See "Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee
of a Recording of a Meeting Between the President
and H. R. Haldeman on September 15, 1972 from
5:23 to 5:27 P.M."
.
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25.

From approximately 6:00 p.m. to approximately 6:17 p.m. on

September 15, 1972 the President, Haldeman and Dean continued their
meeting.

The Committee has not received a tape recording of this portion

of the conversation.

Haldeman and Dean have testified that at the

September 15, 1972 meeting there was a discussion of taking steps to
overcome the unwillingness of the IRS to follow up on complaints.
According to a memorandum by SSC Minority Counsel Fred Thompson, Special
Counsel to the President J. Fred Buzhardt has stated that during the
September 15, 1972 meeting Dean reported on the IRS investigation of
(

,Lawrence O'Brien.

On May

28, 1974 the Watergate Special Prosecutor moved

that Judge Sirica turn over the recording of this portion of the conversation for presentation to the appropriate grand juries on the basis that
the recording was relevant to alleged White House attempts to abuse and
politicize the IRS, including unlawfully attempting in August and
September 1972 to have the IRS investigate Lawrence O'Brien.

On June 12,

1974 Judge Sirica granted the motion and ordered that the recording of
the conversation from 6:00 to approximately 6:13 p.m. be made available
to the Special Prosecutor.

25.1

H. R. Haldeman testimony, 7 SSC 2889.

25.2

John Dean testimony, 3

sse

957-58.

25.3

John Dean t es tLmony , 4

sse

1535.

25.4

Fred Thompson notes of telephone conversation with J. Fred
Buzhardt, SSC Exhibit No. 70A, 4 SSC 1794-96.

25.5

In re Grand Jury, motion for reconsideration and affidavit
of Leon .Jawarsk L, t-fay28, 1974.

25.6

In re Grand Jury, transcript of proceedings, June 7, 1974, 12 •.

25.7

In reGrand

JUDl, order, June 12, 1974.
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ings of the meetings in the President's Office or of the President's
phone ca lIs.
Tite President did not open the meeting of September 15 with the
statement that, "Bob has kept me posted on your handling of the
'Vatergate," or anything even remotely resembling that. He said, "Hi,
this was quite a day, you've got \"-ater-gate on the way," or something
to that effect, Dean responded that it had been quite a 3 months and
reported to the President on how the press was handling the indictments and, apparently, a Clark :\IacGregor press conference.
The discussion then covered the matter of the new bug that had recently been discovered in the Democratic X ational Committee headquarters and the question of whether it had been planted by the DXC
and the matter of Mr. Nixon's campaign being bugged in 1968 and
some discussion of whether to try to get out evidence of that. There
was some discussion about J uc1ge Richey hearing the civil case and a
comment that he would keep Roemer McPhee abreast of ,..hat was
happening. I don't recall any comment about the judge trying to accommodate Dean's hopes of slowing down the suit, but there was some
discussion about the problem of the ci vil case depositions interfering
with the criminal prosecution-apparently
as a result of a conversation between J uclge Richey and Assistant U.S. Attorney Silbert.
Dean indicated that the indictments meant the end of the investigation by the grand j Ul'} and now there would be the G_.:\_Oaudit- and
some congressional inquiries, such as the Patman committee, but he
assured the President that nothing would come out to surprise us. In
other words, there was apparently no information that would be harmful that had not been uncovered already. The President did at that
point commencl Dean for his handl-ing ofthe ow-hole-Watergate matter,
which was a perfectly natural thing for him to do. Dean reported that
he was keeping a close eye on possible campaign law violations by the
opposition; said there were some problems of bitterness at the reelection committee between the finance committee and political groups;
and said he was trying to keep notes on people who were emerging out
of all this that were clearl v not our friends.
There was, as Mr. Dean has indicated, quite a lengthy discussion of
the Patman hearings and the various factors involved in that. There
was some discussion of the reluctance of the IRS to follow up on complaints of possible violations against people who were supporting our
opponents because there are so many Democrats in the IRS bureaucracy that. they won't take any action.
There was a discussion of cleaning house after the election, moving
quickly to replace people at al l Ie vels of the Government. The meeting
closed. as I recall, with a fairly long philosophical discussion.
I totally disagree with the conclusion that the President was aware
of any type of covet-up and certainly ~rr. Dean did not advise him of
it at the September 15 meeting.

r

tt

I

!

•

·
L
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On February 7, 1973, the \Vatergatt:' case moved into a new phase
with the estnblishment of t he Senate Spied Committce. The announcement of the plans for the Senate probe was the reason for holding- a
weekcnd mcet inz. February
10 .uu] 11. ill sout ho rn Cali Iornia with }[r.
Ehrlichman, ~ft·. Dean, Mr. Xloorc, und myself. These meetings have
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but tl~at I wasn't going to suggest filing any lawsuit or taking any
action that 'was not well founded.
~
I had talked with :JIitchell. Ken Parkinson, and Paul O'Brien about
the matter and :JIr. Parkinson informed me that he was working- on
several potential counteractions. I requested that he submit a memorandum to me as soon as possible because there was great interest at
the \"hite Honse in a counterattack, including the interest by the
President. On September 11, 19-;-:3, :Jlr. Parkinson
submitted his
memorandum to me and after the memorandum, I redrafted his documents for submission to Haldeman. I have submitted to the committee
copies of both :JIr. Parkinson's memorandum and the memorandum
I submitted to Haldeman.
[The documents referred to were marked exhibit Xo. 34.-19.*]
~lr. DL\~. You will note that my memorandum of September 12,
19T:2, to ~1r. Haldeman has a ;'P-' with a checkrnark in the upper
right-hand corner, which indicates that the document was forwarded
directly to, or re\'ie\\ed by, the President. I later learned that the
President was pleased and ~wanted a full followup on the items in the
memorandum.
The markinzse on the memo are ~Ir. Huldemun's
.
mar k mgs.
It was also about this time, later July-early
September, that I
learned during !1 meeting in Mitchell's office that ~lr. Rhoemer :JIcPhee was ha,':"ing private discussions with Judge Richey regarding
the civil suit filed bv the Democrats. I believs this fact was known to
Mr. nlitchell, Mr. LaRue, Paul O'Brien, and Ken Parkinson-and
later again by ~lcPhee-that
Judge Richey was going to be helpful
whenever he could. I subsequently talked with Mr. :JlcPhee about
this, as late as March :2 of this year, when he told me he was going to
visit the judge in the judge's rose garden over the weekend to discuss
an aspect of £he case.

e

MEETIXG

,VITH

THE PR.E.SIDEXT-SEPTDffiER

15, 1912

On September 15 the Justice Department announced the handing
down of the seven indictments b:, the Federal grand jury investignting the 'Watergate. Late that afternoon I received a call requesting
me to come to the President's Oval Office. \"\11en I rurived at the Oval
Office I found Haldeman and the President. The President asked me
to sit, down. Both men appeared to 1>ein very good spirits and my
reception was very "arm ar.d cordial. The President then told me
that Bob--referring
to Halc1ema:1-hacl kept him posted on my handling of the ,Yatergate case. The President told me I had done a good
job and he appreciated how difficult a task it had been and the President was pleased that the case had stopped with Liddy. I responded
that I could not take credit because others had rlone much more difficult. things than I had clone. As the President discussed the present
status of the situation I told him that all that I had bePtl able to do
was to contain the case and assist ill keeping it out of the ,\llitc' House.
I also told him that there '\':1::: :1 lon,£!''\'<1y to go before this matter
would end and that I cert ainlv could make no assurances that the dnv
would not come when this matter would sta rt to un rn vel.
.
·See p. 1173,
._._ ·_o_·______

_

_ .~ __ .
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Early in our conversation the President said to me that former
FBI D'ircctor Hoover had told him shortly after he had assumed office
in 1D6!) that his campaign had been bugged in lOGS. The President
said that at some point we should get the facts out on this and use
this to counter the problems that 'we were encountering.
The President asked me when the criminal case would come to trial
and would it start before the election. I told the President that I did
not know. I said that the J usticc Department had held off as long as
possible the return of the indictments, but much would depend on
which judge got the case. The President said that he certainly hoped
that the case wouldnot come to trial before the election.
The President then asked me about the civil cases that had been
filed bv the Democratic National Committee and the common cause
case and about the counter suits that we had filed. I told him that the
lawyers at the reelection committee were hnndlinz these cases and that
they did not see the common cause suit as any re~l problem before the
election because they thought they could keep it tied up in discovery
proceedings, I then tolc1 the President that the lawyers at the reelection committee were very hopeful of slowing down the civil suit filed
by the Democratic National Committee because they had been making
ex parte contacts with the judge hnndling the case and the judge was
very understanding
and tryin~ to accommodate their problems. The
President was pleased to hear this ~U1dresponded to the effect that.
"",Yell, that's helpful." I also recall explaining to the President about
the snits that the reelection committee lawyers had filed against the
Democrats as part of their counteroffensive.
'
There was a brief discussion about tho potential hen rings before the
Patman committee. The President asked me what we were doinz to
deal with the hearings and I reported that Dick Cook. who had once'
worked on Patman's committee staff, was working on the problem.
The President indicated that Rill Timmons should stay on top of the
hearings, that we did not need the hearings before the election.
The conversation then monel to the press coverage of the 1YntC'J'gate
, incident and how the press was really tryin~ to make this into n major
campa,ign issue. At one point in this conversation I recall the PreSident,
telling me to keep a good list of the press people gi\-ing ns trouble.
because we will rnake.Jifc difficult for them after the election. The
conversation then turned to the use of the Tnternul Revenue Sorvice
to attack 0111' enemies. I recall tcllin« the President that wr- 11:1dnot
made much use of this because the \\11ite House did not have the clout
to han it done, that the Internal Revenue Sen-icc was a rather rlcmocratically oriented bureaucracy and it would be ve rv dangerous to trv
any such activities. The President seemed somewhat auno vcd and suirl
that the Democratic udminist rnt ions had used this tool \\"('11and a ftcr
the election we would cct peoplf' ill thC'se agC'llries who would bE' 1'espollsi\-e to the "\"\11iteHoust' l'C'quireml?nts. '
, The cOllnrsation then turned to the PI'C'sident's postclection plans
to replace pC'oplc \yho ,yere not on ollr tC'nm in all the agcnciC's. It ,,-as
atthis oint that Haldeman, I I'cmC'mhPr.,startrc1 takin!!: notes and he
also told the President. that he had bern c1l'wloping inforll1ation on
which people should stay and w'hich shou1r1 Q'O after tIl(' l'h,ction. I
l'l'cal1 that sen~l'al (hys aftl'l' my mC'l'tin!! with the Prpsid(·nt. 1 was
talking to Dan KingslC'y. who \\"~s ill chal'ge of den'loping tIll' li"t for
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hearing, and you will recall that I requested, after It discussion with
Mr. Haldeman, that we check the financial or the campaign filing
requirements of the members of the Patman committee. I did receive
a document, I have submitted that document. To this day I have not
read that document and I can't tell you what it says. I didn't have any
interest in that. I had also been suggesting, I had had a suggestion, for
Mr. Haldeman to call Governor Connally, to ask him about Xlr. Patman and he said, "I think :\tr. Patman might have one soft spot," but
he also indicated some Republicans might have similar soft spots, and
when Mr. Timmons and I discussed this we realized this might create
more problems than it would solve,
Now, corning back to this committee, I can -recall a comment when
this discussion came up that it would be very difficult for some members, possibly some of the members of this committee, to throw stones
when they were living in a glass house, and that is the comment I
recall making,
Senator INOUYE.Returning to the President's statement which you
quoted, "That we will take care of them after the election," did the
President ever tell you what he meant by that?
Mr. DEAx. To me, the way the conversation was evolving, and it
moved right from there to t'he Internal Revenue Service, and there
may have preceded that-because
I am taking such care in any reference that I make to any connrsations
I recall with the President-to
something about the Internal Revenue Service that led into the fact
that I should keep a good list. and then he went on to talk, I do recall
him very clearly telling me to make a good list of those who are sriving
us problems, that we will take care of them after the election. "\Yewill
make life less than pleasant for them, and it. moved, the conversntion
moved, directly from there to a discussion of the Internal Revenue
Service, and I told him how, I was really telling him the fact that I
could not call Mr. "\Valters and tell ~Ir. "\Yalters to get an audit started.
'And the President was rather annoyed at this and I told him the
reasOnWhY "hen he asked me and I said, well, because the bureaucracy
of the Internal Revenue S~l'dce is primarily Democratic and something like this cannot be done.
Senator IXOUYE. Did you ever call ~rr. Walters to attempt to provide special treatment for anvone j
Mr. DEAX. To provide special treatment?
Senator IxoTTYE.Yes or to-Mr. DEA~. No, I called him andnskr-d him a number of questions on
occasions on tax cases, ves, but I don't rcca 11 eyer asking him for
special treatment and, to' the contrary, "Jfr, "\Yalters is the t~~peof man
that he and I discussed on a nurnbnr of occasions the ext remo dancer
of.the "\Yhite House doing anything that would politicize the Il\ter~1al
Revenue Se1'\~ce and lie felt wry strongly about that and the like.
Now, I got criticisms-Senator IXOITYE.~[r, IValters was not the man to see, who was your
contact man in the Internal Revcnn« Son-ice?
.
.
Mr. Drvx. ~fl'. C'anlfil']rl had a cont act man ancllH' will han' to tell
yon who that. is because I do not know.
Senator Txorrvn. I thnnk you \'Cry much, ~fr. Dean.
Mr. DEAN. Thank you, Senator.
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EXHIBIT No. 70A

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES, ET. AL:

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
) Civil
) Action
) No.

Plaintiffs

v.

)

,

~IgHARD M. NIXO~
)
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS.PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES)

•

)

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

)
)

)
)

Defendant

)

AFFIDAVIT OF FRED D. THOMPSON

Fred D. Thornps on, being sworn,

1.

'-,

deposes and says:

Ea.r1y in JUl;lll,.1973, the White House transInitted

to the Select CoInInittee a rnerno r andurn (which is attached to this
affidavit) listing certa.in oral corrununications,
telephonic,

between President

This memor-andum, inter alia,

both face-to-face

and

Richard M. Nixon and John Wesley Dean
includes the exact times and durations

these corn:munications,

and, in the case of face-to-face

the other participants,

if any, in those conversations.

m.
of

communications,

.

_

...
[10444]
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Z.
from J. Fred

Shortly thereafter,

Buzhardt.

this telephone call,

Special Counsel to the President.

Mr. Buzhardt

related

as to' the substance of certain portions
between the President

"

3.

I a-eceived a telephone call
During

to me his understanding

of the enumerated

conversations

and Mr. Dean.
During my discussion

rnade detailed notes on the information
conclusion of the conversation,

with Mr.

Buzhardt,

that he gave me.

I promptly

prepared

Upon

a "Memorandum

of Substance of Dean's Calls and Meeting with the President,"
copy of vhich is attached to this affidavit.
memorandum. accurately

reflects

I

a

It is my belief that this

the 'information

imparted

to me by

•

Mr. Buzhardt.

Subscribed

;,

me, this

'IN

an! swoz-n to.
day of

~a

Notary Public,

'My Commission Expires

~

bef'oz-e
I9ZJ

D.C.

#;;;9

,19zr
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Dean's calls and meetings
with the President
sse Exhibit No. 70A

1796
MEMORANDUM OF SUBSTANCE OF DEAN'S CALLS
AND MEETINGS WITH THE PRESIDENT
.•.. ':'

C::~Ptembe~

15,

197Z

February

Z7, 1973

February

Z8, 1973,

Dean reported
Dean reported

on IRS investigation
of Larry O'Brien.
On Watergate indictments.
'

Discussed executive privilege,
nrinority counsel
for Watergate Conunittee.
Dean suggested 'White
House aides submit answers to interrogatories.
President
inquired oC Watergate,
Dean said no White
House involvement,
Stans was victim of c ir c urrmtan ce o,
'Colson was lightning rod because of his reputation.
Discussed
wiretappings
which had been brought up
in the Gray hearings.
Sullivan, Deputy Director,
was friend of Dean and Dean suggested they make
,sure that wiretaps oC prior years (other Administrations) be made known.

}

March

I, 1913

Preparation
for press conference
go over question
and answer book. Was decided the question 'Would
come up as to why Dean was sitting in on FBI inter:'
, views and that the reason was he was conducting an
, 'investigation
{or the President.
President
asked
Dean to write a report.
Dean was also critical
of
Gray.
(March

"

March

6, 1913

March

1, 1913

.'

Z press

•

conference)

Discussed
executive privilege guidelines,
decided
to cover former White House personnel as well as
present.
Again discussion
executive privilege guidelines.
Dean again told the President
the White House was
clear.
The President
inquired as to how Pat Gray
was doing.
Dean informed
him E. B. Willii)ms had
dropped out of the civil case.
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FOR

H.E~O,,;SIDERATlml

The Special Prosecutor
United States hereby moves

•

tl~O

rulings

contained

1973, sustaininE

tion of materials
jury subpoena

this Court to reconsidcf

claims of executive

privilege

in opposition

19,

to the prod~cgrand

duces tecum,
the Court sustained

President's

claims of privilege

inter alia,

(1) the latter portion

September

15, 1972, in the Oval Office of. the l:hite

John Dean

frem 5:27 to 6:17 p.m. on

the President,

H. R. Haldeman

I,

"._:.
i·!
•

!

•

and

h(!reafter "Analysis,"

on behalf of the Prcsident

i

!

t.wo tna t.t.c-rn

Co un s r- 1. for

t h«

1

filed

t.hr: "Co

nr t accepted

I'v cn i dc n t: t.h.u;

.

to the

latter po r t Jon of that: li~('cthl:~
(desir-nated "Item
t.lic s.o

•i

on N(lvcmb~r 26, 1973),

and (2) the notes of H. R.. IlaLd eraan relating

(If

I

Cl,-,i.ms
of Executi;'c Privi10!;c

'for Subpo cua ed gatcrials,

tion

i

(desi!inated "Item IVA" in the Analysis,

Index and Particularized

As to

1 '

of the tape-

of a meeting

involving

i

to,

recording

House,

t

•t

the

with respect

I
t,
i

t

~d-

listed in the above-captioned

In that Order,

-'. _.

",[

of the

in its Order dated December

vanced by the President

"

on behalf

the

I'll''').

.'lSSCr-

t.h i s po r r Lon o f
[10448]
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1

J~~_

..

C

,i.

.. ,

.

~_,,-

2.
on mar t e r s r c La t.i.ru; to
official

dut.Ln s

;\11(\

t.hc- rr.c:~icleni:'~

,

,

"-_

,

.t·

of his

conduct

a r c un r oLn t e d to

.
,,

-... .. .. -

( ·.1,
\

~

rna t t c rs , It

H;ltl!l'0::ltC

~

(An:ll)';;h:,
Pi>. 11., 16)
. - On the bn s lS of Ln fo rruat.Lon

;,

that has recently'

"

bee one available,
arc relevant
John

both to

n. Hitchell,

ct:

rna t t er sRl.,

t ha t

Item IVA and Lt cra IVH

at

suc in United

Crim.

Ls

No.

StRte~ v.

matters

grand juries

cmpa!lelled-on August 13, 1973, and January

under invc~tigation

by the fcdc~al

The facts in support of this conclusion

forth in greater
Prosecutor

Leon Jaworski.

therein

stated the U~ited

7,

I
•!

II

are set

detail in the attached affidavit

Special

I

71.-110, and to Uater-

gate-r~1ated

1971~.

"

it appcr.r s

!

~

of

~

·

For the reasons

i

this. Court to reconsider
Dece~ber

•

States respectfully
the aforesaid

requests

portions

·

of its

19, 1973 Order, and to rule that Item IVA and

Item IVB are not privileged
turned over forth,dth
presentation

and to order that they be

to the Special Prosecutor

to the appropriate

grand juries

such other use as is in accordance

for

and for

"lith law'.

f

1.I

...

.'

f,P(~C:ia 1 1'1'OSCCI!~io:1 Force
1425 K Street, N. W.
'~i1~hin~~r('n, D, C.
20005

l-::ltC'l.'g;l tC'

'

,

Dated:

Hay ?S, 197/,

Attorney:; [or the tlnitcd St:ltcs
[10449]
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AFFIDAVIT

OF LEm! JIIFORSKI

Leon .Jawor sk l , being

duly swo.rn , deposes

and says:
1.
Special

"

.!

..-'

Prosecution

Prosecutor.

I submit

Force.

,in support of the Government's
Court

reco~sider

1973,

in the above-captioned

wise

,)

I am the Special

portions

this affidavit

motion

to have

of its Order
case,

Ln d Lc a t ed this affidavit

Hatergc::te

this

dated December

Except "here

19,

othe7-

upon Ln fo rma t Lo n

is based

and belief.

"

'1

~
2.
Court

By Or.der dated December

sustnined

opposing

production

n.

j

R.

of (1)

Ha Lcleman and .John

the l':hitcHouse,

1973,

involving

of a

the Presid2nt.

DC.Jn, in the Oval Office

f rom 5:1..7

this

claim of privilege

the latter portion

of a m~eting

tape recording
j

the President's

19,

to 6:17

of
15,

p.m, on September

1

1972,

...

(2)

and

the notes

of

that part of the rncctinB.
dc

cul

s

i gn.i

tc

r i xo

d

a

Hatcri,11s

"

d

in

C'Ln

These

l'rcsitl(!n(:'

(.:11e

Lrr«

H. R. lla Ldernan

or

Executive

s

materials

An.rLy

s

i.s

rrivilc[;~

(hc rcn J'to r "Ann Ly.ii sit),

pertaining

,

had been

Triclc x
for

to

Suhpo

and

Pa

cna

r

t L>

cd

a s Item IVA arul Lt crn
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.
f

th(~ Pl"(!!;),clcnt
cLa Lmcd that the conve r=

[01:

and advice

'.

conduct

'~atcrgatc, ma t t cr s .II

that the materials

3.

and arc unrelated

in question

(a)

to

is 'cvidence, however , that

and supports

of the Hatergate

!

~
,

duties

There

this assertion

gations

and

on ma t.t.c rs rcl.at.Lngto the President's

of his official

refutes

to "d Lcc uu sLonn \,;ith

from the Pr cs Lclc nt;" s senior A~sistant

his counsel

I
!
t

....

(

su t Lons in quc s t Lori rcLn t.e
d only

,..f

.

2.
couusc l

1"

--_._.--.---_. -. -- ~

~---.-

.

the conciusion

do re1nte

brenk-in

to investi-

and. related

During

the public hearings

Co~ittee

on Presidential

raatters.
before

,-

1j

the Senate

Select

Activities

both }1r. Dean and Hr. Ha Lderaan testified

about

1•

1

the portion

in question.

of the Septcmber

Mr. Dean

testified

Campaign

15, 1972, meeting

that consistent

vlith

"

his discussion
the press

"

that day with

coverage

advisability

discussed

of the Hatergate

6f preparing

",ho had written

critically

(hereafter

of the l;''lite
House.
COT~ittee
Conz.,
Dean

1st Sess.,

claimed

attempt

"IRS")

there h3u been

personnel

to attack

before

he

enemies

the Scn.:1teSelect

CampGir,n Activities,

93td

(See·Appendix

asserted

A)

that Deoocratic

the IRS and that after

Pr cs i.dont La L election
to do so.

and ~he

the Administration

3, p. 958.

had "used"

(b)

..

Book

concerning

the use of the Internal

that the President

administrations
upcoming

about

Hearings

on Presidential

issu~

a list of press

wi t h the President

'Revenue Service

the President

the lilliteHouse

the

wou ld

Ibid.
Hr. Ila Ldcman

discussion

t.ns t Lf Lc d also that

at the time about

the Dc~o~ratic

,

orient~tion

of the IllS and the reluctance

of the IRS to

[10451]

(

.....
c:......
,.,
__
.._----...
....

.r

'.'

.'

.3.
fo11m., up on' conp l.nLnt;uof po:;;,iblevi()l;,tion:~;I~;du:;t
pcop l,c who \"1('rc ~;lIpport::ing
o pponcn t s of

Hearings

befo r c

t he

.S(:nnl:c

~C:

(See.Appendix
(c)

8)

Ls t Sc ss

., nook 7,

, "

DlIri.n~those hC'!nrin;3sthe Hhite

House' corroborated

this·tcstiT:!ony, at least ~n part.

In or about earry June 1973, J. Fred Buzhardt,
Special
.'

Thompson,

Counsel

to the President,

Hinority

that the meeting

on September

15, 1972, concerned

Canpaign

for Senator l1cGovern's 1972

campaign,

the Democratic
reduced

"

Counsel of the Senate Select Co:rnittc::e,

of Lawr-ence F. O'Brien,

Presidential

National

Committee,

appended

to his affidavit

"Tith l'ir.Buzhardt
wh lch Has made'

. I.

93rd Cong ., 1st Se ss .• Book

(S8e Appendix
Allegations

concerning

of i~vestieation

erand jury cmpanclled
federal

'

...

focused

on Au&ust

the Hhite House's

the IRS have been and
by both

the federal

13, 1973, and the

Grand jury cT:1panellcdon January

sofar as is relevant

[f,

C)

empt to ~buse and politicize
.the subjects

proceedin~s.

the Senate Select COR'1ittee on Presiden-

tial C<1p.pnir,n
Activities,
pp. 1794-1800,

of

11r. Thompson

part of the record of the Select Committee's
Hea~'in<~sbefore

a

Sr., then the

and in June 1972, Chairman

his notes of his conversation

to Hritine,

then

advised Fred D •

tax investigation
Director

lIU1J:;c~.

1(~c3: Co;::;-:ti,tI~~e
on 'Pr(:[: i rk,nE j.,1

Cam~i_C!lJ\ctiviti.es, 9Jrd Cong.,
p. 2889.

t he l:hite;

7. 1974.

1n-

hc re those Lnve s t i.gutions have

on nlle~ntjons:

the lnli.:eIlo us c prcc cnt.r-d

(1) that in September
Lf.s ts

of

Lnd i v Ldua Ls

1972,
("enemies")

.'
[10452]

.ii., (

(

't .

. ..to

the

1972,

IRS Hith

IRS investigate
Office,

: "This

'Evidence

t h«

Hr.

matters.

If

of

did

Court

in

desires,

before

those

a Ll.cga t Lorrs ,
that

fact

Dean and Hr .. Halde~an.

the

the

a s c ernbLcd by

likelihood

IS, 19l2, the President
with

to have

has been presented

indicates

or ~

be audited

t t empt ud

sub s t anuf.a t es both

also

discussions
those

O'Brien.

much of whf.ch

evidence

September

-__

IJr.

gr arid juries,

the

t hcy

h11itC! Ho us e un l awf'ulLy a

the

this

d i rcc r i.on t ha t;

the

on

have
concerning

a detailed

re-

,"

vie\~ of

the

\.;itnesses

can be submitted

for

in

ea~era

examination.

5.
this

In addition

meeting

staff

of

Hhich' wa s apparently

the

Eouse Judiciary

been made public
discussions.
meeting

Prosecutor,
Hr.

Dean

by use

of

p. A26.

prior

that

wa s engaged

in

IRS.

Hr.

Crit.l.

No. 7/.-110,

chaxgcd

..

. z

"lith

attemptinc

#'

States

these

of

the

Dean's

Ott

entry,
the

Special

"NcGovern
Post,

people"

May 17, 1974.

D)

v.

may ve l l

be relevant

John N. Hitche1l,

in whi.ch Hr.

cover

of

have

Haldeman wa s awa r e that

to

et

up the

identities

~lC

ill~&nl

brenk-in

the

DClilocr.,tic

justice

the

a1.,

Ila Ldcrnan arid others

a con sp Lra cy to obstruct

to

recently

portion

investigating

6. , These matters
of United

by the

p r ev i.o us Ly to

The Washin~ton

(See Appendix

trial

the

to Hr.

available

reflect

the

of

of

P'r e s Ldent; and H. R. l!alden:an

15, 1972, just
been

prepared

the relevance

The t~anscript

wh Lch had not

of a transcript

Com:nittee,

and support

b e txce en the

September

portions

are

in

of persons

,

responsible
'.

for

nur vc I L'la ncc of

~nd electronic

~.1.tiO:l~ll Committee

"
[10453]

(

(
5.

hcnclqua r t cr n of

a l uo Uni t cd

---------

Portion~

t.lu-

office

H."ItcrI~':ll(!

bu i LclLng .

ct: :11.,
-- ---------

~;t'aU:~~; v . Liddy,

----

Se e

Cr Irn. :1'.1. 13~7-7Z.

..

of the Scptern~er 15, 1972, m~cting a~ to \~ich

the cLa im of privilq~c

ha n been

s us

may we l l.

t n i.n cd

bear on the possible motives of one or more ot the
alleged
break-in

con spLra cors in connection wi.t.hthe '·Jatergate
Clnd alleged cover-up.
'·Therefo.re,for all the reasons

it is respectfully

requested

set forth above,

that this Court reconsider

--._

and modify
"

provide

19, 1973,

its Order dated December

that Itcr.1sIVA and IVB as identified

arc relevant

and non-privileged

to
above,

and to direct that they

be turned over forthHi'th to the Special Prosecutor
use in the appropriate

I

• !,

for

judicial proceedings.

.
"

i

ff~0:!

.

I
~-;t4v-

LEO~ JAEOJ,SKI

Special Prosecutor

.I

.,_
•\

t

.."/,

,

.

,",\'\

\.:~.

,

,.

,

.. : ,t "

)

~rl'

»

hf
"f

and S\'70rnto

'before me this •.;
J
day

,"

.,
•

Subscribed

tt ) ,

I,

.:.

, 1974.

i \ .'. '.

" ,.,,"L--<"-,~.,..~// ~'j':
r"

Notary

Pt.:.Dlic
My Cc·:nmiss;cn Exp'w l,r""h

I·~. 197?

.,. ..

.'

[10454]

N

en
0\
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25.6

In rc Crand_ Jury

tr

a ns c r ip t

_-.

IHiITZD S!A l"ES D lST.< I':"'"T G y;hT
FOR THE DIS'I'RL ..7

OF (;)U];13L\

_,/

UNITED

)

OF ,,\?-ZRIG.!\

)

JOa~l N. MITCHELL> et a L

IN p~:

----

Crioinal No. 74-110

)
)
)

VB

P'JST TRD\L ~·J:\T}:H.GATS )

Ga;\l~D Jt""Rl'f PRJ; ....;:-T.'DL\CS P-J.Et~A :DUCES "EC~1
ISSUW

PRESI.DE~IT

SUB;')
TO )

nrxox

n.ICl:rAB..D- N.

FJR PllO:CUC7IJN

Nisc.

No.

f ..7-: 73

)

JF TAPES> ErG.)

Friday> June 7~ 1974
Tt~~ auuv~-en~tlcd

2:00 p.o. before
!-~otion by all

.... _,

,.

STATES

-

by all

Tim RJl\ORAB12 JOHN J. smICA

de fe nda nt;s to defer

d e Eend an t;s pending

to recuse

appear3nce

the

causes c~me3 on for hea~~ng

trial

fir;al

and motion

counsel

PH IL IP L\G:]7:\ RA
RIC11:\'::~D JE::I-VZ:nSTE
JILL V;JI..:~:{
_PHD ..I:? L.:\C.3'JARA

p re t r La L ciot.Lo

de c Ls ion on the ~rrit

to di$~iss the Qotion

and raot.Lon of ~~:,itc H0~5e

(Cr. 1'io. 74-110:

argu::Eent on all

jl:clge); (~!isc. 110. 1}7-73:

to lift

at

0

£

~?.1:d2;;;~g

}1otion r2 s pe c LaL
for reconsideration

protective

c rde-r , )

GE01~GEFr_;~-TTa~J
?l:.1E.!{ R E:'lT
C-LRALD C·)LD:·t'\.i.~
J,\Y !lCR Y··,' 172

~JA}~£SD. ST. CL\D\.
JE!hE£ :-ilEU:!:Y
HICn:0.::L STl:.:U ...:\CC I
\
j

,j~;f,{1.--:::'~j.t~·I~.~-f:~~D
r:·~~·.l\·.C·~:·~~
,.c~:I1:~1'
~~.lOliSZ
~;·v.~~·-~~--1·;I~·(~'~'~
)~\.{_ {: .. r'!~ '~:~:~~~)l.

[10456]

12

._

to our bri3f with
Crand Ju-r}"

$

t...~

action

e.:a:epcioo of the tilat~r

about

coneerniDg the

co-CQDspirators.

T1lE CaUB."1:All right~ very "''ell.
!-loW lJith regaId to the special Prosecutor's

for Reconsideration,

I have rei1d the motions 800 ~r.a00a

ttlnt:2d. and t have lis taDd

to

Toe Court e::ta-~ned
only

tOT

the SepteaWe:r

tbu

OD

looking

a> the ~Jatergate break-

page 12 of his

Reuse Index and ADalysis filed

The Special

I

I

Even though the Special

cover-up.

suggested in a footnote

15th 1972 tape.

tape last De~r

as ~aniDg matt'3r TeLat2d

io and the alleged

sub-

Thie Court used and tmdentQod the

\?ateTgab! caterlal.

ter= Watergate

:-btiDn

Prosa-c.ut:or

response to the Hbite

November29. 1973. that he

Pxosecutor bas ~de

\4aS

a more than adeqaa.te

investigations,

using the ,.iOrO Watergate- in the broader eeuse ,

Af.ter ~ing

the

tape and the ~':lird page of £Ott. Haldeman's

September 15 note.s, previously

notes and al::20st all

public

inte~t

except; a part.
:-eason

declared

of the tape tmquestionably

in maintaiDing

total

Thers is no Mtional

to uit:hhold

privileged,

t.1-)ematter

I find

relavant.

confidentiality
security

frvar the

6r~nd

the

or ot.~
jury.

of all

~~ight7
[10457]

N
V1
-...,J

[10458]

~

.•

.....
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,

In re Grand Jury order

I

.!

j

1,I .

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR TIE DISTRICT OF COLmlBIA

IN HE GRMH) JURY SUBPOENA
DUCES TECml ISSUED TO
RIOIARD M. NIXON, ETC.

I

lIisc. No. 47-73

ORDER

.'

,,.

'lbe·Court having examined

.

items noted below pursuant

in camera

tte two

to its order and opinion

August 29, 1973, and. the mandate of the United
Court of Appeals
entered

for the District

of Columbia

October 12, 1973 in Nixon v. Sirica,

and the Special Prosecutor

on behalf

baving moved for'reconsideration

of

States
Circuit

No. 73-1962,

of the United States

of certain

portions

of

this Court's order of December 19, 1973, and the Court
.i

baving considered

the Opposition

and the Supplemental

.~

~~moranda and Affidavits

by the Special Prosecutor,

for reconsideration

and the order of December

in the following

supplied

it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion
is granted

of the President

19, 1973 is modified

respects:

1•. With respect to Item IVA (tape recording
a meeting

between the President,

and John W. Dean,
l'

.

IlIon

of

H. R. Haldeman

September

15, 1972

in the OVal Office from 5:27 to 6:17 p.m.,
required under part l(d) of the grand jury

,

subpoena duces tecum), the claim of executive

."._.

or other privilege which
portion

relates

of the recorded conversation

denied except ing the final

.'

to the latter

3

is

minu tes and

37

[10459]

,

_,

,

-2-

"_.

t~

seconds
of said recorded conversation.

~
2.

With respect to Item IVB (notes of ~. R •
.Haldeman

relating

President,

to the mee~ing

Mr. Haldeman,

on September

bet~een

the

and John W. Dean,

III

15, 1972 in the Oval Office from

5:27 to 6:17 p.m., required under part l(d)
.of the grand jury subpoena
.c'

claim of executive

.-

and it

duces tecum),

or other privilege

lYE

those portions

of Item

relating

latter portion

of Item IVA is denied.

the

t=

to the

is
FURTHER ORDERED

t

that Item IVA and Item IVB,

to the extent noted, will be made available
the Special Prosecutor

for presentation

forthwith

to

to the appropria te

grand juries and for such other use as is in accordance
',,;

with law;
\

and it is

.

FURTHER

ORDERED that execution

is hereby stayed until

4 :00 p..
m ;, Friday,

to permit the initiation
President;

to seek appellate

of appellate

review by the

ORDERED

that should

the President

review of this Order within

~pecified,

execution

completion

of such review •

elect

the' time

of the Order shall be stayed pending

. ..
'

"

•

Jun.e 14, 1974,

and it is
FURTHER

. !

of this Order

.

Dated:

June

/2.. .:

1974.

"

[10460]

.'~~'

(

[10461]

26.

Halters has stated that on or about September 25~ 1972 Dean

telephoned him and inquired as to what progress had been made with respect
to the list of HcGovern campaign workers and contributors which he had
given to Walters on September lIt 1972.

Walters has stated that

he informed Dean that no progress had been made; that Dean asked
if it might be possible to develop information on fifty, sixty
or seventy of the names; and that Halters responded that, although he
would reconsider the matter with Sec re t ary Shultz, any activity of this
type would be inviting disaster.

Halters has stated that on or about

September 29, 1972 he discussed Dean's request Hith Shultz and that he
and Shultz agreed that nothing be done ~.,ithrespect to the list.

Walters

has stated that he did not furnish any name or names from the list nor
request any IRS employee or official to take any action w Lth respect to
the list.

._-------------_._-------26.1

Johnnie \~alters affidavit, House Judiciary Committee,
Hay 6, 1974.

26.2

Johnnie Walters handwr Lt t en notes. September 25, 1973
(received from Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation).

[10462]

[10463]

~

26.1

Johnnie Walters

affidavit

_

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
CO~llitTTEEON THE JUDICIARY

AFFIDAVIT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

ss:

JOh~JNIE H. WALTERS

J

being firs t duly sworn,

deposes and says:

1.

I served as Commissioner of Internal Revenue

from August 6, 1971, through April 30, 1973.
2.

On September II, 1972, I met with John W.

Dean, 111, pursuant ~o his request, in his office at the
Old Executive Office Building.

At that meeting he gave

me a list of names, and requested that IRS undertake
examinations or investigations of the people named on the
list.

The list appeared-to contain names of persons on

the 1972 Presidential

campaign staff of Senator George

McGovern and of contribu'tors to that campaign.
3.

Mr. Dean stated that he had been directed

to give the list to me.

It was my impression at the

time of the September 11, 1972 meeting that John Do
Ehr Li.chman

Has the one who had given Nr

0

Dean his directions,

but I do not recollect on what my impression was based.

[10464]

._

2

Mr. Dean stated that he had not been asked by the
President to have this done and that he did not know
whe t her the President had asked that any of this
activity be undertaken.

Hr. Dean expressed the hope

that the IRS could do this in such a manner that would
"not cause ripples."

He indicated that he was not. yet.

under pressure with respect to this'matter.
4.

I advised Mr. Dean that compliance with

the request would be disastrous for the IRS and for the
Administration

and would.make the Hatergate affair look

like a."Sunday school picnic."

I asked wh e t her he had

discussed the mat t er with Secretary Shultz
no.

I

and he said

I advised him that I would discuss the matter

w Lt.h

Secretary Shultz, and that I wou Ld recommend to Secretary
,-

Shultz that we. do nothing on the request~
5.

On Septe~er

13, 1972, at the earliest

opportunity, I discussed the matter with Secretary Shultz,
.showed him the list, and advised him that I believed that
_

we should not comply .;.lith
Hr. Dean's request.

Mr. Shultz

looked briefly at the list, and said do nothing with
respect to it.

I placed the list in a sealed envelope

and placed it in my office safe.

I believe I may have

[10465]

..
".;

"".

-_

3

informed Hr. Dean of the decision, but do not specifically
recall doing so .

.....---

6.

On or about September 25~ 1972, I received

a telephone call from Mr. Deane

He inquired as to what;

progress I had made with respect to the list.
him that no progress had been made.

I told

He asked if it

might be possible to develop information on fifty-sixtyseventy of the names.
I would reconsider

I again told him that, although

the matter with Secretary Shultz,

any activity of this type wou.Ld be inviting disaster.

7.

Thereafter, on or about September 29, 1972

and again at the earliest opportunity, I discussed the
matter again with Secretary Shultz.

We again agreed

that nothing would be done with respect to the list.
I have no recollection

of any further discussions

the matter during my tenure as IRS Cammissionerp
the possibility

of mentioning

about
except

(without showing) it to

the p-resent Commissioner, Donald C. Alexander,

as he

was in the process of being n2Qed Commissioner.
8.

At no time did I furnish_any name or naQes from

the list to anyone, nor did I request any IRS employee or
official to take any action with respect to the list.

[10466]

4

90

I removed the list from the safe Hhen I

left IRS and thereafter personally kept it in the sealed
envelope and locked in my present officeD
10.

.
On July 11, 1973, up6n written request~

I submitted the list, along with my 'handwr Lt t en notes
of the September 11, 1972 meeting, to the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation in connection with that
Committee's investigation of allegations that the IRS
took enforcement actions for political purposes.

~9hnnie Ho Walters

Dated:

",/r; h

LL'

Subscribed and

swo rn

to before me this

(;, day

of May, 1974.

Notary Public
Ny Commission

.()
expires

[10467]
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Johnnie Walters notes

...

... ::~...,.~
~.~:

E.

. ~:_

T.

W: ....'3~R
O. MILl.::;.
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~

...
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H~~!'04'N
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~.
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S7 ....:~

R=:V=:NusTAXArlON

LONGWORTH

HOUSS or=tcz

W.l5Dingtan,

jJ.€.

BUILDING

20315

June 10, 1974

Received

from the Joint Co~mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation:

1. Handwritten notes of Johnnie M. Walters
September 25, 1972, and September 11, 1972.

dated

2. Letter from Johnnie M. Walters to Laurence N.
Woodworth dated July 11, 1973.
3. Two lists of names initialed by Johnnie M. Walters
and dated July 11, 1973.
P'--

»:

.~ ...
:..--!..4

of';

,

_/"

Gary Sutton
Co~~ittee on Judiciary
House of Representatives
r

\'

e

"
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J

t,

~..

---_ ..

,_--.---~

._.

._

Date

Commissioner
Johnnie

of

Internal Revenue

M:

9/25/72

Walters
To

John Dean telcalled to
ask what progress on list.
JMW

told him JM\.[had

discussed with Secy Shultz

& that so far no progress
has been made in ac~ually
checking the list.

JMW

advised Dean again

that any checking such as
suggested would be inviting
•
disaster

He agreed however

to consider the matter again
with Secy Shultz & recall
Dean
[10470]

..

.

......... .:

'_ -

-~-_
,

. .i : ~

.;

.

.'

.

.

--

-

r

-.

.....

. .....-._.--

-

.-~
.'
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27.
During
things,

----

On March 13,
the conversation
obtaining

1973 the President
the President

information

from the

met w I t h Haldeman and Dean.
and Dean dl s cus s'ed , among other
IRS.

_"-----"-----27.1

Tape recording
of a conversation
among the President, H. R. Haldeman and John Dean, ~larch 13, 1973,
and House Judiciary
Corrmft tee transcript
thereof
(received
from White House).

[10473]

[10474]

27.1

House Judiciary
Committee transcript

"_

27.1 - NOTE

See "Transcript Prepared By the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary
Committee of a Recording of a Meeting among
the President, John Dean and H.R. Haldeman
on March 13, 1913 from 12:42 to 2:00 p.m."

[10475]

N

co

[10476]

28.

On May 2, 1973 the Center on Corporate Responsibility, Inc. filed

suit claiming that it had been unlawfully denied tax-exempt status
because of selective treatment for political, ideological and other
improper reasons having no basis in the statute and regulations.

On

December 11, 1973 the United States District Court held that the tax
exemption had been unlawfully denied.

The Court stated that its ruling

was based in part on the failure of the White House to comply fully with
discovery orders.

The Court found that the inference of political

intervention had been unmistakenly' raised.

28.1

Center on Corporate Responsibility v. Shultz, Opinion,
368 F. Supp. ~65, 871-72.
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CENTER ON CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY,

Center on Corporate
Responsibility v. Shultz
opinion
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case involving the present plaintiff and
indistinguishable
from the one here involved.
: There Judge Coleman, speaking
for
the court, said:
"We think the correct standard for
the determination
of the issue now be" fore us was enunciated
by the Third
Circuit in The Travelers
Insurance
Company v. Blue Cross of Western
Pennsylvania,
[July 10, 1973], 481 F.
2d 80:
'The anti trust
laws, however,
protect
competition,
not competitors;
and stiff competition
is encouraged, not condemned.'
"This statement
was preceded by
the observation that:
'In its negotiating
with hospitals,
Blue Cross has done no more than
conduct its business as every national enterprise
does, i. e., get the
best deal possible
* * .r,- * *
Blue Cross passes along the saving
thus realized to consumers.'
"That is the situation here. American Family Life does not write broad
coverage hospital and medical insurance. Blue Cross-Blue Shield do write
such coverage.
American Family Life
sells
cancer
plan
policies.
Blue
Cross-Blue Shield writes such cover-

ern Pacific Railway Company v, United States, 356 U.S. 1, 78 S.Ct. 514, 2 L.
Ed.2d 545 (1958).
In our opinion,
there is no logical way in the context
of this case by which the COB provisions can be pronounced 'unreasonable'.
We cannot say under § 1 of the Sherman Act that an insurance company'
insuring against only one risk is entitled to dictate the terms upon which
broad risk companies may offer their
benefits to those individuals who need
protection
against
many risks.
"Stated another way, may the Blue
, Cross-Blue Shield COB provisions be
invalidated under the Sherman Act so
that American Family Life may write
its cancer policies in the form it desires while at the same time denying
the same right to Blue Cross-Blue
Shield as to broad coverage?
We
think not, and we so hold."
The motion for summary judgment
granted and the case dismissed:'
It is so ordered.

is

{",

age only as incidental to or as a part
~TER
ON CORPORATE RESPONSI.
of its broad coverage which protects
.'"""';',n, lLITY, INC., Plaintiff,
the insured as to many diseases or
disabilities.
When they include COB
v.
George P. SHULTZ et al., Defendants.
in their policies these companies are
simply providing that to a certain ex- ....
.. Civ. A. No. 846-73.
tent they shall not make the payments
United States District Court,
District of Columbia.
received or to be received from some
other insurance policy, thus reducing
Dec. 11, 1973.
the cost of their broad risk coverage
As Amended Dec. 12, 1973.
as well as its cost to the insured.
"This may be tough competition for
Nonprofit
corporation,
which was
American Family Life, which chooses
organized to promote use of corporate
to concentrate
on only one dread risk.
institution and power to better the social
hut the test is whether any restraint of
welfare, brought
action for refund of
trade thus caused is reasonable, North4. The court intends this dismissal to be with
prejulliee;
however, should certiorari
be
granted by the Supreme Court in the Florida Blue (,"'098 case, we suggest that counsel

v-

move the Fifth Circuit to withhold any opinion in this r-ase until that case is disposed
of. In this way, additional appeals of the
sallie question may be avoided.
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ing mechanisms'
against
White House
."enemies" and whether the White House
would claim executive privilege regarding any of the requested
documents,
memoranda or writings.
Mr. Buzhardt's
affidavit
stated that he had reviewed·
the transcripts
of the Watergate
Hearings (Ervin Committee)
and said that
the hearing transcripts
did not indicate
that the conversations
"related to taxexempt organizations
or organizations
claiming tax-exempt
status."
Mr. Buzhardt stated further that he was "authorized to advise the Court that the White
House is claiming executive privilege"
as to both the tape recording and the
four documents submitted for in camera
inspection.

o

•

THE
COURT
WILL
IMPOSE
RULE
37(b) (2) (A)
F.R.C.P.
ANCTIONS AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS
FOR THEIR
F AILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS
COURT'S
DISCOVERY
ORDERS

tiff's case. The inference of political intervention
has
been
unmistakenly
raised:
(1) by the handwritten
memo in
the Plaintiff's
file indicating
"perhaps
White House pressure";
(2) by John
Dean's testimony before the Ervin Committee;
(3) by the memoranda
Mr.
Dean submitted
to the Ervin Committee; (4) by the testimony of Patrick J.
Buchanan, White House Staff Member,
before the same committee
(September
27, 1973); 18 (5) by the Deposition of
Roy Kinsey, Assistant
to Mr. Dean,
(July 30,1973,
at;10-18);
and (6) by
the four documents
submitted
for in
camera inspection.
These indicia of political intervention,
combined with the
unusual and protracted processing of the
Plaintiff's
application,
have triggered
a
warning
signal requiring
the Court to
fully investigate
the issue. Through its
Discovery Orders, the Court has endeavored to obtain all the information
necessary to make an informed evaluation of
the issue.
However, the time has come
for the Court to make that evaluation,
and the Court is without the requested
materials to do so.

[1] A looming issue in this case has
been whether
political interference
or
intrusion has played a role in the Internal Revenue Service's consideration
of
The Defendants have failed to comply
the Plaintiff's
exemption
application.t?
with the Court's Order of July 6. WithShould this specter prove to have subin the scope of the Order were all White
stance, the complexion
of this case
House files plus the Treasury
and the
changes.
A showing of political inflll..;.. IRS files regarding
tax-exempt
organ ience renders the Service's ruling null ~tions
since Jan. 20, 1969, and certain
and void. It is outside the law.
fape,recordings
now before Judge Sirica.
The Court is concerned not only with
direct political
intervention,
but also
, with the creation of apolitical
atmosphere generated by the White House in
the Internal Revenue Service which may
have affected
the objectivity
of those
participating
in the ruling in the Plain-

Neither
of the two searches of the
White House files met the scope of the
Order.
The first was limited solely to
materials
in the White
House files
which mentioned the Plaintiff.
In addition, Mr. Kehrli's
affidavit
regarding
the first search of "all White House

ferred, was between the President, Mr. Dean
and Mr. Haldeman, not ~Ir. Ehrlichman.

18. Mr. Buchanan's
testimony referred to a
memorandum from himself to the President,
dated March 31, 1971, which discussed the
Administration's
intent to lise the IRS to
combat those "anti-Administration
institutions like the Stern Foundat iou." Sec, Neio
York Time.Y, September 27,1973, p, 31.

17. ".
. . Moreover, notwithstanding
the
stated grounds for the Muy Hl ruling, Plaintiff in Iaet was denied a favoruble ruling because it was singled out for selective trentment for political, ideological and ot her irnproper reasons which have no bnsi- in the
statute anti regulations."
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, para. 21, second sentence.
~I
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files" was misleading.
As his deposition
indicates, he did not in fact search all of
the White House files.
He did not
search the impounded
files of Messrs.
Colson, Ehrlichman,
Haldeman, Dean or
Caulfield.
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The second time, the Defendants
limited the search to documents, memoranda or writings in the 'White House central and special files which either related to or mentioned the Plaintiff
or related to "White House interest
in the
tax-exempt
status of left-wing
activist
organizations."
Mr. Buzhardt's
affidavit indicated that he conducted a complete search of the files which produced
four documents which he ..submitted for
in camera inspection.w
l\1}~'$llzhardt's
complete search, however, failed'''1:6 produce the documents,
memoranda,
and
writings
relating
to this issue which
were specifically
referred
to by Mr.
Dean and Mr. Buchanan in their Ervin
Committee testimony and by Mr. Kinsey
in his deposition.
As to the Defendants'
duty to search
the Treasury
and IRS files, they have
simply replied that the Order is "excessively burdensome."
They' made no request for a protective order.
They provided no objective facts to support their
claim, which would have allowed the
Court to treat the reply as a form of
protective
request
and d~ermine
if
there
was "good cause"
under
Rule
26(c), F.R.C.P., to limit the scope of the
search.
In addition to failing to comply with
- the Court's general discovery orders, the

SUPPLEMENT

-I

"j

Defendants
have failed to comply fully:
with the Court's Order Compelling Answers to Interrogatories
in either substance or in deadlines.
The Court can i
only consider this is another example of ;
the Defendants'
efforts
to evade the
Court's
orders.
Considering
both the I
necessity for the information
sought in
the discovery orders and the fact that
the Defendants
have sole possession of 1
that information,
failure to comply with !
the orders is grounds for imposition of
Rule 37(b),
F.R.C.P.,
sanctions.
See,
Campbell v. Eastland,
5 Cir., 307 F.2d
478, 491-492 (1962), cert, denied, 371
U.S. 955, 83 S.Ct. 502, 9 L.Ed.2d
_,
__ 502..... __

i

I
)1
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[2,3]
There is one other facet of the
Defendants'
Response
to the Court's
Show Cause Order which concerns the
Court.
The tape 19:& of the conversation
between the President,
Mr. Dean and
Mr. Haldeman regarding
the use of the
IRS against
White House "enemies",
wiJI not be produced because of "executive privilege."
Mr. Buzhardt's
affidavit states that he is "authorized
to say
that the White House was c!aiming "executive privilege" as to any and all tapes
as well as the four documents submitted
for the Court's in camem inspection.
Evidently
this single statement
is intended to be a claim of executive privilege. United States v. Reynolds (1954),
345 U.S. I, at 7-8, 73 S.Ct. 528, 97 L.Ed. i
727, requires that a valid claim of executive privilege can be made only by the
head of the agency which has custody of I
the documents in issue. Wright & Mill- I
er, Federal Practice and Procedure, Civil

!

I
I

I

!

19. The four documents
demonstrate
that the
\Yhite House staff did in fact consider
using
the .IRS against
their "enemies."
This conduct
is at best reprehensible.
The Court
finds that the documents
contain
information
relevant
to this action,
and lire discoverable.
The Court
has summarized
the reasons
for
this finding in a statement
which it has submitted to the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the
District
of Columbia
Circuit
for their
in
co.mao review pursuant
to their direction
at
page 39 in Nixon
v, Sirica,
487 F.~d 700,
XOS.
73-1962, 73-1967, 73-1089, D.C.Cir.,
1973. See Appendix
for statement
of rea-

sons.
Should the
ment for a scaled
suit
and Dot to
case, the Court
part of t!tC record

I
Court of Appeals'
require!
review apply solely to that
the circumstances
of this
shall
make
the documents
sua sponte.
:-::

19a. The October 2 Order ordered
the produc-'
tion of the tape of the conversation
on Sell- _':
tcmber 15, IV72 between
the Presid~nt,
John I
Dean lind John Erhlichrnnn.
Mr. Buzhnrdt's
affidavit
informed
the Court
that the taped
conversation
of that date was between
the
President,
Mr. Dean and H. R. Haldeman.
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